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SUMMARY 

Chapter 1 - Allen (1968) stated that the equilibrium dimensions of current ripples are 

proportional to flow strength and that their plan foml changes from straight via sinuous to 

linguoid with increasing flow strength. It is, however, difficult to explain the abundance of 

linguoid ripples in, for example, tidal deposits and deep water turbidite deposits with this 

theory. Linguoid ripples should in that case be destroyed or at least change into straight or 

sinuous ripples during the waning of tidal flow or after the passage of the head of a 

turbidity current and the subsequent decrease of flow strength. In this thesis the development 

and equilibrium dimensions of current ripples in recent and ancient depositional 

environments are re-examined. 

Time-lag, the amount of time required to change from one bedform type or 

geometry into another in order to adapt to changing flow conditions, has been disregarded in 

previous work on the stability of current ripples. The integration of the factor time may help 

to explain the discrepancy between the current theory and the observations in nature. Flume 

experiments were carried out to test this hypothesis. The objectives were: 

1. to develop empirical models for the relations between development time and equilibrium 

dimensions of current ripples on flat beds, grain size, and flow strength. 

2. to compare such models with previous flume studies. 

3. to use the results thus obtained to analyse the development and dimensions of ripples in 

natural depositional environments. 

Chapter 2 - This chapter describes the equipment and methods used in the flume 

experiments. The experiments were done in a rectangular flume developed by Winkelmolen 

(1976), in which the water flows in a continuous loop. The long and short sections of the 

flume measure 7.96 m and 2.75 m, respectively. 11le channel is 0.45 m wide. TIle 

experiments were carried out with two well-sorted, natural sands: a very fine sand with a 

median grain dianleter of 0.095 mm and a fine sand with a median grain diameter of 0.238 

mm. TIle development of ripples from Hat bed conditions was registered by measuring the 

changes in height and wavelength in steady and unsteady (tidal) flow. 
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Chapter 3 - The main results of the steady flow experiments on the development of ripples 

in 0.095 mm sand, described in this chapter, are: 

1. Current ripples are stable at depth-average flow velocities between 0.233 mls and 0.78 

m/s. At higher velocities symmetrical to slightly asynunetrical washed-out ripples are 

formed. These are replaced by upper stage plane beds at a flow velocity of 0.92 mls and 

higher. 

2. Ripples evolve from incipient through straight and sinuous into linguoid during 

development. This occurs at all flow velocities. 

3. Equilibrium ripples have a linguoid plan fonn independent of flow velocity, an average 

equilibrium height of 13.1 mm and an average equilibrium wavelength of lI5.7 mm. 

4. Incipient, straight, sinuous ripples and linguoid ripples Willl an average height smaller 

tlUIIl 13.1 mm and an average wavelength smaller than lI5.7 mm represent non-equilibrium 

conditions. 

5. tlle time needed to develop equilibrium ripples and washed-out ripples from flat bed 

conditions is related to an inverse power of tlle flow velocity, and ranges from a few 

minutes at high flow velocities to several days or weeks at low flow velocities. 

6. washed-out ripples have the same equilibrium wavelength as linguoid ripples. Their 

equilibrium height decreases rapidly witll increasing flow velocity, from 13.1 mm at the 

lower boundary of tlle stability field of washed-out ripples (at 0.78 m/s) to zero at tlle 

transition to upper stage plane bed conditions (at 0.92 m/s). 

Chapter 4 - Flume experiments Willl 0.238 mm sand reveal tllat, in general, the 

development of ripples in fine sand is similar to the development of ripples in very fine 

sand. Similar to tllOse in very fine sand, tlle equilibrium ripples in fine sand are linguoid and 

tlleir dimensions are largely independent of flow velocity. However, several differences 

occur: 

1. Washed-out ripples do not occur in fine sand. Asymmetrical current ripples are stable at 

flow velocities between 0.274 m/s and 0.60 m/s. At higher velocities dunes are fonned. 

2. The development of ripples occurs in two separate periods at flow velocities lower than 

0.49 In/S. In the first period the ripples reach a temporary average height of 15 mm and a 

temporary average wavelength of 125 mm. In tlle second period a jump to average 

equilibrium values of 17.0 mm and 141.1 mm occurs. Equilibrium ripples are thus larger in 

fine sand tllaIl in very fine sand. At flow velocities higher than 0.49 mls no jump in 

dimensions was observed and ripple development takes place in one single period. Between 

0.49 mls and 0.56 mls the equilibrium dimensions are similar to tllOse produced at lower 

velocities. At flow velocities higher than 0.56 m/s the equilibrium height and wavelengtll 
increases with increasing flow velocity. The geometry of tllese ripples suggests a gradual 
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transition to dunes. 

3. At any given flow velocity the time-period to obtain equilibrium ripple height and 

equilibrium ripple wavelength is longer for fine sand than for very fine sand. This is caused 

by the larger ripple size in fine sand and the greater resistance to erosion of fine sandy 
particles. 

Chapter 5 - A comparison of the results of the flume experiments with the results of 

previous flume studies on the stability of current ripples from the literature reveals a wide 

range of suggested relationships between flow strength and equilibrium ripple dimensions. 

This range is caused by a number of complicating factors, such as differences in 

experimental equipment ,Uld methods, sediment characteristics (e.g., sorting, particle shape), 

shallow flow depths and the conlllon disregard of time-lag. Nevertheless, the data in the 

majority of these studies are in agreement with the conclusion of the present study that 

equilibrium ripple size does not depend on flow strength and that positive correlations exist 

between grain size and equilibrium height, and between grain size and equilibrium 

wavelength. 

Chapter 6 - The abundance of linguoid ripples in tidal deposits can be explained on the 

basis of the results of the flume experiments in fine and very fine sand. Theoretical 

calculations and flume experiments in simulated tidal flows reveal that, also in unsteady 

flow, equilibrium ripples are linguoid and have equilibrium dimensions that are independent 

of flow velocity. Furthennore, it is shown that linguoid ripples cannot degenerate into 

straight or sinuous ripples during flow deceleration. 

A maximum tidal flow velocity of 0.45 m/s is sufficient to fonn equilibrium 

linguoid ripples in one flood or ebb period of 6 h. At lower maximum velocities ripples do 

not reach equilibrium dimensions and thus remain straight or sinuous. When washed-out 

ripples or an upper stage plane bed are present at the maximum flow velocity, equilibrium 

linguoid ripples are generated when the upper part of the stability field of ripples is passed 

during flow deceleration. 
The geometry of ripples may contribute to the reconstruction of sedimentary facies 

in tide-influenced deposits. 

Chapters 7 and 8 - The m~or factors that complicate the comparison of ripples fonned in 

the flume and in natural environments are: 1. sediment characteristics (e.g., sorting, particle 

shape, clay content); 2. rapid deposition from suspension; 3. wave action; 4. bioturbation; 

and 5. compaction after burial. 
11Ie ripples constituting the Bouma C-division of turbidite deposits (e.g., deep 
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marine Vallcarga Basin, Upper Cretaceous, Spanish Pyrenees) are preferentially linguoid if 

the rippled division is underlain by a parallel-laminated Bouma B-division. In that case, flow 

velocities must have passed the upper region of the stability field of ripples. On the other 

hand, the ripples have a greater chance of remaining straight or sinuous when the rippled 

division rests directly on tlle substrate over which the turbidity current flowed. 

Non-equilibrium ripples are dominant in deep marine environments with low

velocity bottom currents. These ripples are mainly formed in periods of a relatively high 

velocity of bottom currents (deep-sea storms). 

Examples of ripples, formed by bottom currents, were found in the Lower-Eocene 

Ainsa Basin (Spanish Pyrenees). Turbidite deposits on the outer-shelf and slope of the Ainsa 

Basin are characterized by rhythmic grain-size variations, that originate from pulsating 

turbidity currents, generated by the interference of groups of storm waves and offshore

directed, storm-induced bottom currents. Straight-crested ripples form the reworked tops of 

these turbidite beds. These non-equilibrium bedforms are inferred to have been formed by 

low-energy, residual storm currents flowing across the outer-shelf and slope towards the 
deeper part of the basin. 

Chapter 9 • The variables involved in the quantitative analysis of tlle dimensions of natural 

ripples are flow velocity, development time and initial bed configuration. When for a given 

set of ripples in fine or very fine sand the flow velocity and initial bed configuration are 

known, it is possible to determine the development time from the ripple dimensions. 

Likewise, when the development time and initial bed configuration are available, one can 

determine the flow velocity at which the ripples were formed. 

Chapter 10 . In the analysis of current ripple dimensions, time-lag is equally important as 

flow strengili and grain size. It should therefore be included as a major variable in future 

research on ripple dynamics in order to establish ilie relationships between ripple size, flow 

strength and grain size. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Hoofdstuk 1 . Inleiding 

Dit proefschrift behandelt de ontwikkeling en evenwichtsafmetingen van stroomribbels 

(gekenmerkt door een maximale hoogte van 4 cm en een maximale golflengte van 40 cm) in 

recente en fossiele afzettingsmilieus. In de bestaande literatuur wordt vaak het tekstboek van 

Allen (1968) aangehaald. Hij stelde dat de evenwichtshoogte en evenwichtsgolflengte van 

stroomribbels toenemen bij toenemende energie van het stromende water. Tevens zei hij dat 

de vonn van stroomribbels verandert van rechtkammig via sinusvonnig naar tongvonnig bij 

toenemende stromingsenergie. Deze a1gemeen aanvaarde thoorie blijkt evenwei niet op te 

gaan voor natuurlijke afzettingsmilieus. Zo is het veelvuldig voorkomen van tongvonnige 

ribbels in getijdemilieus en in diepwatennilieus (met name in turbidieten) in strijd met de 

hypotheses van Allen (1968). Beide milieus worden gekenmerkt door stroomsnelheidscurves 

waarin, na het bereiken van een maximum strool1lsnelheid, de stroomsnelheid van het water 

geleidelijk afneemt. Tongvonnige ribbels die gevonnd zijn bij relatief hoge snelheden 

zouden, indien de a1gemeen aanvaarde theorie juist is, bij lagere snelheden omgewerkt 

moeten worden tot sinusvonnige of rechtkanunige ribbels. Dit wordt echter niet bevestigd 
door waamemingen in dergelijke milieus. 

Vit onderzoek naar de stabiliteit van duinen (gekenmerkt door een minimale hoogte 

van 4 cm en een minimale golflengte van 40 cm) is gebleken dat de tijdsduur die nodig is 

om de atinetingen van duinen aan te passen aan veranderende stromingsomstandigheden een 

niet te verwaarlozen factor is. Deze tijdsfactor is veelal veronachtzaarnd in eerder onderzoek 

naar de stabiliteit van stroomribbels. Ook stroomribbels hebben tijd nodig om zich aan te 

passen aan vemnderende stroomsnelheden. In dit proefschrift wordt uitgegaan van de 

hypothese dat de factor tijd moet worden betrokken in het onderzoek naar de stabiliteit van 

stroomribbels om ribbels die gevonnd zijn onder laboratoriumomstandigheden te kunnen 

vergelijken met ribbels in natuurlijke afzettingsmilieus. Door rekening te houden met de 

factor tijd kunnen de tegenstellingen tussen de bestaande theorie en de waamemingen in de 

natuur worden verklaard. Om deze hypothese te testen zijn een serie 

stroomgootexperimenten verricht met de volgende doelstellingen: 

1. Het vaststellen van empirische relaties voor de ontwikkelingstijd en de 
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evenwichtsafmetingen van stroomribbels op vlakke zandbodems als functie van de 

korrelgrootte en stroomsnelheid. 

2. Het vergelijken van de aldus opgestelde modellen met de resultaten van eerder onderzoek 

in stroomgoten. 

3. Het vergelijken van de resultaten van het stroomgootonderzoek met de ontwikkeling en 

afmetingen vml stroomribbels in natuurlijke afzettingsmilieus. 

Hoofdstuk 2 - Methodes 

In dit hoofdstuk worden de apparatuur en de meetmethodes beschreven die gebruikt zijn 

tijdens de stroomgootexperimenten. De stroomgoot is een rechthoekige geul, die werd 

ontwikkeld door Winkelmolen (1976). Het water in de goot wordt in beweging gebracht 

door schoepen die worden a<Ulgedreven door een traploos verstelbare elektromotor. De 

stroomgoot is 7,96 m lmlg en 2,75 m breed. De geul is 0,45 m breed. 

De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd met twee goed gesorteerde, natuurlijke 

sedimenten: een zeer fijn zand met een mediane korreldimneter van 0,095 mm, en een fijn 

zand met een mediaan van 0,238 mm. 

De ontwikkeling van stroomribbels is geregistreerd door het meten van de 

veranderingen van de hoogtes en de golflengtes van de ribbels in de tijd. Telkens is een 

vlakke bodem als uitgangssituatie genomen. De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd bij constante 

stroomsnelheden en bij veranderende stroomsnelheden, waarbij getijdestromen werden 

gesimuleerd. 

Hoofdstuk 3 - Stroomgootonderzoek naar de ontwikkeling en evenwichtsafmetingen 

van stroomribbels in zeer fijn zand 

De belmlgrijkste resultaten van het onderzoek naar de ontwikkeling en evenwichtsafmetingen 

van stroomribbels bij constante stroming over zeer fijn zand (0,095 mm) zijn: 

1. Asynunetrische stroomribbels zijn stabiel bij gemiddelde stroomsnelheden tussen 0,233 

m/s en 0,78 m/s. Bij hogere snelheden worden de ribbels afgevlakt en ontstaan zogenaamde 

'washed-out ripples'. Washed-out ripples verdwijnen bij een stroomsnelheid van 0,92 m1s en 

hoger om plaats te maken voor een hoog-energetische vlakke bodem Cupper stage plane 

bed'). 

2. Bij elke stroomsnelheid tussen 0,233 m/s en 0,78 m1s ontwikkelen stroomribbels zich vml 
beginnende ribbels via rechtkmnmige en sinusvormige ribbels naar tongvormige ribbels. 
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3. AIle evenwichtsribbels zijn tongvonnig. Hun afmetingen zijn bovendien onafhankelijk van 

de stroomsnelheid van het water. De gemiddelde hoogte is 13,1 mm en de gemiddelde 

golflengte is 115,7 mm. 

4. In tegensteIling tot de algemeen aanvaarde theorie zijn rechtkammige en sinusvonnige 

ribbels nooit in evenwicht zijn met de waterstroming. 

5. De tijd die nodig is om evenwichtsribbels op een vlakke bodem te vonnen is omgekeerd 

evenredig met de stroomsnelheid van het water en varieerl van enkele minuten bij hoge 

snelheden tot honderden uren bij lage snelheden. 

6. Afgevlakle ribbels hebben dezelfde evenwichtsgolflengte als tongvonnige ribbels. Hun 

evenwichtshoogte neemt bij toenemende stroomsnelheid snel af van 13, I mm (bij 0,78 m/s) 

naar °mm (bij 0,92 m/s). 

Hoofdstuk 4 - Stroomgootonderzoek naar de ontwikkeling en evenwichtsafmetingen 

van stroomribbels in fijn zand 

In het algemeen is de ontwikkeling van ribbels in fIjn zand van 0,238 mm vergelijkbaar met 

de ontwikkeling van ribbels in zeer fijn zand. Evenals als in zeer fijn zand zijn de 

evenwichtsribbels in fijn zand tongvonnig en zijn hun afmetingen grotendeels onafhankelijk 

van de stroomsnelheid van het water. Er zijn echter enkele belangrijke verschillen, namelijk: 

1. Afgevlakte stroomribbels komen niet voor in fijn zand. Nonnale ribbels zijn stabiel bij 

stroomsnelheden tussen 0,274 m/s en 0,60 m/s. Bij hogere snelheden worden duinen 

gevonnd. 

2. Bij stroomsnelheden lager dan 0,49 m/s verloopt de ontwikkeling van ribbels in fijn zand 

in twee fases. In de eerste fase ontwikkelen de ribbels zich naar een tijdelijke configuratie 

met een gemiddelde hoogte van 15 mm en een gemiddelde golflengte van 125 mm. In de 

tweede fase vindt een sprong plaats naar de uiteindelijke evenwichtshoogte en 

evenwichtsgolflengte. De ribbels zijn dan 17 mm hoog en 141,1 mm lang en dus grater dan 

de evenwichtsribbels in zeer fijn zand. Bij stroomsnelheden hoger dan 0,49 m/s vindt geen 

sprong plaats en ontwikkelen de ribbels zich in een fase naar hun evenwichtsafmetingen. 

Tussen 0,49 m/s en 0,56 m/s zijn deze afmetingen dezelfde als bij lagere snelheden (17 mm 

hoog en 141,1 nun lang). Bij snelheden hoger dan 0,56 m/s nemen de hoogte en golflengte 

toe bij toenemende stroomsnelheid. Deze ribbels zijn overgangsvonnen naar duinen. 

3. Bij een gegeven stroomsnelheid is in fijn zand een langere tijd nodig om evenwicht te 

bereiken dan in zeer fijn zand, De redenen zijl1 dat de ribbels in fijn zand een groter volume 

hebben en dat het moeilijker is om fljn zand in beweging te brengen. 
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Hoofdstuk 5 - Een vergelijking van stroomgootonderzoeken naar de dynamica van 

stroomribbels 

Uit een vergelijking van eerder gepubliceerde stroomgootonderzoeken naar de 

evenwichtsafmetingen van stroomribbels in stromend water blijken in eerste instantie geen 

eenduidige relaties tussen korrelgrootte, stromingsparameters en ribbeldimensies. Dit wordt 

veroorzaakl door een aantal complicerende factoren, waaronder verschillen in de gebruikte 

apparatuur en meetrnethoden, de eigenschappen van de gebruikte sedimenten (sortering, 

korrelvonn, e.d.), het gebruik van geringe waterdieptes en de verwaarlozing van de factor 

tijd. Rekening houdend met deze factoren, is uit de meerderheid van de onderzoeken 

afgeleid dat de evenwichtsafmetingen van stroomribbels inderdaad onafhankelijk zijn van de 

stroomsnelheid, hetgeen niet altijd is opgemerkt door de betreffende onderzekers en aansluit 

bij de resultaten van het onderzoek beschreven in Hoofdstukken 2-4. Ook is het mogelijk 

voorlopige verbanden tussen korrelgrootte en evenwichtshoogte, en tussen korrelgrootte en 

evenwichtsgolflengte aan te geven. 

Hoofdstuk 6 - De ontwikkeling van kleinschalige bodemvormen in getijdemilieus: een 

model voor onregelmatige stroming en de toepassing op getijdeafzettingen 

Het veelvuldig voorkomen van tongvonnige ribbels in getijdemilieus, waaronder de 

Waddenzee, is in tegenspraak met de algemene opinie dat bij afnemende stroomsnelheid 

rechtkammige ribbels zouden moeten worden gevormd. Een sluitende verklaring hiervoor 
voigt uit de resultaten van stroomgootproeven bij varierende stroomsnelheden in zeer fijn 

zand. Deze experimenten laten zien dat ook in getijdestromen evenwichtsribbels tongvormig 

en hun afmetingen onaflumkelijk van de stroomsnelheid zijn. Een maximum stroomsnelheid 

van het getijde van 0,45 m/s is voldoende 0111 in Mn vloed- of ebperiode van 6 uur 
tongvonnige evenwichtsribbels te vonnen. Bij lagere snelheden bereiken de ribbels geen 

evenwichtsconflguratie en zijn rechtkammig, sinusvormig of onvolgroeid tongvonnig. 

Tevens blijkt dat wanneer tijdens hoge maximum stroomsnelheden afgevlakte ribbels of 

vlakke bodems worden gevonnd, deze uiteindelijk, bij afnemende stroomsnelheid, worden 

vervangen door tongvoIDlige evenwichtsribbels. Oorzaak hiervan is dat bij afnemellde 

stroomsne1l1eid het gehele stabiliteitsveld van ribbels wordt doorlopen en daarbij, afhankelijk 

van het sne1l1eidsverloop, slechts 10 tot 20 minuten nodig is om evenwichtsribbels te 

VOIDlen. Tongvonnige ribbels degenereren dus niet in rechtkammige of sinusvonnige ribbels 

bij afnemende stroomsnelheid. 
De afmelingen en vonn van srroomribbels' geven inziclJlell in lJet lJydraulisch 
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karakter van getijdemilieus en leveren daardoor een bijdrage aan het herkennen van 

verschillende sedimentaire facies. Rechtkammige en sinusvormige ribbels zijn dominant in 

gebieden met lage maximum stroomsnelheden, zoals op hogere delen van getijdeplaten. 

Tongvormige ribbels komen het meest voor in hoog-energetische getijdegeulen. 

Hoofdstuk 7 - Storm-geinduceerde pulserende troebelingsstromen in het Ainsa Bekken 

(Onder-Eoceen, centraal-zuidelijke Pyreneeen, Spanje): processen en produkten; 

Hoofdstuk 8 - Stroomribbels in recente en fossiele afzettingen met speciale aandacht 

voor diepzeemilieus 

Evenals in getijdemilieus, zouden in diepzeemilieus bij afnemende snelheid na het passeren 

van een troebelingsstroom tongvormige ribbels moeten veranderen in rechtkammige ribbels, 

indien de algemene aanvaarde tlleorie juist is. Tongvormige ribbels komen echter veelvuldig 

voor in diep mariene turbidietafzettingen. 

Een aantal complicerende factoren moet in beschouwing worden genomen om 

stroomribbels die zijn gevormd in gereguleerde stroomgootomstandigheden te kunnen 

vergelijken met natuurlijke stroomribbels in bijvoorbeeld diepzeemilieus. De belangrijkste 

zijn: 1. de eigenschappen van het sediment, zoals sortering, korrelvonn en kleigehalte; 2. 

snelle afzetting uit suspensie; 3. de invloed van golfwerking (verwaarloosbaar in 

diepzeemilieus); 4. de invloed van bioturbatie; 5. de invloed van compactie na begraving. 

De belangrijkste sedimenttransportmechanismen in diepzeemilieus zijn kortstondige 
troebelingsstromen en langdurige bodemstromen. Troebelingsstromen worden gekenmerkt 

door een zeer snelle toename van de stroomsnelheid, gevolgd door een geleidelijke afname 

en de vorming van Bouma-sequenties. Wanneer in een turbidiet een interval met 

stroomribbels (C-interval van Bouma (1962» op een interval met horizontale laminatie ligt 

(B-interval van Bouma (1962», moet tijdens de snelheidsafname de grens tussen de 

stabiliteitsvelden van een hoog-energetische vlakke bodem en stroomribbels zijn 

overschreden. Het duurt dan, atlumkelijk van het snellleidsverloop, 25 tot 30 minuten om in 

fijn of zeer fijn zand tongvonnige evenwichtsribbels te vormen. Hiermee is, op basis van 

berekeningen van Allen (1991), de duur van afzetting van een Tabc-bank geschat op 0,5 uur 

tot 1 uur. Dit betekent dat in turbidieten, die zijn gevormd door relatief hoog-energetische 

troebelingsstromen, tongvormige evenwichtsribbels zullen overheersen, mits snelle afzetting 

uit suspensie een ondergeschikte rol heeft gespeeld. Wanneer een turbidiet echter begint met 

een geribbeld interval, hetgeen duidt op laag-energetische troebelingsstromen, moet de 

vorming van ribbels in het stabiliteitsveld van stroomribbels zijn begonnen. De kans is dan 
aanwezig dat de ribbels geen evenwichtsafmetingen llebben bereikt en dus reClltkammig of 
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sinusvonnig zijn. Het bovenstaande wordt bevestigd door waarnemingen in het Vallcarga 

Bekken (Boven-Krijt, spaanse Pyreneeen). 

Langdurige bodemstromen in diepzeemilieus kunnen worden veroorzaakt door 

thennohaliene circulatie of door transport van sediment over de rand van hel continentale 

plat. Karakteristieke stroomsnelheden zijn 0,10-0,30 m/s. Tijdens zogenaarnde 

diepzeestonnen, met karakteristieke periodes van enkele dagen tot weken, kunnen de 

snellleden oplopen tOl ca. 0,70 mls. De stroomribbels, die dan gevonnd worden, zijn meestal 

onvolgroeid en hebben rechte kammen. 

Karakteristieke, door bodemstromen gevonnde stroomribbels zijn aangetroffen in 

het diep mariene Ainsa Bakken (Onder-Eoceen, spaanse Pyreneeen). De ribbels komen voor 

op door stroming omgewerkte bovenvlakken van turbidieten en zijn voornamelijk 

onvolgroeid (rechtkammig). De turbidieten in hel bestudeerde deel van het Ainsa Bekken, 

waarin de stroomribbels aangetroffen zijn, bevatten riunische variaties in korrelgrootte, die 

veroorzaakt zijn door afzetting van sediment uit pulserende troebelingsstromen, ontstaan 

door interferentie van groepen van stonngolven en bekkenwaarts gerichte, stonn

gei'nduceerde bodemstromen. De onvolgroeide ribbels op de bovenvlakken van deze 

turbidieten zijn daarom gei'nterpreteerd als zijnde gevonnd door bekkenwaarts gerichte 

reststromen van kustnabije stonnen. 

Hoofdstuk 9 - Criteria voor de kwantitatieve analyse van ribbelafmetingen 

De drie belangrijkste parameters voor de kwantitatieve analyse van de afmetingen van 

stroomribbels zijn de stroomsnellleid van het water, de tijd die nodig is om ribbels te 

ontwikkelen, en de initiele bodemconfiguratie. Wanneer zowel de stroomsnellleid als de 

initiele bodemconfiguratie bekend zijn, kan uit de afmetingen van ribbels in fijn en zeer fijn 

zand de ontwikkelingstijd worden berekend. Evenzo kan de stroomsnelheid worden berekend 

wanneer de ontwikkelingstijd en de initiele bodemconfiguratie bekend zijn. Dit laatste 

criterium is gebruikt om stroomsnelheden in een ebgeul op het strand van Texel te 

berekenen. 

Hoofdstuk 10 - Conclusies 

In de analyse van de afmetingen van stroornribbels is de ontwikkelingstijd even belangrijk 

als de stroomsnelheid en de korrelgrootte. Het is daarom noodzakelijk om deze factor op te 

nemen in toekomstig onderzoek naar de stabiliteil van stroomribbels, zodal het mogelijk zal 
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zijn om waardevolle relaties tussen ribbelafmetingen, stroomsnelheden en korrelgroottes af 

te leiden. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

GENERAL 

In natural deposits, the type of crestline pattern of small-scale current ripples is commonly 

used to estimate the flow strength (e.g., Allen, 1968). 111e common opinion is that straight 

and sinuous ripples represent low flow strength and that linguoid ripples represent high flow 

strength (e.g., Allen, 1968, 1984; Reineck & Singh, 1980). In general, the geometry of 

subaqueous bedforms in unidirectional flows is a function of flow parameters (velocity, 

shear stress, steadiness, etc.), water depth, and physical parameters describing the sediment 

(size, sorting, density, shape, etc.). It has been shown experimentally and theoretically that 

the size of current ripples is independent of flow depth and proportional to grain size (Yalin, 

1977, 1985; Richards, 1980) and that their size and plan geometry change with flow strength 

(Guy et at., 1966; Allen, 1968, 1984; Banks & Collinson, 1975; Yalin, 1977, 1985; Reineck 

& Singh, 1980; Lam Lau, 1985). Allen's (1968) statement that the dimensions of ripples are 

proportional to flow strength, and that the plan form changes from straight via sinuous to 

linguoid with increasing flow strength is based entirely on the results of flume experiments 

by Guy et at. (1966). Re-exanlination of these and other experimental studies (e.g., Muller, 

1941; Rees, 1966; Hanns, 1969; Yalin, 1975; Jopling & Forbes, 1979; Middleton & 

Southard, 1984) suggests, however, that there is only a poor relationship with flow strength 

or no relationship at all. 

It is difficult to explain the presence of linguoid ripples in, for example, tidal 

depositional environments, characterized by sinuous flow velocity curves, with this 

commonly accepted theory. With decreasing velocity linguoid ripples should be observed to 

change into straight or sinuous ripples and during slack water conditions no linguoid ripples 

should be present. Such a change is incompatible with many actual observations (e.g., 

Reineck & Singh, 1980). The same reasoning can be applied for deep marine environments. 

Linguoid ripples, formed at relatively high flow velocities after the passage of a turbidity 

current, should degenerate into smaller, straight and sinuous ripples during the waning of the 

flow and low rates of net deposition, if indeed ripple morphology would depend on flow 

velocity. However, Bouma C-divisions of turbidite beds usually lack geometrical changes 

from linguoid to sinuous or straight ripples. The validity of the current theory was 
questioned by Richards (1980). Based on calculations of bed instability Richards (1980) 
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inferred that the size of ripples is largely controlled by grain size. This was confirmed by 

experimental data given by Allen (1985). 

TIME-LAG 

A further analysis of studies on the dimensions of ripples and dunes in the literature shows 

that tlle time required for bedform adaptation to changing flow conditions (time-lag) is 

addressed much more elaborately for dunes than for ripples. If bedforms are in equilibrium 

Witll flow conditions no further (statistical) changes upon continuation of the flow occur, 

otherwise they are in disequilibrium. Time-lag in the development of dunes is addressed in a 

rapidly growing number of studies (see Wijbenga (1990) for a literature review). Although 

time-lag was acknowledged in most studies on ripple dimensions, few studies incorporated 

this variable to tlle same extent as was done for flow and sediment parameters (Fok, 1975; 

Yalin, 1975, 1977). 

In nature, steady flow conditions hardly exist and thus bedforms continuously tend 

to adjust their size and geometry to tlle instantaneous flow conditions. Unequivocal 

relationships between bedform dimensions, sediment and flow parameters only exist for 

equilibrium flow conditions. For one given grain size, flow depth and instantaneous flow 

velocity, various bedform geometries, or even bedform types, would exist, when the 

adjustment time is ignored (Wijbenga, 1990). Therefore, it is necessary to examine the 

effects of time-lag before comparative studies of ripple dimensions in laboratory and field 

conditions can be made, and eventually alternatives to the current theory can be given in 

order to explain the abundance of linguoid ripples in natural depositional environments. 

PREVIOUS WORK ON TIME-LAG 

The first flume study on time-lag in bedform development was probably carried out by 

Simons & Richardson (1962). They simulated bell-shaped, symmetrical discharge curves and 

showed that in the rising stages bedform development was different from tllat in the falling 

stages. For example, in one of their experiments (grain size: 0.280 mm, and maximum flow 

discharge: 0.62 m 3/s) ripples were present during tlle rising stage ,Uld dunes with 

superimposed ripples were formed during the falling stage at a flow discharge of 0.24 m3Is 

(Fig. 1.1). They attributed this to the time-lag of bedfonn adjustment after changed flow 

conditions. Sutherland & Hwang (1965) studied tlle development of bedforms from flat bed 
conditions at constant flow discharge, and found 'that bedforms approach their equilibrium 
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Fig. 1.1. Bedfonn development in an unsteady flow experiment of Simons & Richardson 

(1962). 

height and wavelength asymptotically. Prins (1969) approximated this asymptotic behaviour 

in tenus of changing bed friction coefficients and proposed the following basic equation for 

experiments with one particular grain size: 

(1.1) 

where t is time, yl' Ye' and Yo are the actual, equilibrium and initial values of those flow or 

bedfonn parameters that are subject to change in unsteady flow (e.g., flow depth, bedfonn 

wavelength, bedfonn height or bed friction coefficient), and c is the ratio between the 

starting value of the adaptation rate and Ye' and is thus inversely proportional to the time to 

reach equilibrium conditions. Gee (1973) applied Equation 1.1 to changes in flow depth 

induced by changes in dune dimensions after a sudden change in flow discharge. He defined 

the time needed to re-establish equilibrium conditions (equilibrium time) as the time-span 

needed for the changing water depth to attain 95% of its ultimate value. 

Dunes are known to adjust slowly to changing flow velocities (Allen, 1973a, 1976; 
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Allen & Collinson, 1974; Nasner, 1974, 1978; Levey et at., 1980). At similar flow 

conditions ripples adapt faster to changing flows than dunes. This is mainly caused by the 

difference in volume of both types of bedform (Wijbenga, 1990), but the rate of bedload 

transport is important as well. TIle time-span, required to change the volume of bedforms in 

response to changing flow conditions, is small if the bedload transport rate is high and the 

required change in volume is small. Vice versa, the time-lag is large in case of a relatively 

low bedload transport rate and large changes in volume (Wijbenga, 1990). It follows that the 

time-lag for ripples becomes increasingly important when sediment transport decreases. 

PURPOSE AND OUTLINE OF THIS THESIS 

The aim of this thesis is to better understand the dynamics of small-scale ripples through 

experimental and field-based studies. For that purpose a firm database is established which 

allows to evaluate relationships between flow strength, time-lag and ripple morphology in 

sandy depositional environments. Several series of flume experiments were performed with 

the following objectives: l. to develop empirical models for the time-lag in the development 

of ripples from flat bed conditions; 2. to study the equilibrium ripple dimensions for 

different grain sizes and flow conditions; 3. to compare the results with other flume studies; 

and 4. to apply the experimentally obtained results to natural ripples in modem and ancient 

sedimentary environments. 

TIle methods used in the flume experiments are described in Chapter 2. TIle results 

of steady flow experiments with very fine sand (D50=O.095 mm) and fine sand (D50=0.238 

mm) are discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. The flume models, derived from the 

steady flow experiments, are compared with the results of other flume studies in Chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 discusses the dimensions and plan form of ripples formed in tidal environments, 

based on the results of a series of theoretical calculations and flume experiments simulating 

unsteady flow in tidal enVironments, and applies the results to examples from recent tidal 

environments. Next, the applicability of the flume models to natural environments is further 

examined with special reference to deep marine environments (Olapters 7 and 8). 11le 

criteria required for the quantification of time-lag and flow parameters from natural ripple 

dimensions are discussed in Chapter 9, and finally, the main conclusions are summarized in 

Chapter 10. 
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2. METHODS 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

Flume 

TIle development of current ripples was studied in a rectangular flume in which water flows 

in a continuous loop (Fig. 2.1; Winkelmolen, 1976). TIle long and short sections of the 

flume measure 7.96 and 2.75 m. TIle channel is 0.45 m wide and 0.61 m deep. The water 

flow is controlled by 16 stainless steel paddles mounted on two parallel iron chains. The 

chains are driven around cog-wheels by a stepless adjustable electro-motor. TIle paddles are 

oriented vertically when moving through the water column at all times, preventing 

unacceptable disturbance of the water flow. 11le flow is guided through the comers of the 

flume by means of vertical, bent blades, which are thickest in the centre, to compensate for 

the increase of width in the comers, so that minimum disturbance occurs. Side-wall 

observations are possible through the transparent outer wall of the long section opposite to 

the paddle section. A packet of guiding tubes is present at the upstreanl end of the 

transparent section to suppress secondary flow at the upstream comer. All observations were 

done in a 1.95 m long section about 4 m from the upstream comer of the transparent section 
to allow full re-establishment of the turbulent boundary layer. 

Sediment 

The flume experiments were done with two natural sands, a very fine-grained, periglacial 

sand and a fme-grained beach sand. TIle very fme-grained, periglacial sand is composed of 

quartz grains with minor amounts of glauconite, heavy minerals, feldspar and mica. TIle 

original sand contained considerable amounts of clay-sized particles. TIlese have been 

substantially removed by simultaneously pumping out water with suspended clay and 

introducing fresh water at low flow velocities during a long time period. The median grain 

diameter after clay removal, measured with a Malvern Laser Particle Sizer, is 0.095 mm 

(Fig. 2.2a). According to the classification scheme of Folk (1968), the sand is well-sorted 

(0=0.49). T1le roundness and sphericity of individual grains were estimated visually at about 

0.4 (subangular to subrounded) and 0.6, following Krumbein & Sloss (951). 

TIle fine-grained, white-coloured beach sand contains more than 90% quartz grains. 
The median grain diameter is 0.238 mm, measured by sieving (Fig. 2.2b). The sand is well
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sorted (0=0.38) and the roundness and sphericity of individual grains were estimated 

visually at about 0.4 (subangular to subrounded) and 0.8, respectively. 

Water flow 

Velocities of the water flow were measured at the downstream end of the measuring section 

(section A-B in Fig. 2.1), using six Ott-type current meters with 0.05 m diameter propellers, 

mounted on an instrument frame, and placed in the centre of the channel at 0.03, 0.05, 0.10, 

0.16, 0.22, and 0.28 m above the sediment surface. The flow depth was determined as the 

distance between the water surface and the bed surface along the transparent outer wall at 

the location of the current meters (Fig. 2.1). The estimated error in flow depth 

measurements is 0.015 m, caused by the difference in local bed elevation below the current 

meters and at the outer wall of the flume when ripples were present. Water temperature was 

measured in the short section of the flume upstream of the paddle section with a 

thermometer, permanently located at about 0.10 m below the water surface. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Standard procedures were used to record and analyse sedimentological and hydraulic 

parameters. Before each experiment the sediment surface was flattened by generating an 
upper stage plane bed at a 10°C-equivalent, deptll-average flow velocity of about 1 mls. 

Subsequently, tlle electro-motor was switched off, so tllat suspended sediment could settle 

down onto ilie bed during several minutes. Next, the engine was switched on to tlle 

requested velocity, and tlle experiment was started. A constant flow discharge was 

maintained in each steady flow experiment. This was verified by regularly measuring flow 

velocities, and also by monitoring a small counter placed on the downstream cog-wheel in 

tlle paddle section during long-term experiments. In tlle unsteady flow experiments tidal 

velocity curves were approximated by raising the flow velocity in measured steps up to a 

maximum value and subsequently lowering tlle flow velocity in steps similar to tllOse in tlle 

rising stage. 

Initial flow deptll ranged between 0.32 and 0.345 m. Flow depth increased in tIle 

early phase of experiments, due to erosion of the sediment surface. Fresh water was added 

to the flume when needed to compensate for evaporative loss in long-tenn experiments. 

Fig. 2.1. Flume, plan view and cross-section. All dimensions are in mm. See Winkelmolen 

(1976) for a full technical description. Ott=location of Ott-type current meters. Section A-B 

is tlle transect along which bedfonn developmellt was studied. 
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Fig. 2.2. Cumulative size distribution of the sands used in the experiments. (a) very fine 

sand: D50=0.095 mm, 0=0.49. (b) fine sand: D50=0.238 mm, 0=0.38. 

Bow depth, water temperature, and flow velocity were measured concurrently at 

regular time intervals. In tlle steady flow experiments tlle lengtll of the time interval varied 

Witll tlle rate of change of tlle bed surface, i. e., Witll tlle flow velocity, from several minutes 

in high-velocity experiments to several hours in low-velocity experiments. In the unsteady 

flow experiments a constant time interval of 5 minutes was used. The lowest measured 

water temperature was l20 e. The highest temperature was 21.4°e. The scaling effect of 

temperature differences on sediment size, flow depth, and flow velocity was accounted for 

by standardizing tllese parameters to a temperature of woe, following to the procedure 

given by Southard & Boguchwal (1990£1, 1990b): 

(2.1) 

where D is tlle grain size, h is tlle flow depth, U is the flow velocity, and u is tile kinematic 
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water viscosity. The subscripts T and 10 indicate the experimental and woe values, 

respectively. The influence of water temperature on water density is negligible. The 

influence of temperature on bedform development and equilibrium morphology of bedforms 

was verified for the very fine sand and appeared to be insignificant. 

The development of bedfonlls was monitored at the outer wall of the measuring 

section by means of cross-sectional drawings, VHS video recordings, and slide photography. 

The period required to draw the bed surface is approximately half a minute, so each drawing 

represents the average bedfonll morphology over that period of time. Bedform development 

was recorded at regular time intervals varying from half a minute in high-velocity 

experiments to about 16 h in low-velocity experiments. All steady flow experiments were 

conducted well beyond equilibrium conditions. As a rule of thumb, measurements were 

continued for at least three times the estimated time required to reach equilibrium 

conditions. 

Pilot studies indicated that the depth-average flow velocity near the side-wall of the flume 

is, on the average, 10.5% lower tllan along the central transect (Fig. 2.3). The influence of 

tllis side-wall effect on bedfonll morphology was verified at the end of several experiments 

done Witll tlle very fine-grained sand. First, the water was carefully pumped out of the flume 

witllOUt disturbing tlle sediment surface, and stereo photographs were made. Subsequently, 

average ripple heights and wavelengtlls were compared along several transects in the 

measuring section, i.e., in tile centre of tlle flume, at 0.05 m from the outer and inner wall, 

and along the outer wall. Side-wall effects were apparent only in the experiment with the 

lowest flow velocity, shown by a slight increase in average ripple height and wavelength 
from tile flume centre towards tile walls. 

In none of tlle experiments sediment was added or removed from the flume. Hence, 

bedforms fonned by sediment redistribution tllfough local erosion and redeposition. 

DATA PROCESSING PROCEDURE 

Primary data 

The primary data were processed as follows. Depth-average flow velocity was calculated 

from a best-fit logaritlullic profile using the recordings of the lowermost four current meters. 

Only tllese recordings approach a logaritllmic distribution, whereas in the upper 30% of the 

water column tlle friction of tile side-walls of tile flume becomes effective, resulting in a 

slight reduction of tile flow velocity (c/ Van den Berg & Van Gelder, 1993). 
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Fig. 2.3. The depth-average flow velocity near the side-wall of the flume compared with the 

depth-average flow velocity in the centre of the flume, showing an average correction factor 

of 0.895. 

Bedfonn data from tlle measuring section were digitized, and ripple heights and 

wavelengtlls were computed. Ripple height was defined as tlle vertical distance between the 

ripple crest (here defined as the location where flow separation occurs) and tlle downstream 

ripple trough. Ripple wavelength was determined as the horizontal distance between 

successive ripple crests. Average and maximum heights and wavelengths were calculated for 

each point in time. These averages were usually based on a few tens of ripples. 

Time series 

Several hydraulic paranleters were calculated for each experimental time series. In steady 

flow experiments mean flow deptll and mean depth-average flow velocity were calculated by 

averaging all flow deptlls and flow velocities at equilibrium flow conditions and correcting 

them for side-wall effects. At non-equilibrium conditions deptll-average flow velocities were 

slightly higher and flow depths were slightly shallower tllan at equilibrium conditions, due 

to a smaller bed surface roughness. The mean variation is about 2%. 

The lOOC-equivalent grain size D50 1O, flow deptll h10' and flow velocity U 10 were 

calculated Witll Equation 2.1 by using tlle kinematic viscosity of water, based on tlle average 
water temperatures of tile time series. 
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Row discharge, qlO' was calculated from the product of the lOOC-equivalent mean 

flow depth and the lOO-equivalent mean flow velocity. Froude number, Fr, and boundary 

Reynolds number, Re*, were calculated from the equations: 

U
Fr=- (2.2) 

..fih 

U.D50 (2.3)Re=-. 
\l 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. 111e lOOC-equivalent bed shear velocity, u*,lO' 

was determined from Equation 2.1 and the Chezy-equation, because the limited length of the 

flume does not allow accurate measurements of the energy gradient: 

(2.4) 

where C is the Chezy-coefficient, which for a hydraulically rough surface is: 

(2.5) 

where h is the flow depth, and (Van Rijn, 1984): 

H.
-25

L (2.6)
k =3D9tJ+l.lyH.(l-e .)s

where ks is the bed roughness parameter of Nikuradse, D90 is the 90-percentile of the grain 

size distribution, He is the equilibrium ripple height, L e is the equilibrium ripple 

wavelength, and y is a form factor, depending on the lee-side slope of the ripples. In case of 

a lee-side slope of about 300 
, the typical residual angle after avalanching of sediment from 

the ripple crest, y is equal to 1. For upper stage plane beds, the bed roughness parameter is: 

k =3D90 (2.7) 
s 

The lOOC-equivalent bed shear stress 'tb,lO was calculated using the equation: 

2 
'.1J,10=P·U.,10 (2.8) 
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where p is the density of water. 

The grain-related mobility parameter e' is: 

'2u.e'=----- (2.9) 
(P s -p ).g.D50 

P 

where Ps is the density of quartz (ps=2650 kg/m3), and u*' is the grain-related bed shear 

velocity: 

, ur..fi 
u ----=-- (2.10)

• 4.h 
18.log(-T)

D90 
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3. A FLUME STUDY ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND EQUILIBRIUM 

MORPHOLOGY OF CURRENT RIPPLES IN VERY FINE SAND 

(submitted to Sedimentology, combined with parts of Chapters 2, 5, 8 and 9) 

INTRODUCTION 

The first series of flume experiments was conducted with a well-sorted, very fine-grained 

periglacial sand (D50=0.095 mm). The development of current ripples from initial flat bed 

conditions and their equilibrium dimensions were studied at steady flow conditions, covering 

the entire stability field of ripples for tlIat grain size. The aim was to construct an empirical 

model tllat quamifies tlle relationship between time-lag, flow velocity, ripple height, and 
ripple wavelength. 

RESULTS 

Table 3.1 summarizes tlle hydraulic results of the experimental time series. In 17 runs lOoC

equivalent, depth-average flow velocities ranged from 0.263 to 1.004 mis, and the following 

equilibrium bedfonn types were recognized: linguoid ripples, washed-out ripples and upper 

stage plane bed. No runs were conducted at flow velocities high enough to generate standing 

waves or antidunes (Fig. 3.1). Moreover, the median grain size of the sediment was too 

small to fonn dunes or lower stage plane bed (Fig. 3.1). Ripples were stable between lOoC_ 

equivalent flow velocities of 0.263 m/s and ca. 0.78 mls. At higher flow velocities washed

out ripples fonned. These are symmetrical to slightly asymmetrical, low relief, sinuous 

bedfonns which are formed in tlle transitional phase towards upper stage plane bed (cj. 

Soutllard & Hanns, 1972; Harms, 1979; Jopling & Forbes, 1979), the latter phase starting at 

ca. 0.92 mls. This figure is in accordance Witll the bedfonn stability diagrams of Southard & 

Boguchwal (1990a) and Van den Berg & Van Gelder (1993), bOtll giving flow velocities of 

about 0.85 mls for lie lower boundary of upper stage plane bed conditions. 

Description of ripple development 

The morphological development of tlle bedforms on the flat sediment bed was similar at all 
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Table 3.1. Hydraulic data for D50=0.095 mm. 

run ~ot D5010 ho hT h lO UT U IO T 
(h) (mm) (m) (m) (m) (m/s) (mls) (OC) 

52 867.23 0.1088 0.335 0.333 0.381 0.246 0.263 16.7-18.2 

47 95.58 0.109 0.32 0.331 0.380 0.277 0.297 16.4-17.8 

42 72.55 0.1087 0.34 0.344 0.394 0.341 0.365 17-17.8 

46 7 0.1058 0.324 0.331 0.369 0.399 0.421 15.5-16.1 

45 4.85 0.1035 6.332 0.345 0.376 0.471 0.491 14.2-15 

44 3.9 0.1023 0.34 0.361 0.389 0.536 0.556 13.8-14.2 

43 4.02 0.1066 0.34 0.359 0.403 0.591 0.626 16-16.6 

49 2.5 0.1085 0.33 0.346 0.395 0.652 0.696 17.3-17.4 

50 2.02 0.1084 0.329 0.347 0.396 0.732 0.781 17.3 

lla n.a. 0.1022 n.a. 0.315 0.339 0.808 0.837 14 

lOa n.a. 0.1022 n.a. 0.315 0.339 0.816 0.847 14 

48 0.103 0.33 0.33 0.358 0.839 0.873 14.4-14.6 

25a n.a. 0.1031 n.a. 0.325 0.353 0.844 0.880 14.5 

7a n.a. 0.1012 n.a. 0.32 0.341 0.850 0.878 13.5 

9a n.a. 0.1016 n.a. 0.32 0.342 0.881 0.911 13.7 

8a n.a. 0.1012 n.a. 0.325 0.346 0.925 0.955 13.5 

8 n.a. 0.1059 n.a. 0.338 0.377 0.951 1.004 16 

runs with extension .a' are results from earlier experiments 

n.a. = nol available 

CR = current ripples 

WOR = washed-out ripples 

UPB = upper stage plane bed 

flow velocities within the stability field of ripples. Four major stages of ripple development 

were distinguished in all experiments: stage 1. longitudinal streaks and incipient ripples in 

the centre of the flume (Fig. 3.2a); stage 2. straight and sinuous ripples (Fig. 3.2b); stage 3. 

non-equilibrium linguoid ripples; and stage 4. equilibrium linguoid ripples (Fig. 3.2c). 
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Table 3.1. (continued) 

u 
00-6m2/s) 

bed state QlO 
(m2/s) 

Fr 
(-) 

Re* 
(-) 

u*,l0 
(m/s) 

"Cb,lO 
(N/m2) 

8' 
(-) 

run 

1.067 CR 0.100 0.136 1.57 0.019 0.36 0.077 52 

1.064 CR 0.113 0.154 1.73 0.021 0.43 0.097 47 

1.068 CR 0.144 0.186 2.14 0.026 0.66 0.146 42 

1.112 CR 0.155 0.221 2.41 0.030 0.88 0.202 46 

1.149 CR 0.185 0.256 2.73 0.034 1.19 0.279 45 

1.170 CR 0.216 0.285 3.09 0.039 1.56 0.358 44 

1.099 CR 0.252 0.315 3.56 0.044 1.90 0.436 43 

1.071 CR 0.275 0.354 4.09 0.049 2.42 0.535 49 

1.072 CR/WOR 0.310 0.397 n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.674 50 

1.172 WOR 0.284 0.459 4.47 0.057 3.27 0.838 11a 

1.172 WOR 0.287 0.464 4.07 0.052 2.71 0.855 lOa 

1.157 WOR 0.313 0.466 3.98 0.051 2.55 0.895 48 

1.156 WOR 0.310 0.473 3.82 0.048 2.34 0.908 25a 

1.188 WOR 0.299 0.480 3.67 0.047 2.25 0.925 7a 

1.181 WOR 0.312 0.497 3.32 0.043 1.82 0.993 9a 

1.188 UPB 0.331 0.518 3.27 0.042 1.79 1.091 8a 

1.110 UPB 0.378 0.522 3.59 0.044 1.96 1.143 8 

Similar stages were observed by Jain & Kennedy (971), Mantz (1978) and Costello & 

Southard (981). TIle development characteristics of tllese stages were mainly studied in 

low-velocity runs (Fig. 3.3), since in tllose runs the rate of morphological change is low. 

They are, however, similar at higher flow velocities. Stage 1 occurs in tlle very early stages 

of ripple development after tlle fIrst grains have been eroded from tile sediment bed. Grains 

move in longitudinal patches or incipient ripples in tlle centre of tlle flume (Fig. 3.2a). 

These bedfonns are only a few grains high, a few cm long, and are usually not measurable 

at tlle side-wall of tlle flume. The incipient ripples gradually converge into straight and 

sinuous ripple trains of development stage 2 (Fig. 3.2b) by initial, randomly distributed 
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D 5010(mm) 

Fig. 3.1. Stability fields of bedforms in steady, unidirectional water flows in a lOoC

equivalent velocity-size graph at flow depths between 0.25 m and 0.40 m. Bedform types 

are indicated by dots (ripples), open circles (transitional between ripples and washed-out 

ripples), triangles (washed-out ripples: WOR), and crosses (upper stage plane bed) (modified 

after Southard & Boguchwal, 1990a). 

erosion of the sediment surface and subsequent erosion of troughs of incipient ripples. 

Straight and sinuous ripples are not classified separately, because the stage boundary 

between straight and sinuous plan forms is highly gradual. The bedforms of development 

stage 2 typically have average heights smaller than 10 mm and average wavelengths smaller 

than 100 mm. 11lese are approximate numbers, because the upper boundary of stage 2 is 

transitional as well. Straight and sinuous ripples evolve into linguoid ripple trains (stages 3 

and 4; Fig. 3.2c). Linguoid ripple trains have larger average heights and wavelengths than 

straight and sinuous ripples, and in addition the average values show a greater variance (Fig. 

3.3). TIle distinction between ripples of stage 3 and 4 is based on whether they are in 

equilibrium with flow conditions or not. In both stages ripples have a linguoid plan form, 
but in stage 3 they have not reached equilibrium height and wavelength yet. Average height 
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A 

B 

c 

Fig. 3.2. Stages of ripple deve~opment. The flow is from left to right. (a) Incipient ripples of 

stage 1. (b) Straight and sinuous ripples of stage 2. (c) Equilibrium linguoid ripples of stage 
4. Length of the pocket knife is 16 cm. The ruler is divided into segments of 10 cm. 
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Fig. 3.3. Ripple height and wavelength against time at a IOOC-equivalent now velocity of 

0.365 mJs (run 42). Time is plotted log-normal. Vertical bars indicate standard errors of the 

means. Note the increasing standard errors with time, denoting the development from 
incipient via straight and sinuous to linguoid ripples. 
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and wave1engtIl values increase in stage 3 from ca. 10 mm to values ranging between 12 

mm and 14 mm, and from ca. 1001llill to values ranging between 110 mm and 120 mm, 

respectively. However, tIle variation is great (Figs. 3.4a-d). In stage 4 ripples do not show 

any more increase in average height and wavelength on further continuation of the steady 

flow. 

The adjustment of the bed morphology to changing flow conditions is a dynamic process 

(Fig. 3.5). In addition to the straightforward increase in ripple height and wavelengtIl during 

development from a flat bed, more complex processes occur. During the development of 

ripples as well as at equilibrium conditions every ripple experiences a life cycle. In terms of 

changes in height of individual ripples tIle initial height is zero. Subsequently, the height 

develops towards a maximum value, and tIlereafter decreases again towards zero. This birth
and-deatIl process (el Jain & Kennedy, 1974; Allen, 1984) is not identical for every ripple. 

Some ripples become only a few mm high and live relatively short. Other ripples reach 

heights up to 47 mm, and have a relatively long life-time. Detailed observations indicate that 

this is caused by the influence of adjacent ripples that shelter downstream ripples in certain 

cases, and enhance downstream ripple development in others. New ripples are formed 

continuously, while existing ripples disappear. Ripple disappear by flow sheltering from 

adjacent ripples, and also by convergence with adjacent ripples (Fig. 3.6a). Generation of 

new ripples occurs by the splitting of one into multiple, mostly two, ripples, and by 

sediment redistribution tllrougb local erosion and deposition on an anomalously long flat bed 
section of several tens of cm (Fig. 3.6b). The difference between the number of newly 

formed ripples. N , and tIle number of disappearing ripples, Nd, per length of bed section, n
A, and per unit time provides a direct measure for bedform development. The following 

situations may occur tIleoretically: 

Nil-Nil (3.1a)--<0 
A 

NII-Nd (3.1b)--=0 
A 

Nfl-Nil (3.1c)-->0 
A 

On a long term scale only tlle first two conditions were observed in the experiments. 

Development stages 1, 2, and 3 show negative values (Equation 3.1a), because the number 

of ripples decreases in time due to increasing wavelength of individual ripples. Equation 
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3.1b holds in stage 4, in which the numbers of disappearing and newly formed ripples are in 

equilibrium. The last condition (Equation 3.1c), which implies an increasing number of 

ripples, occurs only during short term fluctuations of the average number of ripples at 

equilibrium conditions, but it is unimportant in the long run. 

Flow sheltering 

One of the processes that contributes to the birth-and-death process of ripples in the flume 

experiments is flow sheltering, i.e., the sheltering of individual ripples from current action 

by an upstream ripple. In such cases, the upstream ripples are larger than the sheltered 

ripples. They occur as characteristic pairs of large and small ripples on the surface (Fig. 

3.7). Occasionally, the process involves three ripples in which one ripple shelters two 

downstream ripples. 

Row sheltering is initiated by intensified erosion in the reattachment zone of a 

ripple. The largest portion of the eroded sand is used to increase the height of tile first 

downstream ripple. TIlis ripple can reach a height of more than 20 mm, provided that 

enough sediment is supplied. It protects the next downstream ripple from current action, and 

largely excludes it from sediment supply (Fig. 3.7). When a third ripple is involved in the 

process it receives even less sediment. As a result sheltered ripples decrease in size and their 

crests are flattened. Row sheltering also involves a decreasing migration velocity of tile 

sheltered ripples. This counteracts tIleir higher migration velocity due to their smaller size 

which would occur in the absence of flow sheltering. On the otIler hand, the migration 

velocity of the sheltering ripple increases relative to 'normal' conditions as a result of the 

additional supply of eroded sand grains. The balance between tile migration velocities 

determines if the sheltering ripple overruns the sheltered ripples, thus decreasing tile number 
of ripples on the bed, or if intensified erosion stops before this occurs. 

Fig. 3.4. Development diagrams of bedform height and wavelengtIl. TIle dots indicate 

experimental data. The curves through tile experimental data represent first-order best-fit 

lines given by tile equations below tile curves. R=correlation coeffIcient of the best-fit curve. 

n=number of measurements. (a) Ripple height development at 0.365 m/s (run 42). (b) 

Ripple wavelength development at 0.365 mls (run 42). (c) Ripple height development at 

0.696 mls (run 49). (d) Ripple wavelengtil development at 0.696 mls (run 49). (e) Washed

out ripple height development at 0.873 mls (run 48). (0 Washed-out ripple wavelength 

development at 0.873 mls (run 48). The scatter of experimental data at equilibrium 

conditions is caused by dynamic morphological changes of linguoid ripples. Note differences 

in scale along the horizontal axes. 
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Fig. 3.6. (a) Convergence of two ripples (U 10=0.626 m/s). (b) Divergence of a long ripple 

into two shorter ones (U lO=0.626 m/s). Time is given in minutes. 

------'...~ FlOW DIRECTION 

INTENSIFIED SHELTERED RIPPLES SHELTERING RIPPLE 
EROSION 

Fig. 3.7. Flow sheltering due to strong erosion of the bed surface. Arrows indicate bedload 

transport paths. Note the decrease in sediment transport downstream of tlle sheltering ripple. 

Fig. 3.5. (opposite page) Drawings of bed surfaces at different stages of ripple development 

at 0.626 m/s (run 43). Development time is indicated in minutes. Lines between bed surface 

drawings indicate successive positions of ripples on the bed. Converging lines indicate 
convergence of two ripples. Diverging lines denote splitting of ripples. 
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Development of washed-out ripples 

The development of washed-out ripples (Southard & Harms, 1972; Jopling & Forbes, 1979) 

is slightly different. They develop very rapidly towards equilibrium heights and wavelengtlls 

Witll a variation comparable to that of straight ripples (Figs. 3.4e-f). Two simple stages of 

washed-out ripple development were recognized: 1. non-equilibrium washed-out ripples; and 

2. equilibrium washed-out ripples. The initial washed-out ripples of stage I already have a 

symmetrical to slightly asymmetrical form. In this stage average washed-out ripple height 

and wavelengtll increase rapidly towards their equilibrium values (stage 2). Thereafter, 

height and wavelengtll only fluctuate around a constant value. Birth-and-death processes are 

less frequent than during the development of linguoid ripples. Only in development stage I 

(Nn-Nd)/A has a weak negative value (Equation 3.la), whereas in stage 2 tlle number of 

newly formed washed-out ripples equals tlle number of disappearing washed-out ripples in 

tlle long run (Equation 3.1 b). 

QUANTIFICATION OF BEDFORM DEVELOPMENT 

The development of ripples from an initial flat bed at WOe-equivalent flow velocities of 

0.365 m/s and 0.696 mls is shown in Figs. 3.4a-d. Figures 3.4e-f represent the development 

of washed-out ripples at a flow velocity of 0.873 m/s. All experiments show a rapid increase 

in height and wavelength in the early stages of development and a subsequent deceleration 

of growth towards dimensions fluctuating around a long-term stable average representing 

equilibrium conditions. 

l1le development of ripples and washed-out ripples from a flat bed was estimated 

by the following fIrst-order best-fIt model (c! Prins, 1969; Gee, 1973): 

H =H -(H -H \e -ell 
t • • oJ (3.2a) 

(3.2b) 

where H is tlle bedform height in mm, L is the bedform wavelength in mm, t is tlle time 

lapse in hours, and cH and cL represent tlle ratio between the starting value of the 

adaptation rate and tlle equilibrium height and wavelength, and are thus proportional to the 

inverse of tlle time to reach equilibrium height and wavelength (c! Fig. 3.4). The subscripts 

indicate tlle actual (t), equilibrium (e) and initial (0) height and wavelength values. The 

initial wavelengtll La has been defIned as tile wavelength of the fIrst bedforms appearing on 
tile bed, and tlms is non-zero by definition. At tile start of tile experiments bedform height 
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was zero, so Equation 3.2a can be simplified to: 

(3.3) 

Nonlinear regression analysis was used to find the best solution for Equations 3.2b 

and 3.3 fitting the experimental data. TIle analysis used the Marquardt-algorithm (Marquardt, 

1963) to obtain least square estimates of Cu L and L in Equation 3.2b, and cH and He ino e 
Equation 3.3 with average bedform heights and wavelengths as dependent variables and time 

as independent variable. TIle model fitting results of all experiments, as well as the 

correlation coefficient, R, and the number of data points, n, are given in Table 3.2. 

It is possible to calculate the time required to reach equilibrium conditions from the 

experimental paranleters cH and cL when a proper definition of equilibrium time is 

available. In this study equilibrium time Te is defined as the time to reach 99% of the 

equilibrium ripple height or wavelength when starting from flat bed conditions, or: 

<-> H,=O.99H. (3.4a) 

<-> L,=O.99L. (3.4b) 

where Te(H) is the equilibrium time for height. and Te(L) is the equilibrium time for 

wavelength. Combining Equations 3.2b, 3.3 and 3.4, and solving for Te gives: 

In(O.Ol)
T.(ll)= (3.5a)

cH 

O.OlL. 
In(--)

L.-Lo (3.5b)T.(L) = 
cL 

Rewriting Equations 3.5a and 3.5b for cH and cL and combining with Equations 3.2b and 

3.3 give general expressions of bedform development: 
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Table 3.2. Model fitting results and bedfonn dimensions for D50=0.095 nun. 

run He Te(H) n(H) R(H) L L Te(L)e o 
(mm) (h) (mm) (mm) (h) 

52 14.3 ± 2.2 116.05 109 0.73 131.5 ± 16.7 54.2 102.66 

47 12.3 ± 1.6 20.24 61 0.96 117.5 ± 18.3 49.5 25.84 

42 13.3 ± 1.6 6.55 170 0.87 120.7 ± 16.9 36.8 8.26 

46 12.8 ± 2.1 1.94 110 0.82 115.8 ± 17.9 49.1 3.44 

45 12.9 ± 1.9 0.86 134 0.77 114 ± 16.6 42.9 1.35 

44 14.3 ± 2.3 0.46 133 0.70 118 ± 14.8 40.2 0.50 

43 12.8 ± 2.5 0.42 136 0.41 113.5 ± 16.4 49 0.50 

49 13.4 ± 1.8 0.31 152 0.62 114.6 ± 16.5 68.7 0.40 

50 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 113 ± 12.4 57 0.28 

lla 10.7 ± 2.1 n.a. n.a. n.a. 127.1 ± 26.6 n.a. n.a. 

lOa 6.3 ± 1.2 n.a. n.a. n.a. 113.9 ± 16.6 n.a. n.a. 

48 4.8 ± 0.6 0.12 68 0.78 114.1 ± 8.7 79 0.24
 

25a 3.7 ± 0.9 n.a. n.a. n.a. 114.5 ± 7.9 n.a. n.a.
 

7a 3.2 ± 0.8 n.a. n.a. n.a. 104.5 ± 17.5 n.a. n.a.
 

9a 1.4 ± 0.5 n.a. n.a. n.a. 102.5 ± 7.5 n.a. n.a.
 

runs with extension ' a' are results from earlier experiments 

n.a. = not available 

H _1_ 

_ I =1-(0.01/.,(H) (3.6a) 
H. 

L -L _1_ (3.6b)
_I_0 =1-(0.01) T.(L) 

L.-Lo 

Data scatter 

The average equilibrium ripple heights and wavelengths (Fig. 3.4) scatter widely around the 
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Table 3.2. (continued) 

n(L) R(L) Hmax Lmax Le/He Lmax/~ax run 

(mm) (mm) (-) (-) 

108 0.50 27.2 ± 3.9 204.7 ± 32 9.2 ± 1.8 7.5 ± 1.6 52 

61 0.89 24.1 ± 3.2 206 ± 57.5 9.6 ± 1.9 8.5 ± 2.6 47 

170 0.78 25 ± 3.5 196.5 ± 38.9 9.1 ± 1.7 7.9 ± 1.9 42 

110 0.85 24.4 ± 3.2 186.9 ± 36 9.0 ± 2.0 7.7 ± 1.8 46 

134 0.80 26.9 ± 4.1 203.1 ± 37.4 8.8 ± 1.8 7.6 ± 1.8 45 

133 0.69 29.5 ± 6.3 197.2 ± 34.2 8.3 ± 1.7 6.7 ± 1.8 44 

136 0.52 23.9 ± 4.3 175.4 ± 37.4 8.9 ± 2.2 7.3 ± 2.0 43 

152 0.42 29.6 ± 5.6 188.4 ± 31 8.6 ± 1.7 6.4 ± 1.6 49 

124 0.55 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 50 

n.a. n.a. 13 n.a. 11.9 ± 3.4 n.a. lla 

n.a. n.a. 8 n.a. 18.2 ± 4.4 n.a. lOa 

67 0.69 6.8 ± 1.1 141 ± 15.4 23.8 ± 3.5 20.7 ± 4.0 48 

n.a. n.a. 5 n.a. 31.2±8.3 n.a. 25a 

n.a. n.a. 4 n.a. 32.9 ± 10.2 n.a. 7a 

n.a. n.a. 2 n.a. 73.2 ± 26.2 n.a. 9a 

ideal development curves predicted by Equation 3.6. This is caused by the dynamic 

equilibrium bed morphology and the three-dimensional, Iinguoid form of ripples. The 

equilibrium bed morphology has a close mutual relationship with flow strength. The ripples 

are constantly searching for equilibrium at existing flow conditions, and alternatively, local 

flow conditions are constantly altered by changing ripple dimensions. The generation of new 

ripples causes an out-of-equilibrium situation, which is restored by, for example, the 

removal of 'old' ripples or a slight overall increase in wavelength of a series of adjacent 

,ripples. On the other hand, a deviation in ripple height, for example a deflection above .the 

average, is restored by intensified flow sheltering or a regular decrease in average ripple 

height. Restorations require a certain amount of time to be accomplished. TIlis is reflected in 

bedfonn development diagrams by gradual, short-term increases and decreases in height and 

wavelength, which occur particularly at equilibrium conditions (e.g., Fig. 3.4d). It is 
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Fig. 3.8. Smoothed ripple development curves at U lO;;0.421 mls (run 46), showing a 

positive correlation between height mId wavelength. Smoothing was done by a 3-point 

moving average procedure. The correlation coefficient is 0.925. 

concluded that the data scatter is an intrinsic feature of the dynmnical system. 

The second cause of data scatter is the linguoid form of the ripples. A simple, 

linguoid ripple has its maximum height and wavelength along a vertical plane through the 

apex of the tongue and parallel to the mean flow direction. Other vertical planes parallel to 

the flow direction show smaller heights and wavelengths. TIle transverse dimensional 
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variability of the simple tongue-shaped ripple in particular, and of more complex linguoid 

ripples in general, is an additional cause for the variation in individual heights and 

wavelengths measured, and consequently in tlleir average values. 

The scatter in ripple height and wavelengtll is further innuenced by the variety of 

ripple forms. The two end members are very long, nat ripples and short ripples Witll a 

prominent vertical relief. Furthennore, ripples are not always asymmetrical in cross-section. 

Occasionally, their symmetry-index (Le., tlle ratio between ilie lengths of the horizontal 

projections of tlle stoss-side and lee-side) ranges down to 1, especially when ripples have a 

small vertical form index (tlle ratio between wavelength and height). Contrary to tlle variety 

of the geometry of ripples, significant positive correlations between ripple height and 

wavelengtll exist on a larger scale, as is exemplified in tlle smoothed development curves of 

run 46 (Fig. 3.8). 

The scatter of ripple size values can be smootlled by measuring hundreds instead of 

tens of ripples at a time. However, a few tens of height and wavelength measurements per 

time are the limit of the experimental set-up. Therefore, measurements were continued over 

long time periods, and thus also give accurate average equilibrium dimensions. 

Figures 3.4e-f show that tlle data scatter for washed-out ripples is smaller than for 

ripples. This is caused by a minor occurrence of birth-and-death processes. Most washed-out 

ripples are born directly from tlle initial flat bed, subsequently grow towards their 

equilibrium dimensions, and tllereafter migrate as stable bedforms ilirough tlle measuring 

section. 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS: EQUILIBRIUM TIME VERSUS FLOW 

VELOCITY 

Table 3.2 summarizes tlle experimental data of bedform dimensions and equilibrium times 

for a median grain size of 0.095 mm. Equilibrium heights and wavelengtlls, initial 

wavelengtlls, and equilibrium times were calculated using tlle non-linear regression analysis 

described above. Average maximum bedform height and wavelengtll values were computed 

from all maximum values per time at equilibrium conditions. The ve~cal form index, 

Le/H , was calculated from tlle ratio of equilibrium wavelength to equilibrium height, and e
·analogously the maximum fonn index is equal to Lmax/~ax' 

The time required for bedforms to develop towards equilibrium dimensions appears 

to be a function of flow velocity. Equilibrium time for bedform height and wavelength is 

plotted against flow velocity in Figs. 3.9a-b. Both diagranls show an inverse power relation 

between flow velocity and equilibrium time. At velocities near tile transition towards upper 
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stage plane bed conditions it takes only a few minutes to reach equilibrium dimensions, 

while near the threshold of general motion of sediment particles at 0.233 mls (calculated 

from Miller et al. (1977) for D50=0.095 mm) tens to hundreds of hours are required to 

obtain equilibrium heights and wavelengths. Non-linear regression analysis gives the 

following best-fit power functions: 

U =0.233 +0.255T.(H) -0.442
lO (3.7a) 

U =0.233 +0.297T.(L) -0.470
lO (3.7b) 

The equations for bedfonn height and bedfon}} wavelength are not equal. In most 

experiments equilibrium height is reached slightly earlier than equilibrium wavelength. 

Particularly in the early development stages, wavelength increases more slowly than height. 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS: BEDFORM GEOMETRY VERSUS FLOW 

VELOCITY 

Equilibrium dimensions 

The dimensional parameters, given in Table 3.2, are plotted as a function of flow velocity in 

Figs. 3.10 to 3.13. The heights measured in run 50 are not included in Table 3.2, because 

they varied considerably in the measuring section due to the simultaneous occurrence of 

linguoid ripples and washed-out ripples. TIlerefore, the flow velocity of run 50 marks the 

threshold velocity between the stability fIeld of ripples and that of washed-out ripples. Run 

52 is not included in Figs. 3.10 to 3.13, because side-wall effects had a significanL effect on 

equilibrium bedfonn shape. In this low-velocity run minor quantities of clay particles, which 

were present as wash load in other runs, began to settle onto the bed. Their cohesive 

character suppressed the generation and development of smaller ripples, and thus larger 

ripples were overrepresented. 

Figure 3.10 shows that the equilibrium height of ripples and the equilibrium 

wavelength of both ripples and washed-out ripples are by far independent of flow velocity 

Fig. 3.9. (a) 10°C-equivalent flow velocity, U10' as a function of equilibrium time, Te, for 

bedfonn height in very fine sand (D50=0.095 mm) including a best-fit power function 

through the dat.a points. (b) The same type of diagram for bedfonn wavelength. n=number 

of measurements. Equilibrium times range from a few minutes at the highest flow velocities 
to several tens to hundreds of hours at the lowest flow velocities. 
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and have average values of 13.1 mm and 115.7 mm, respectively. In the stability field of 

washed-out ripples equilibrium height rapidly decreases with increa<;ing flow velocity to zero 

at the transition to upper stage plane bed conditions. This observation is mainly based on 

earlier work by the author on washed-out ripple morphology (Table 3.2). Trend analysis 

shows that equilibrium wavelength is a weak function of flow velocity given by the linear 

best-fit equation: 

L.=120.9-9.1UIO 
(3.8) 

Figure 3.lOb also includes the washed-out ripple wavelength data of the earlier work. 11lese 

data were not used for Equation 3.8, because they are based on much less measurements 

than the present data. 

Maximum and initial dimensions 

The maximum height and maximum wavelength are fairly constant in the stability field of 

ripples (Fig. 3.11). Although not indicated by trend analysis, maximum height tends to be 

larger and maximum wavelength tends to be smaller in tile upper part of tile ripple fIeld. 

Analogous to equilibrium height, the maximum height rapidly decreases in the stability field 

of washed-out ripples (Fig. 3.lla). In tile same stability field the maximum wavelength is 

slightly smaller due to a smaller variation in individual wavelengths. This effect is probably 

already present in run 50 at a IOOC-equivalent now velocity of 0.781 m/s. The initial 

bedform wavelengtll (Fig. 3.12), as estimated by non-linear regression analysis, is fairly 

constant for tlle larger part of tlle stability field of ripples. Only in the washed-out ripple 

field, and in tlle high-velocity region of tlle ripple field, the initial wavelength is 

significantly larger tllan tlle average value (Fig. 3.12). 

Form indices 

Trend analysis shows a small, but significant decrease in vertical and maximum form index 

with increasing now velocity in tlle stability field of ripples (Fig. 3.13), given by the linear 

best-fit equations: 

Fig. 3.10. (a) Equilibrium bedform height against 1O°C-equivalent flow velocity in very fine 

sand (D50=0.095 nun). The circles represent measurements from tllis study. The crosses 

represent data from earlier work by tlle autllor. Vertical bars indicate standard deviations. 

WOR=washed-out ripples. (b) Equilibrium wavelength against lOOC-equivalent flow 

velocity. Note tllat equilibrium height [md wavelengtll are largely independent of flow 

velocity in the stability field of current ripples. 
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(3.9) 

Lmax--=9.7 -4.6UlO 
(3.10) 

HmAJ( 

where Le/He is tlle vertical fonn index and Lmax/~ax is tlle maximum fonn index. As 

expected, washed-out ripples have both a larger vertical and maximum fonn index than 

ripples, because equilibrium and maximum washed-out ripple heights are smaller. 

INTERPRETATION OF RIPPLE DYNAMICS 

From the above mentioned relationships between geometrical parameters and flow velocity, 

it is obvious tllat the equilibrium ripple size in very fine sand is by far independent of flow 

strength. Table 3.3 sununarizes tlle average values of all ripple heights, wavelengtlls and 

index parameters. The frequency distribution of all ripple heights and wavelengtllS at 

equilibrium conditions is given in Fig. 3.14. Some of tlle variables (Le' Le/He and 

Lmax/Hmax) are slightly inversely proportional to flow velocity. However, the relations are 

weak as compared to tlle variation of the time-averaged observations. The trend in tlle 

vertical fonn index (Equation 3.9) is caused by tlle inverse relationship between equilibrium 

wavelengtll and flow velocity (Equation 3.8) along willl a constant equilibrium height. 

According to Equation 3.10 tlle maximum fonn index of ripples decreases about 

29% between tlle lower and upper boundaries of tlle stability field of ripples. As mentioned 

above, maximum height tends to increase and maximum wavelengtll tends to decrease in tlle 

upper part of tlle ripple field (Fig. 3.11). BOtll effects reinforce each otller in tlle maximum 

fonn index, causing it to decrease witll increasing flow velocity. 

Fig. 3.11. (a) Maximum height against IOOC-equivalent flow velocity.. The circles indicate 

measurements from tllis study. "TIle crosses result from earlier work by tlle autllor. (b) 

Maximum wavelengtll against IOOC-equivalent flow velocity. Vertical bars indicate standard 

deviations. 
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Fig. 3.12. Initial wavelengtll against WOC-equivalent flow velocity. 

INTERPRETATION OF WASHED-OUT RIPPLE DYNAMICS 

In the stability field of washed-out ripples the bedfonns are symmetrical, the equilibrium 

wa",elength remains constant, and the equilibrium height decreases rapidly from 13.1 mm 

towards zero with increasing flow velocity. The maximum height follows ilie same trend as 

tlle equilibrium height. The maximum wavelength is smaller for washed-out ripples ilian for 

ripples. Consequently, bOtll the vertical and maximum form indices of washed-out ripples 

are larger tllaIl tllOse of ripples. 

The rapid decrease in equilibrium and maximum washed-out ripple height wiili 

increasing flow velocity is inferred to be caused by an increasing concentration of sediment 

particles close to tlle bed. During tlle development of washed-out ripples (run 48) tlle 

sediment particles are concentrated in a few mm tllick bedload carpet, preventing the 

development of height to values characteristic of ripples. 111is is caused by suppressed 

vertical and horizontal turbulent motions (el Moss, 1972). Bridge & Best (1988) studied ilie 

Fig. 3.13. (a) Vertical form index against WOC-equivalent flow velocity. (b) Maximum fonn 

index against WOC-equivalent flow velocity. VertiCal bars indicate standard deviations. 
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Table 3.3. Average bedfonn dimensions for 050=0.095 mm. 

average ripple dimensions remarks 

He = 13.1 ± 0.6 mm 

L = 115.7 ± 2.4 mm e 

H = 26.2 ± 2.3 mm max 

L = 193.4 ± 9.8 111mmax 

L = 44.6 ± 4.9 111111o 

Le/He = 8.9 ± 0.4 

Lmax/Hmax = 7.4 ± 0.7 

including run 48 (washed-out ripples) 

L slightly decreases with increasing U10e 

run 49 not included 

Le/He decreases with increasing U10 

Lmax/Hmax decreases with increasing U10 

transition from dunes to upper stage plane bed for a grain size of 0.3 mm and found that 

turbulent motions are particularly suppressed in the troughs of washed-out dunes. They also 

showed that the near-bed sediment transport rate immediately downstream of flow 

reattachment increases relative to that near dune crests, resulting from the suppression of 

(upward directed) bursting by increased sediment concentration. This enables the flow 

velocity near the bed to increase more rapidly downstream of reattachment, reflected by an 

upstream shift of the crest of tlle dune profile, and thus by a more symmetrical dune profile. 

The observations of Bridge & Best (1988) are also applicable to the washed-out 

ripples, observed in this study. Suppression of turbulence due to increased sediment 

concentration near the bed causes the symmetrical form of washed-out ripples, tlle lack of 

an erosive flow vortex on the downstream side of washed-out ripples, and the planing off of 

ripple crests. Due to the lack of local turbulence, birth-and-death processes are suppressed as 

well. The generation of new bedfornls is suppressed by lack of surface erosion. The 

coalescence of bedforms is inhibited by unifornl migration velocities related to small 

variations in ripple size. The sediment concentration in the bedload carpet is proportional to 

the sediment discharge and tllliS to the flow velocity. Consequently, turbulent movements are 

increasingly suppressed when tlle flow velocity increases from 0.78 m/s to 0.92 mis, 

Fig. 3.14. Histognuns of all measured heights and wavelengtlls of ripples at equilibrium 

flow conditions in very fine s,U1d (050=0.095 mm). n=number of measurements. 
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resulting in a decreasing equilibrium height of the washed-out ripples. At 0.92 m/s washed

out ripples are suppressed totally, and upper stage plane bed conditions are stable. 

The high-concentration bedload carpet does not affect the equilibrium washed-out 

ripple wavelength. Only the variation in equilibrium wavelength and thus the maximum 

wavelength is less due to the suppression of birth-and-death processes. TIle increased initial 

wavelength of washed-out ripples is probably caused by the suppression of vertical turbulent 

movements at the water-sediment interface, so that less energy can go into generating the 

first, incipient bedforms on the sediment surface. 

STEADY FLOW MODEL IN VERY FINE SAND 

The morphological development of ripples and washed-out ripples from a flat bed can be 

standardized by plotting tfTe(H) against HtIHe, and tfTe(L) against (LcLo)/(Le-Lo)' 
according to Equations 3.6a and 3.6b, respectively. TIle standardized, flfSt-order curve of the 

development of ripple height ~md wavelength is shown in Fig. 3.15a. The curve is divided 

into four segments, representing the different development stages of ripples formed on an 

initial flat bed. TIle boundary between incipient ripples (stage 1), and straight (and sinuous) 

ripples (stage 2) falls in the very early phase of development, when only a few percent of 

the equilibrium time has elapsed. TIle lower threshold time of the genesis of linguoid ripples 

(stage 3) was calculated at t=0.3Te when an average minimum height and wavelength of 10 

mm and 100 mm were reached. By definition, t is equal to Te at the boundary between non

equilibrium (stage 3) and equilibrium (stage 4) linguoid ripples. 

The average values of equilibrium height, initial wavelength and equilibrium 

wavelength for D50=0.095 rum are placed along (he vertical axes in Fig. 3.15a under the 

reasonable approximation that the equilibrium times for height and wavelength are identical. 

At equilibrium conditions the average standard deviations are 2 rum for ripple height and 

16.3 mm for ripple wavelength. These dimensional parameters allow the determination of 

ripple geometry (HI' Lt, and crestline pattern) from tfTe in very fme sand and alternatively 

tlle estimation of tfTe from tlle ripple geometry. TIle latter method provides a tool for 

deducing a value of tfTe in potentially every natural environment in which a set of ripples 

can be measured and in which tlle hydrodynamic conditions and grain size are comparable 

Fig. 3.15. (a) Standardized development curve of ripple height and wavelength in very fine 

sand (D50=0.095 nun). TIle stages of development are separated by dashed lines. Initial and 

equilibrium values from tllis study are indicated along the ordinates. (b) Standardized 
development plot of washed-out ripple height and wavelengtll, including development stages. 
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to those in the flume experiments. 

Figure 3.15b shows the st.lI1dardized development curve of washed-out ripple height 

and wavelength. Non-equilibrium washed-out ripples (stage 1) simply evolve into 

equilibrium washed-out ripples (stage 2) at t=Te. The relationship between development 

stage and bedform geometry is more complex for washed-out ripples than for ripples. 

Equilibrium washed-out ripple height is a function of flow velocity (Fig. 3.lOa) and thus Ht 
is a function of velocity as well. A range of flow velocities can produce one particular 

washed-out ripple height. Furthermore, the relationship between flow velocity and initial 

wavelength is not well established in the experiments. A functional relationship is most 

probable, because in run 48 the initial wavelength has a significantly larger value tllan the 

average Lo-value of ripples. A further discussion will be given in Chapter 9. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Comprehensive steady flow experiments on tlle development and equilibrium dimensions of 

small-scale bedforms in very fine sand (D50=0.095 mm) reveal tllat: 

1. TIle time needed to develop equilibrium ripples and washed-out ripples from flat bed 

conditions is related to an inverse power of the flow velocity, and ranges from a few 

minutes at high flow velocities to several days or weeks at low flow velocities. 

2. Ripples evolve from incipient through straight and sinuous into linguoid plan form during 

development. 

3. Equilibrium ripples have a linguoid plan form, which is independent of now velocity. TIle 

average height is 13.1 mm and the average wavelength is 115.7 mm. 

4. Incipient, straight, sinuous ripples and linguoid ripples with heights and wavelengtlls 

smaller tllan 13.1 mm and 115.7 mm, represent non-equilibrium conditions with a 

corresponding development stage tffe<1 (Fig. 3.15a). At tffe~l, when equilibrium 

conditions are met, the ripples have a linguoid plan form, and average 13.1 mm in height 

and 115.7 mm in wavelengtll. 

5. Washed-out ripples have tlle same equilibrium wavelength as ripples. TIle equilibrium 

height of washed-out ripples, however, decreases rapidly with increasing flow velocity from 

13.1 mm at tlle lower boundary of tlle stability field of washed-out ripples to zero at tlle 

transition to upper stage plane bed conditions. 
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4. A FLUME STUDY ON THE DEVELOPMENT AND EQUILIBRIUM 

MORPHOLOGY OF CURRENT RIPPLES IN FINE SAND. 

INTRODUCTION 

The second series of flume experiments, in which the development of current ripples at 

steady flow conditions was studied, was conducted with a well-sorted, fine-grained, fossil 

beach sand with a median grain diameter of 0.238 mm. Flow velocities covered the entire 

stability field of ripples and the low-velocity region of the stability field of dunes. The aims 

were to define the relationships between time-lag, flow velocity, ripple height and ripple 

wavelength in order to construct a steady flow model for fine sand, and to compare this 

model with the model devised for very fine sand. The experimental method was similar to 

that of the experiments with very fine sand described in Chapters 2 and 3. 

RESULTS 

Table 4.1 summarizes the hydraulic results of II experimental runs. IOOC-equivalent, depth

average flow velocities range from 0.313 mls to 0.974 mls. The following equilibrium 

bedform types were recognized: ripples, dunes with superimposed ripples, and upper stage 

plane bed. Ripples are stable between 0.313 mls and ca. 0.60 mls (Fig. 4.1). Dunes with 

ripples superimposed on their stoss-sides appeared on the bed at higher flow velocities (run 

III at U10=0.649 mls). The dimensions of the dunes in run III were not studied in detail 

because tlle width of the flume is too small to allow a full development of the dunes. 

However, the run was used to approximate the position of the boundary between the 

stability fIelds of ripples and dunes. It was found to be at about 0.60 mls. This value 

corresponds with the position of the boundary in the bedform stability diagrams of Southard 

& Boguchwal (l990a) and Van den Berg & Van Gelder (1993), at velocities of 0.57 mls 

(Fig. 4.1) and 0.58 mis, respectively. Upper stage plane bed conditions dominated in run' 

115 at a flow velocity of 0.974 mls. During this experiment, occasionally low-relief washed

out dunes were observed on the flat bed. This is in agreement with the position of run 115 

just below the boundary between dunes and upper stage plane bed (Fig. 4.1). Flow velocities 
of aboUl 1 mis, as in run 115, were applied to flatten the sediment bed before each 
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Table 4.1. Hydraulic results for D50=0.238 IDlll. 

run D5010 h T~ot o hT hlO UT U lO 
(h) (mm) (m) (m) (m) (m/s) (m/s) (OC) 

120 992.81 284.7 0.323 0.326 0.390 0.286 0.313 19.1-21.4 

116 111.01 275.7 0.334 0.328 0.380 0.321 0.345 15.1-18.6 

107 36 273 0.345 0.338 0.387 0.373 0.399 16.4-17.9 

114 18.01 259.3 0.33 0.328 0.358 0.411 0.429 13-15.4 

109 12 267.8 0.33 0.335 0.377 0.455 0.483 15.9-16.9 

110 9 266.3 0.336 0.332 0.371 0.475 0.502 16-16.3 

106 6 265.7 0.336 0.333 0.371 0.516 0.545 15.9-16.2 

112 2.93 260.7 0.328 0.335 0.366 0.555 0.581 14.8-15 

108 2 247.9 0.33 0.335 0.348 0.581 0.593 12-12.6 

III 2 247.7 0.332 0.327 0.340 0.637 0.649 12-12.6 

115 n.a. 254.9 n.a. 0.346 0.371 0.941 0.974 13.7-13.8 

n.a. = not available 

CR =current ripples 
D-CR = dunes with superimposed current ripples 

UPB = upper stage plane bed 

experiment. Care was taken tIlat washed-out dunes were absent before tile start of a new 

run. 

Development processes 

The processes governing tile development of ripples from flat bed conditions in fine sand 

are similar to those acting in very tine sand. Dynamic changes in bed configuration both 
during ripple development and at equilibrium conditions primarily take place tilrough birtil

and-deatil processes. 

During development tile number of ripples in tile measuring section decreases in 

time. Two processes are responsible and act simultaneously: 1. a straightforward increase of 

average height and wavelengtIl; and 2. a greater number of disappearing ripples tilan newly 

fonned ripples (Equation 3.1a). The number of disappearing ripples equals the number of 
newly fanned ripples on a long tenn scale at equilibrium conditions (Equation 3.1b). At 
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Table 4.1. (continued) 

u bed state qlO Fr Re* u*,l0 'tb,lO 8' run 
(lO-6m2/s) (m2/s) (-) (-) (m/s) (N/m2) (-) 

0.999 CR 0.122 0.160 5.09 0.023 0.55 0.124 120 

1.048 CR 0.131 0.179 5.42 0.026 0.66 0.156 116 

1.064 CR 0.154 0.205 6.26 0.030 0.90 0.210 107 

1.149 CR 0.153 0.229 6.35 0.032 1.02 0.256 114 

1.095 CR 0.182 0.251 7.42 0.036 1.31 0.313 109 

1.104 CR 0.186 0.263 7.58 0.037 1.38 0.341 110 

1.108 CR 0.202 0.286 8.33 0.041 1.68 0.403 106 

1.140 CR 0.213 0.307 8.60 0.043 1.86 0.465 112 

1.230 CR 0.207 0.321 8.53 0.045 2.02 0.510 108 

1.231 D-CR 0.221 0.355 n.a. n.a. n.a. 0.616 111 

1.179 UPB 0.361 0.511 9.11 0.047 2.18 1.327 115 

equilibrium conditions an increasing number of ripples (Equation 3.1c) is only present 

during short term fluctuations of the average nwnber of ripples. 

Flow sheltering (Fig. 3.7) is an important cause for the variability of individual 

ripple size and migration velocity again. In addition, a characteristic grouping of ripples at 

flow velocities near the boundary witll tlle stability field of dunes was observed. Groups 

usually consist of one or two small ripples on tlle stoss-side of a large ripple (Fig. 4.2). In 

run 108 (U10=0.593 m/s) tlle average height of the large ripple in a group varied between 

30 mm and 50 mm at equilibrium conditions, while tlle maximum observed height was 

about 70 mm. Typical wavelengtlls of large ripples of ca. 300 mm were estimated from 

video-recordings. The heights of small ripples in a group are usually less than 15 mm (Fig. 

4.2). 

Development of the plan form of ripples 

The development pattern of tlle plan form of ripples on tlle flat sediment bed is similar at all 

flow velocities between 0.313 mls and 0.593 m/s. Four development stages of plan 

morphology are distinguished: 1. incipient ripples; 2. straight and sinuous ripples; 3. non
equilibrium linguoid ripples; and 4. equilibrium linguoid ripples. These stages arc similar to 
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Fig. 4.1. Stability fields of bedfonns in steady, unidirectional water flows in a lO°C

equivalent velocity-size graph for flow depths between 0.25 and 0.40 m. Bedform types are 

indicated by dots (ripples), squares (dunes with superimposed ripples), crosses (upper stage 
plane bed with scarce washed-out dunes) (modified after Southard & Boguchwal, 1990a). 
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em (2) 

Fig. 4.2. Grouping of ripples in run 108 (U10=0.593 mls). Note the large ripple (1) with 

smaller ripples on the stoss-side (2). Number at left side of drawings represent development 

time in minutes. 
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Fig. 4.3. Plan geometry of ripples in fine sand (D50==O.238 mm). The flow is from left to 

right. (a) Straight and sinuous ripples of stage 2. (b) Linguoid ripples of stage 4. (c) local 

sinuous crest lines on bed with equilibrium linguoid ripples. The diameter of the coin is 15 
mm. TIle ruler is divided into segments of 10 em. 
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the development stages observed in very fine sand (Chapter 3). Incipient ripples (stage' 1) 

are present in the very early stages of development, when the first solitary ripple trains are 

formed on the flat sediment bed. TIle incipient ripples evolve into the straight and sinuous 

ripple trains of development stage 2 (Fig. 4.3a). The straight and sinuous ripples grow until 

they reach an average height of about II mm and an average wavelength of about 110 mm. 

Subsequently, tlle plan fornl changes into a linguoid shape (stage 3) and tlle variance of 

average height and wavelengtll increase (Fig. 4.4). The linguoid shape is maintained 

thereafter, until tlle ripples reach tlleir equilibrium dimensions (development stage 4; Fig. 

4.3b). The crest lines of tlle linguoid ripples are slightly more continuous in fine sand than 

in very fine sand (compare Fig. 4.3c witll Fig. 3.2c). The ripples have a more sinuous plan 

fonn at locations where such continuous crest line patterns are present on tlle bed. 

Development of ripple dimensions 

Three types of development pattern of ripple dimensions were observed in tlle fine sand 

experiments. TIle patterns are confined to distinct parts in tlle stability field of ripples. TIle 

development of ripple height and wavelengtll occurs in two separate periods at flow 

velocities lower ilian 0.49 mJs (except in run 114). In ilie first period ripples fornl on ilie 

flat bed in a similar way as in tlle experiments witll very fine sand. Ripple height and 

wavelengtll develop to temporary equilibrium values of about 15 mm and 125 mm. The 

ripples remain at tllese average equilibrium values for some time, before a second phase of 

development starts. In tllis period, height and wavelengtll jump to new equilibrium values of 

about 17 mm and 140 mm. Such a jump starts witll severe vortex erosion of ripple troughs 

at random locations on tlle bed. Almost immediately iliereafter ripple troughs adjacent of ilie 

scoured troughs are eroded by severe vortices as well. This process continues until all ripple 

troughs on me bed are scoured, and new equilibrium conditions are attained. The jump 

occurs almost instantaneously relative to tlle lengtll of ilie first period of development. TIle 

average dimensions of tlle ripples remain constant after the jump until ilie end of tlle 

experiments. 

No jump was observed at flow velocities between 0.49 mJs cUld 0.56 mls (runs 110 

and 106). At such velocities equilibrium heights and wavelengilis are reached during one 

single development period. TIle equilibrium heights and wavelengths of tlle ripples are 

similar to tllose which are produced after tlle jump in tlle above experiments at velocities 

lower than 0.49 mJs. 

Single-phase development patterns were also observed at flow velocities higher than 

0.56 m/s. TIle differences with tlle experiments at lower flow velocities are tllat the 

equilibrium dimensions of tlle ripples are larger and tllat they more frequently occur in 
groups. 
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from incipient via straight and sinuous to linguoid ripples. 
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QUANTIFICATION OF RIPPLE DEVELOPMENT 

The development patterns of ripple height and wavelength in fine sand are shown in Figs. 

4.4 and 4.5a-d. Figures 4.5a and 4.5b show double-phase development patterns at 0.313 m/s 

(run 120) and 0.483 m/s (run 109). Single-phase development patterns at 0.545 m/s (run 

106) and 0.593 m/s (run 108) are plotted in Figs. 4.5c and 4.5d. TIle single-phase 

development patterns and the first period of the double-phase development patterns show a 

rapid increase in height and wavelength in the early stages of development and a subsequent 

deceleration of growth towards dimensions fluctuating around a long-term stable average 

representing equilibrium conditions. TIlis type of development is similar to the development 

of ripples in very fine sand (Chapter 3). TIlerefore, the same types of first-order best-fit 

equations were used to approximate the development of ripple height and wavelength (see 

Equations 3.6a and 3.6b). The computational results of all experiments are presented in 

Table 4.2. 

Average height and wavelength jump to a larger equilibrium value in the second 

period of the double-phase development patterns (Figs. 4.5a-b). This jump occurs almost 

instantaneously relative to the duration of the first development period. Hence, it can be 

approximated by a vertical step in llle development curves of ripple height and wavelenglll 

(vertical lines in Figs. 4.5a-b). The timing of llle step was defined by means of a moving 

average procedure as llle moment after which no furlller long term changes in average 
height and wavelenglll take place. 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS: EQUILIBRIUM TIME VERSUS FLOW 

VELOCITY 

Each development period in the experiments has an equilibrium time, calculated using the 

procedures described in Chapter 3. The results are given in Table 4.2. Equilibrium times in 

double-phase development curves are denoted as Te,l and Te,2' corresponding to the first 
and the second period. 11le equilibrium time of experiments willl single-phase development 

patterns is denoted as Te,2' 

Te, 1 is proportional to an inverse power of flow velocity. Te, 1 decreases from 

about 30 h (27.82 h for ripple height and 37.75 h for ripple wavelength) at U 10=0.313 mls 

to about 1 h (0.68 h for height and 1.30 h for wavelenglll) at U10=0.483 mls. 

The relationship between flow velocity and T ,2 is given by the power functions: e
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Fig. 4.5. Development diagrams of bedform height and wavelength. The dots indicate 

experimental data. TIle curves through the experimental data represent first-order best-fit 

lines. TIle vertical axis is plotted log-noffilal. (a) Ripple height and wavelength development 

at U lO=0.313 m/s (run 120). (b) Ripple height and wavelength development at U lO=Q.483 

m/s (run 109). (c) Ripple height and wavelength development at UlO=0.545 m/s (run 106). 

(d) Ripple height and wavelength development at UlO=0.593 m/s (run 108). The scatter of 

experimental data at equilibrium conditions is caused by dynamic morphological changes of 

linguoid ripples. 
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Table 4.2. Model fitting results and bedform dimensions for D50=0.238 mrn. 

run He1 
(mm) 

Te1 (H) 

(11) 
He2 
(mm) 

Te2(H) 

(11) 
n(H) R(H) 

120 

116 

107 

14.3 ± 1.6 

15 ± 2.7 

15.4 ± 2.6 

27.82 

11.68 

5.37 

16.6 ± 2.4 

16.4 ± 2.2 

17.7 ± 3.1 

249.37 

37.61 

22.42 

85 

224 

227 

* 0.73 

* 0.66 

* 0.72 

114 n.a. n.a. 16.7 ± 3.2 2.12 125 0.67 

109 14.4 ± 1.8 0.68 17.5 ± 2.6 2.94 182 0.85* 

110 n.a. n.a. 16.2 ± 2.6 1.18 151 0.77 

106 n.a. n.a. 17.6 ± 3.4 0.81 150 0.65 

112 n.a. n.a. 16.8 ± 3.2 0.40 100 0.65 

108 n.a. n.a. 18.8 ± 3.9 0.42 70 0.71 

n.a. = not available 
* = from Tel 

Table 4.2. (continued) 

run LeI 
(mm) 

Tel (L) 
(11) 

Le2 
(mm) 

Te2(L) 

(11) 
n(L) R(L) La 

(mm) 

120 126.4 ± 13.6 37.75 140 ± 20.8 252.37 85 * 0.71 51.3 

116 

107 

127.7 ± 25.5 

124.6 ± 18.3 

22.44 

9.42 

134.6 ± 17.1 

140.4 ± 20.3 

37.76 

22.44 

224 

226 

0.69* 

* 0.73 

65.6 

69.2 

114 

109 

n.a. 

119.3 ± 15.9 

n.a. 

1.30 

139.9 ± 21.9 

144.5 ± 19.6 

4.43 

2.94 

125 

182 

0.71 

* 0.66 

70 

53.6 

110 n.a. n.a. 139.6 ± 22.6 2.82 151 0.78 62.6 

106 n.a. n.a. 148.8 ± 28.8 1.39 150 0.65 58.8 

112 n.a. n.a. 158.1 ± 30.7 1.07 100 0.69 71.7 

108 n.a. n.a. 167.6 ± 43 0.50 70 0.62 34.5 
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Table 4.2. (continued) 

run Hmax 
(mm) 

120 30.5 ± 4.2
 

116 29.9 ± 4.3
 

107 34.1 ± 6.5
 

114 31.6 ± 4.7
 

109 33.9 ± 6.3
 

110 31.7 ± 7.0
 

106 34.8 ± 6.6
 

112 34.4 ± 7.5
 

108 38 ± 9.8
 

Lmax 
(mm) 

219.3 ± 34.0 

209.2 ± 32.5 

227.8 ± 43.4 

224.6 ± 35.2 

229.3 ± 34.0 

225.7 ± 42.4 

243.9 ± 41.9 

255.5 ± 39.3 

270.8 ± 59.5 

Le2/He2 
(-) 

8.4 ± 1.7 

8.2 ± 1.5 

7.9 ± 1.8 

8.4 ± 2.1 

8.3 ± 1.7 

8.6 ± 2.0 

8.5 ± 2.3 

9.4 ± 2.6 

8.9 ± 2.9 

Lmax/~ax 
(-) 

7.2± 1.5 

7.0 ± 1.5 

6.7 ± 1.8 

7.1 ± 1.5 

6.8 ± 1.6 

7.1 ± 2.1 

7.0 ± 1.8 

7.4 ± 2.0 

7.1 ± 2.4 

U10 ",().274+0.244T",z(H) -{).312 (4.1a) 

U ~O 274+0 29ST (L)-{)·3SS10' • ,,;J. (4.1a) 

where Te,2(H) and Te,2(L) are the equilibrium times for ripple height and wavelength, 
respectively. The threshold flow velocity of general motion of sediment particles for 0.238 

mm sand is 0.274 mls (Miller et ai., 1977). BollI functions are plotted in Figs. 4.6a-b. In 

single-phase development curves llle equilibrium height is reached earlier than llle 

equilibrium wavelenglll. Particularly in the early stages of development, wavelengtll 

increases more slowly than height. In double-phase development curves, on tlle oilier hand, 

Te,Tvalues for height and wavelengtll are almost equal. 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTS: BEDFORM SHAPE VERSUS FLOW 

VELOCITY 

Equilibrium dimensions 

Table 4.2 summarizes equilibrium and maximum heights and wavelengths, initial 
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wavelengths, and vertical and maximum form indices. Analogous to equilibrium time, 

double-phase development curves have two equilibrium heights and wavelengths, denoted as 

He,l' He,2' Le,I' and Le,2' Subscript 1 represents tIle first period of double-phase 
development, subscript 2 single-phase development and the second period of double-phase 

development. Average maximum ripple heights and wavelengths, given in Table 4.2, were 

computed from all maximum values at equilibrium conditions (~Te,2)' The vertical form 

index was calculated from the ratio of Le,2 and He,2' 
In double-phase development curves the average value of He,1 is 14.8 mm, and the 

average value of L I is 124.5 mm. BOtll parameters are independent of flow velocity. He 2 e, , 
and L ,2 for 0.238 mm sand are plotted against 10°C-equivalent flow velocity, UIO, in Figs.e
4.7a-b. BOtll diagrams show tllat tllese height and wavelength parameters are independent of 

flow velocity in a large part of tlle stability field of ripples. Average values are 17.0 mm 

and 141.1 mm, respectively. However, average equilibrium heights and wavelengths increase 

with increasing flow velocity near tlle boundary Witll the dune stability field (runs 112 and 

108). Average equilibrium height increases from 17 mm to 18.8 mm (run 108: UIO=0.593 
mls) and average equilibrium wavelength increases from 141.1 mm to 167.6 mm (run 108: 

U10=0.593 mls; Fig. 4.7b). The flow velocity above which average equilibrium height and 

wavelengtll start to increase is approximately 0.56 mls. 

Maximum and initial dimensions 

Average maximum ripple height and wavelength are plotted against flow velocity in Figs. 

4.8a and 4.8b. BOtll diagraTIls show tllat the maximum dimensions of equilibrium ripples are 

proportional to flow velocity. Maximum height increases from 30 mm near the threshold 

velocity of sediment motion to 38 mm near the boundary Witll the dune stability field. 
Similarly, maximum wavelength increases from 210 mm to 270 mm. Both the maximum 

height and wavelengtll increase most rapidly near tlle boundary with the dune stability field. 

The initial wavelengtll of incipient ripples is variable (Fig. 4.9). It ranges between 

34.5 mm and 71.7 mm, Witll an average of 59.7 nun. No relation with flow velocity is 

apparent. 

Fig. 4.6. (a) 10°C-equivalent flow velocity, U10' as a function Qf equilibrium time, Te,2' for 

bedform height in fine sand (D50=0.238 mm) including a best-fit power function through 

tlle data points. (b) The same type of diagram for bedform wavelengtll. n=number' of 

measurements. Equilibrium times range from a few tens of minutes at the highest flow 

velocities to several hundreds of hours at tlle lowest flow velocities. 
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Fig. 4.9. Initial bedform wavelengtll against lOOC-equivalent flow velocity. 

previous pages: 

Fig. 4.7. (a) Equilibrium bedform height against lOOC-equivalent flow velocity in fine sand 

(D50=O.238 mm). Vertical bars indicate srnndard deviations. (b) Equilibrium bedform 

wavelengtll against lOOC-equivalent flow velocity. Note tlmt equilibrium height and 

wavelengtll are independent of flow velocity in tlle largest part of tlle stability field of 

ripples. Only near tlle transition to dunes ripple dimensions increase witll increasing flow 

velocity. 

Fig. 4.8. (a) Maximum bedform height against lOOC-equivalent flow velocity. (b) Maximum 

bedform wavelengtll against lOOC-equivalent flow velocity. Maximum height and 
wavelengtll increase witll increasing flow velocity. 
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Form indices 

The vertical fonn index, Le,2/He,2 (Fig. 4.lOa), and the maximum fonn index, Lmax/Hmax 
(Fig. 4.lOb), are largely independent of flow velocity. They average 8.3 and 7.0, 

respectively. Only at flow velocities near the boundary with the stability fIeld of dunes, the 

vertical form index is slightly larger tllall at lower flow velocities. 

DISCUSSION OF RIPPLE DYNAMICS 

Frequency distributions of equilibrium dimensions 

Frequency distributions of all heights and wavelengths measured at equilibrium conditions in 

[me sand (D50=0.238 mm) are given in Figs. 4.Ila-f. Separate frequency histograms are 

drawn for runs Witll flow velocities lower tllan 0.56 mls (Figs. 4.l1a and 4. lId), for run Il2 

at UlO=0.581 mls (Figs. 4.l1b alld 4. lIe), alld for run 108 at U lO=0.593 mls (Figs. 4.11c 

and 4.11f). 

The frequency distribution of ripple height and wavelength in runs 112 alld 108 

(Figs. 4.Ilb-c and 4. Ile-f) is broader tllan in the other runs (Figs. 4.11a and 4.Ild). The 

increase in equilibrium height alld wavelength in high-velocity experiments is mainly caused 

by a higher frequency of ripples witil large heights and wavelengtils. Modal heights alld 

wavelengtils and tlle frequency of relatively small heights and wavelengtlls are similar for all 

runs. The frequency distribution of equilibrium ripple heights in run 108 is characterized by 

two broad local maxima (Fig. 4.Ilc) as opposed to low-velocity runs, where only one 

maximum is present (Fig. 4.11a). A similar bimodality was observed by Banks & Collinson 

(975) in 0.297 mm salld. The maxima in run 108 are situated between 10 nun and 20 mm 

with an optimum at ca. 12 nun, and between 30 mm and 50 mm Witil an optimum at 39 

mm. These values resemble the heights of ripples making up tile earlier described ripple 

groups which are produced at high flow velocities. The small ripples of ripple groups. are 

included in tile rust maximum, alld tlle large ripples are included in tlle second maximum. 

Ripple grouping is of minor importance at flow velocities lower than 0.56 m/s. Hence, tlle 

frequency maximum between 30 mm and 50 mm is absent in Fig. 4:11a. A weak local 

maximum is present at 37 mm (Fig. 4.Ilb) in the intermediate run Il2 (U10=0.581 mls). 

The ripple groups, formed at high flow velocities, resemble dunes witll 

superimposed ripples, which are characteristic of tile lower part of the stability fIeld· of 

dunes (run Ill). However, considering tile size of large ripples they should be classifIed as 

ripples upon ripples instead of ripples upon dunes. Ripple grouping suggests a transition 

between tile stability fIelds of ripples and dunes from large ripples Witll superimposed 
smaller ripples to dunes Witll superimposed ripples. TIle transition starts al a now velocity of 
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0.56 m/s, and at ca. 0.60 m/s dunes instead of large ripples occur. A similar transition was 

described by Pratt & Smith (1972), based on direct observations and spectral density 

analysis of ripple wavelengths. 

Equilibrium times 

Double-phase development is confined to flow velocities lower than 0.49 mls. The 

relationship between Te,l [Uld Te,2 in development curves of ripple height is: 

T~:Z<H) = 5.2±2.2 (4.2) 
T•.1(H) 

and in development curves of ripple wavelength: 

(4.3) 

The absence of jumps in height and wavelength at now velocities higher than 0.49 m/s is 

interpreted to be caused by a decreasing time interval between Te,l and Te,2 with increasing 

flow velocity, resulting in a convergence of the two development periods into a single 

development period. At flow velocities higher than 0.49 mIs, Te,l and Te,2 are probably too 
close to each other to be recognized separately from the measurements. An additional cause 

is the scatter of data around development curves that makes the differentiation of multiple 

development periods even more difficult. This is probably also the main reason that no jump 

was found in run 114. 

In single-phase development curves the equilibrium time for ripple wavelength is 

longer than the equilibriml1 time for height, whereas in double-phase development curves 

they are almost identical. This difference can be explained by considering the required 

volumetric changes in ripple dimensions in both curves and the time needed to achieve these 

changes. In single-phase development curves Te 2 is governed by the development from flat , 
bed conditions to equilibrium heights of 17 mm and equilibrium wavelengths of 141.1 mm. 

In double-phase development curves, on the other hand, Te,2 is governed by the 

development of height from 14.8 mm to 17 mm and of wavelength from 124.5 mm to 141.1 

mm. The time period required to complete these volumetric changes is much longer for 

Fig. 4.10. (a) Vertical fonn index against 10°C-equiValent flow velocity. (b) Maximum fonn 

index against 10°C-equivalent now velocity. 
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single-phase development than for the second period of double-phase development. 

Consequently, in the second period of double-phase developmenL, the difference between the 

adaptation times for wavelength and height cannot be large, because in the short time 

interval involved in the adaptation process no great volumetric changes occur. In single

phase development, on the other hand, the longer time intervals, involved in the 

development from flat bed conditions, cause larger differences between the equilibrium 

times for wavelength and height. 

Ripple geometry versus flow velocity 

Table 4.3 summarizes the average values of all ripple height, wavelength and index 

variables described in the previous section and in Figs. 4.7 to 4.10. He,2' L ,2' Le,2/He,2 e
and Lma/~nax are constant at flow velocities lower than 0.56 m/s. H and L aremax max 
proportional to flow velocity in the full range of flow velocities. All but the maximum form 

index increase with flow velocities higher than 0.56 m/s. The constant maximum fonn index 

implies that the trends in maximum height and maximum wavelength are similar in the 

entire stability field of ripples. In analogy, the increase in vertical fonn index in the high

velocity region indicates that the equilibrium wavelength increases more rapidly than the 

equilibrium height with increasing flow velocity. 

In addition to ripple grouping, the increase in average equilibrium and maximum 

ripple dimensions in the upper part of the stability field of ripples suggests a gradual 

transition from ripples to dunes. Ripple size increases from 0.56 mfs to ca. 0.60 mis, and at 

the latter flow velocity the boundary between ripples and dunes, purely based on geometrical 

grounds, is crossed. 

STEADY FLOW MODEL IN FINE SAND 

The morphological development of the ripples formed in fine sand (D50=0.238 mm) is 

standardized in a similar way as was done in Chapter 3 for ripples in very fine sand. 111e 

Fig. 4.11. (previous pages) Histograms of all measured heights and wavelengths of ripples at 

equilibrium flow conditions in fine sand (D50=0.238 mm). (a) Height distribution of runs 

120-106 (U IO=0.313 m/s to U IO=0.545 mfs). (b) Height distribution of run 112 (U IO=0.58I 

m/s). (c) Height distribution of run 108 (U 10=0.593 mfs). Note the peaks at about 12 mm 

and 39 Hun, attributed to groups of large and small ripples. (d) Wavelength distribution of 

runs 120-106. (e) Wavelength distribution of run 112. (I) Wavelength distribution of run 

108. n=number of measurements. 
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Table 4.3. Average bedfonn dimensions for D50=0.238 mm. 

average ripple dimensions remarks 

He,1 = 14.8 ± 0.4 mm 

He,2 = 17.0 ± 0.6 mm 

Le,1 = 124.5 ± 3.2 mm 

Le,2 = 141.1 ± 4.1 mm 

H = 30.5 - 38.0 mm max 

L = 209.2 - 270.8 mm max 

L = 59.7 ± 11.2 mm o 

Le,2IHe,2 = 8.3 ± 0.2 

LmaxlHmax = 7.0 ± 0.2 

runs 120, 116, 107, 109 

excluding runs 112 and 108 

runs 120, 116, 107 and 109 

excluding runs 112 and 108 

all runs 

all runs 

all runs 

excluding runs 112 and 108 

all runs 

standardized plots of the two types of development curves, observed at flow velocities lower 

tllan 0.56 mis, are given in Figs. 4.l2a-c. Non-dimensional development time, tITe' is 

plotted against non-dimensional ripple height, HIHe, and non-dimensional ripple 

wavelength, (L(Lo)/(Le-Lo)' TIle average initial and equilibrium heights and wavelengths of 

ripples in 0.238 nun sand are indicated along tlle vertical axes. 

Figures 4.l2a and 4.l2b show the standardized double-phase development curves 

for ripple height and wavelengtll at now velocities lower tllan 0.49 cm/s. The four 

development stages are separated by dashed lines. Incipient ripples (stage 1) occur in a 

narrow time interval between flat bed and straight and sinuous ripples (stage 2). At the 

upper boundary of stage 1, not indicated in Figs. 4.l2a-b, tlle development time is only a 

few percent of tlle equilibrium time Te,I' TIle first linguoid ripples of stage 3 are fonned at 

t=O.3ITe,l' and have an average height and wavelengtll of 11 mm and 110 mm, 

respectively. TIle fIrst development phase ends at t=T I' when the average height is 14.8 e, 
mm and the average wavelength is 124.5 mm. TIle jump in ripple dimensions occurs at 

t;"T 2 (or t=5.2T I for height, and t=3.3T I for wavelength) witllOut changing the e e e" ,. 
linguoid plan fonn of tlle ripples. After the jump the average equilibrium height is 17 mm 

and tlle average equilibrium wavelength is 141.1 nun. 

The standardized single-phase development curves for flow velocities between 0.49 
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Fig. 4.12. Stmldardized developmem curves of ripple height and wavelength in fine sand 

(D50=0.238 mm). Developmem stages are separated by dashed lines. Initial and equilibrium 

values are indicated along the ordinates. (a) Developmem of ripple height at U10<0.49 mls. 

(b) Development of ripple wavelength at U10<0.49 mls. (c) Development of ripple height 

and wavelength at U10=0.49-0.56 m/s. 

mls and 0.56 m/s are shown in Fig. 4.12c. TIle position of the lower boundary of 

development stage 2 is similar as in Figs. 4.12a-b. Straight and sinuous ripples change into 

linguoid ripples (stage 3) at t=0.22Te,2' TIle average height and wavelength of non

dimensional linguoid ripples increase until t=Te,2' 11lereafter, average equilibrium height 

and wavelength are established at 17 mm and 141.1 Illm. The average stmldard deviations at 

equilibrium conditions are 2.2 mm for He,l' 18.3 mm for Le,l' 2.8 nUn for He,2 and 21.6 

Illm for Le,2' 
TIle standardized development curves for flow velocities higher than 0.56 mls are 

similar to the curves shown in Fig. 4.12c with the exception that the equilibrium heights and 

wavelengths of tllese bedforms are not constant. 11ley increase with increasing flow velocity. 
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COMPARISON WITH STEADY FLOW MODEL IN VERY FINE SAND 

In a general sense, the development of ripples in fine sand is similar to the development of 

ripples in very fine sand. Incipient ripples evolve via straight and sinuous ripples into 

linguoid ripples in asymptotic development curves. Ripple dimensions increase by simple 

increase of individual ripple heights and wavelengths, and by birth-and-death processes 

(convergence of ripples, splitting of ripples, flow sheltering, etc.), the latter inducing a great 

variability of individual ripple dimensions at equilibrium conditions. 

Apart from flow velocities near the upper boundary of the stability fIeld of ripples, 

the equilibrium height and wavelength of ripples are independent of flow velocity. 

Furthermore, the maximum dimensions increase with increasing flow velocity, although this 

is less pronounced for ripples in very fine sand. TIle time to reach the equilibrium 

dimensions from flat bed conditions is related to an inverse power of flow velocity in both 

sand sizes. Commonly, the equilibrium time for wavelength is higher than the equilibrium 

time for height. 

Apart from the similarities in the development of ripples described above, several 

differences remain. No jump in height and wavelength occurs in very fine sand. The exact 

cause for this difference is unclear, but it should be related to the hydraulic properties of the 

sand, because the development pattern and the equilibrium size of ripples are independent of 

flow depth (Yalin, 1977; Richards, 1980) and flow velocity. 

In the present study the different positions of the sands used in the velocity-size 

diagram (cj Figs. 3.1 and 4.1) result in differences in development and equilibrium 

geometry of ripples at flow velocities near the upper boundary of their stability fIeld. A 

wdshed-out ripple field transitional to upper stage plane bed, exists in very fme sand with a 

median grain diameter of 0.095 mm. The equilibrium height rapidly decreases to zero, and 

the equilibrium wavelength is constant in the stability field of washed-out ripples. In fine 

sand (D50=0.238 mm), on the other hand, the stability field of linguoid ripples borders the 

stability field of dunes. Ripple grouping occurs near this boundary, and both the equilibrium 

height and wavelength are proportional to flow velocity, suggesting a gradual transition to 

dunes. 

Current ripples in fine sand appear to be larger than in very fine sand. A 

comparison between Tables 3.3 and 4.3 learns that He' L , l\nax' L and L are larger e max o 
and that the vertical and maximum form indices are smaller in fme sand. Equilibrium height 

and wavelength increase from 13.1 mm to 17 mm, and from 115.7 mm to 141.1 mm, when 

the median grain size increases from 0.095 mm to 0.238 mm. In addition, equilibrium 

linguoid ripples have slightly more continuous crest lines in fine sand than in very fme sand. 
Also the height and wavelength at which straight and sinuous ripples evolve into linguoid 
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ripples show a slight increase from 10 mm to II mm, and from 100 mm to 110 mm. The 

gradients in the vertical and maximum form indices found in the experiments with very fine 

sand were not observed in the experiments with fine sand. 

TIle equilibrium times for ripple height and wavelength are higher in fine sand than 

in very fine sand at all flow velocities. The difference between equilibrium times increases 

with decreasing flow velocity. Two features contribute to these observations. Firstly, the 

equilibrium dimensions of ripples in fine sand are larger. Hence, more sediment has to be 

transported, and tllUS more time is required to form equilibrium ripples. Secondly, very fine 

sand is more easily eroded from the bed than fine sand. Hence, incipient ripple generation 

and subsequent erosion of ripple troughs occur faster tllan in fine sand. 
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5. A COMPARISON OF FLUME STUDIES ON CURRENT RIPPLE 

DYNAMICS 

INTRODUCTION 

It was shown in the previous chapters that the equilibrium dimensions of current ripples in 

very fine sand and in fine sand are independent of flow velocity and that their average 

equilibrium height and wavelength increase from 13.1 mm and 115.7 mm in 0.095 mm sand 

to 17.0 mm and 141.1 mm in 0.238 mm sand. In order to extrapolate these observations to 

other grain sizes, the results of the present flume experiments will be compared with the 

results of previous flume studies on the stability of current ripples from the literature. 
TIle dimensions of ripples in flumes have been studied for a wide range of grain 

sizes by many authors (Table 5.1), but few studies examined the development of ripples 

from flat bed conditions or included the factor time in the analysis (Rees, 1966; Fok, 1975; 

Yalin, 1975, 1977; Mantz, 1978; Costello & Southard, 1981; Tsujimoto & Nakagawa, 1982). 

Consensus exists about the dynamic behaviour of rippled surfaces and the variability of 
individual ripple dimensions. Middleton & Southard (1984) attributed this variability to. 

strongly variable local flow patterns due to the high degree of irregularity of neighbouring 

ripples. Alexander (1980) stated that the scatter in ripple size data is merely caused by the 

stochastic nature of the bedforms and not by poor experimenUll techniques. Allen (1973b) 
observed that no individual bedform maintains a constant size, shape and direction of travel. 

The ripples are in relative motion, and the formation of new and the destruction of old 

bedforms occurs continuously across the bed. In Allen's experiments the fine sandy ripples 

generally had a lifetime of 5 to 10 wavelengths, while Costello & Southard (1981) 

mentioned a lifetime of a few average wavelengths in coarse sand. TIle birth-and-death 

processes governing the fonnation of new and destruction of old ripples, described in 

Chapters 3 and 4, were also reported in the literature (Allen, 1973b; Jain & Kennedy, 1971). 

For example, Jain & Kennedy (1971) observed that during ripple development from flat bed 

conditions the average wavelength increases due to overtaking of slowly moving ripples 
with a relatively large wavelength by rapidly moving ripples with a relatively small 

wavelength. Raudkivi & Witte (1990) used the concept of unification, based on the 

theoretical concepts of Exner (1920, 1931: cited in Raudkivi & Witte, 1990), according to 

which bedforms propagate at velocities inversely p~oportional to their heights, to investigate 
the behaviour of bedforms in steady water flows. 11ley showed that an initial uniform 
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distribution of small bed disturbances evolves very rapidly into a broad distribution of ripple 

heights and wavelengtlls in tlle first phase of development, and more slowly approaches an 

asymptotic value tllereafter. As Raudkivi and Witte (1990) did not include newly 'born' 

ripples, ilieir unification concept needs modification in order to be applicable to actual 

bedform development. 

Due to tlle stochastic nature of ripple development it is necessary to measure great 

numbers (at least a few hundred, such as in ilie present study) of ripple heights and 

wavelengilis in order to obtain representative average ripple dimensions. Often, however, 

average values reported in the literature are based on a few tens of ripples only. Oilier 

factors tllat complicate a comparison between flume studies are: 1. different methods; 2. 

different sediment characteristics; 3. shallow flow depths; 4. non-equilibrium runs; 5. the 

presence of bed irregularities; and 6. addition of extra sediment. 

The experimental methodology used in flumes may influence the development of 
ripples. The methods differ in tlle length and tlle width of flume channels and in tlle 

measurement procedures of ripple dimensions. It is generally agreed that flumes should be 

as wide and long as possible to minimize the effects of side-wall roughness and turbulence 

at both tlle upstream and downstream ends of the flume. This effect is probably less 

profound for ripples than for dunes, because ripples require less space for their full 

development. The differem procedures used to measure ripple dimensions are a complicating 

factor, because the irregular distribution of ripples provokes some subjectivity in, for 

example, the recognition of very small, newly formed ripples and the timing at which two 

ripples have converged completely. Furthermore, an average ripple height or wavelengili 
measured at a certain point in time at equilibrium conditions does not necessarily give an 

accurate estimate of the long term average, because tlle data scatter around long teml 

averages can be considerable (c/ Figs. 3.4 and 4.5). 

Ripple dimensions are controlled by sediment texture (e.g., sediment size, sediment 

sorting, particle shape, sediment composition). Ripples are smaller and more irregular in 

poorly sorted sands (Guy et at., 1966; Moss, 1972; Pratt & Smitll, 1972), because the 

coarser fraction armours the finer fraction in tlle ripple troughs. Flemming (1992) studied 

the development of bedfonns in well-sorted, but irregularly shaped, bioclastic sands and 

found tllat tlle ripple development is retarded by greater resistance to erosion of tllese sands. 

Van den Berg & Van Gelder (1993) and the present autllOr observed iliat tlle development 

of ripples in cohesive silt (D50=0.033 mm) is largely obstructed by irregular scouring. Most 

flume experiments, which are listed in Table5.1 have been done Witll well- to very weli

sorted natural quartz sands in order to eliminate particle shape, sediment sorting, and 

sediment composition. A few studies have been done with different sediment textures (Table 
5.1). Particle shape was an important variable in the experiments of Barton & Lin (1955), 



Table 5.1. Results of previous work on equilibrium ripples dimensions (n.a. = not available). 

source D50 (mm) h (m) tta (h) n(He) He,min He,max He (mm) 

(mm) (mm) 

v.d. Berg & v. Gelder (1993) 0.033 0.32-0.45 n.a. 11 13 34 22.5 

Jopling & Forbes (1979) 0.045 0.024-0.101 1-5 10 2 17 mod=15.2 

Lam Lau (1985) 0.082 0.057-0.096 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

this study 0.095 0.331-0.361 Te=0.4-116 7 12.3 14.3 13.1 

Kennedy (1961) 0.100 0.071-0.153 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Fok (1975) 0.105 0.025-0.117 Te=1.74-259 11 15.5 18 16.5 

Alexander (1980) 0.105 0.013-0.17 n.a. 64 7.8 17 13.2 

Laursen (1958) 0.120 0.076-0.284 n.a. 18 19.2 33.2 29 

Mantz (1983) 0.123 0.03-0.12 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Fok (1975) 0.135 0.023-0.104 Te=0.6-182 10 9.4 12.7 11.4 

Vanoni & Brooks (1957) 0.137 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Vanoui & Hwang (1967) 0.137 0.07-0.168 n.a. 7 12.8 18.6 15.4 

Davies (1971) 0.150 0.076-0.305 n.a. 27 11.7 16.8 14.1 

Lam Lau (1985) 0.150 0.065-0.12 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Ackers (1964) 0.160 0.05-0.21 n.a. 18 13.1 22.3 17.9 

Barton & Lin (1955) 0.180 0.092-0.421 n.a. 43 15.6 35.4 21.5 

Guy et al. (1966) 0.190 0.165-0.323 Te=h-days 10 9.1 15.2 11.3 

Fok (1975) 0.195 0.Q3-0.122 Te=1.5-292 13 15.8 20.6 18.2 

Alexander (1980) 0.195 0.01-0.212 n.a. 34 13.8 17.9 15.8 

Brooks (1957) 0.206 0.180-0.371 n.a. 7 13.1 17.4 15.8 

Allen (1971) 0.223 0.173-0.184 n.a. 10 7.2 15.8 12.4 

Vanoni & Hwang (1967) 0.230 0.07-0.076 n.a. 15 11.3 16.5 14.9 

this study 0.238 0.326-0.338 Te=0.4-252 9 16.2 18.8 17 

Guy et al. (1966) 0.270 0.146-0.302 Te=h-days 2 12.2 15.2 13.7 

Guy et aI. (1966) 0.280 0.174-0.308 Te=h-days 7 6.1 18.3 12.2 

Banks & Collinson (1975) 0.297 0.072-0.221 8-38 21 9.8 12.4 11.3 

Lam Lau (1985) 0.300 0.063-0.10 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Guy et al. (1966) 0.320 0.165-0.174 Te=h-days 2 21.3 21.3 21.3 

Ackers (1964) 0.340 0.08-0.12 n.a. 3 14.5 21.9 17.5 

Lam Lau (1985) 0.400 0.075-0.141 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Guy et al. (1966) 0.450 0.088-0.299 Te=h-days 12 12.2 24.4 18.3 

Pratt & Smith (1972) 0.490 0.076-0.457 several days n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 

Straub in Ackers (1964) 0.500 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 18 

Costello & Southard (1981) 0.510-0.660 0.141-0.164 24-120 n.a. n.a. n.a. 11.8 



Table 5.1. (continued) 

n(Le) Le .ffiin Le•max Le (mm) He-Le v. Re. in remarks 

(mm) (mm) Figure(s) 

n.a n.a. n.a. n.a. ~ 5.4a cohesive silt 

10 70 200 133 • 5.4b-5.5a 

4 89.6 112.9 99.8 e 5.5a glass beads 

7 113 120.7 115.7 0 5.4bc-5.5ab 

5 88.1 101.5 97.1 ~ 5.5a 

II 126 148 136.2 ~ 5.41r5.5a moderately well-sorted sand 

82 84.1 188.1 mode=110 + 5.4b-5.5a moderately well-sorted sand 

18 115.9 170.8 143.4 ..i 

8 85 110 95 <t 5.5b 

10 82.3 105 93.4 ~ 5.4c-5.5b glass beads 

12 114 135 127.1 m 5.5b 

9 103.7 137.3 121.3 [;iii 5.4c-5.5b 

27 74.7 127 87.8 '* 5.4c-5.5b 

7 93.8 105.2 98.7 f) 5.5b glass beads 

n.a n.a. n.a. n.a. 0 5.4d discharges only, erodible channels walls 

43 131.2 259.3 176.6 L\ 5.4e-5.5c 40% mica flakes 

10 

13 

121.9 

130 

274.3 

190 

mode=176.1 

151.4 

;1 5.4f-5.5d 

• 5.4f-5.5d 

2D-ripples at low Re.. 3D-ripples at high Re. 

moderately well-sorted sand 

159 108.1 374 mode=150 X 5.4f-5.5d moderately well-sorted sand 

includes runs with water-glycerine solution 

6 158.6 228.8 mode=183 ~ 5.4f-5.5d 

10 

15 

9 

71 

115.9 

134.6 

161 

183 

167.6 

112.1 

156.4 

141.1 

f'] 5.4g-5.5e

• 5.4g-5.5e 

• 5.4fg-5.5de 

He and Le proportional to D, but not to Re. 

2 121.9 213.4 167.7 ~ 2D-ripples at low Re .. 3D-ripples at high Re. 

6 152.4 274.3 172.7 Il, 5.4g-5.5e 2D-ripples at low Re., 3D-ripples at high Re. 

21 100.2 135.3 116.1 0 5.4g-5.5e 2D-ripples at low Re.. 3D-ripples at high Re. 

12 106.8 156.3 123.8 IW 5.5f glass beads 

2 182.9 201.2 192.1 A 2D-ripples at low Re., 3D-ripples at high Re. 

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. ~ discharges only, .erodible channels walls 

8 106.8 145.2 121.8 ~ 5.5f glass beads 

12 91.4 365.8 235.5 A 5.4h-5.5f 2D-ripples at low Re., 3D-ripples at hi'gh Re. 

n.a, 112.7 161.1 136.9 ~ He and Le are independent of D 

n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a, *n.a. ll.a. n.a. 172 ~ 
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Fok (1975) and Lam Lau (1985). Barton & Lin (1955) used a well-sorted sand containing 

40% mica flakes. Fok (1975) and Lam Lau (1985) used spherical glass beads instead of 

natural sands in some of their experiments. In other experiments moderately well-sorted 

sands (Fok, 1975; Alexander, 1980) or mixtures of different sand sizes (Guy et at., 1966; 

Moss, 1972; Pratt & Smith, 1972) were used. 

Ripple dimensions become controlled by flow depth if the form roughness of the 

ripples extends its influence up to the water surface, where water surface waves are formed. 

Above this depth the dimensions of ripples are independent of flow depth (Yalin, 1977, 

1985). Fok (1975) stated that the form roughness of ripples influences the flow over a 

vertical distance above the bed of up to 2 to 3 times the ripple height, which is about 5 em 

in practice. Alexander (1980) observed that in sands with median diameters of 0.105 mm 

and 0.195 Bun the ripple height is reduced in depths shallower than 600 times D50, while 

the wavelengtll is not affected at all. It is not known whether this simple relation can be 

extrapolated to other grain sizes. Several flume experiments, which are listed in Table 5.1, 

were done at flow deptlls of a few em (e.g., Fok, 1975; Jopling & Forbe~, 1979; Alexander, 

1980). Therefore, tlle equilibrium dimensions of tlle ripples observed in these experiments 

should be considered with caution. 

As shown by the experiments in Chapters 3 and 4, accurate measures of 

equilibrium time are essential before equilibrium dimensions of ripples can be defined. 

Usually, however, only approximate values of total run times are available from the 

literature. Therefore, it remains uncertain whether equilibrium conditions were reached in all 

flume studies cited here. Only tlle studies by Fok (1975), Yalin (1975, 1977), and Tsujimoto 

& Nakagawa (1982) show development curves of ripple height and wavelengtll, that are 

similar to those described in Chapters 3 and 4. 

In addition to the above mentioned factors controlling ripple dimensions, ripple 

shape is modified when sediment is added to tlle flume during water flow (Rees, 1966; Guy 

et al., 1966). Furthermore, their initial growth rate increases when bed irregularities are 

present on an initial flat bed, particularly at low flow velocities (Soutllard & Dingler, 1971; 

Costello & Southard, 1981). 

Below, the development curves of ripples in 0.095 mm sand and in 0.238 mm sand, 

described in Chapters 3 and 4, will be compared with the development plots for other grain 

sizes given by Fok (1975) and Tsujimoto & Nakagawa (1982). Thereafter, tlle relationships 

between equilibrium ripple dimensions and flow strength inferred from the studies listed in 

Table 5.1 are compared, tllereby acknowledging the complicating factors described above. 

Based on tllis comparison, best-fit relationships between equilibrium ripple dimensions and 
grain size in the entire stability field of ripples are presented in tlle last section of this 
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chapter. 

DEVELOPMENT CURVES AND EQUILIDRIUM TIMES 

Development curves 

The flume studies by Fok (1975) and Tsujimoto & Nakagawa (1982) provide quantitative 

data on the development of current ripples from flat bed conditions in very tine sand, fine 

sand and medium sand. Fok (1975) studied the development of ripples in moderately well

sorted, very fine sand (D50=0.105 nun), very well-sorted, tine sandy, spherical glass beads 

(D50=0.135 mm), and moderately well-sorted fine sand (D50=0.195 mm). Tsujimoto & 

Nakagawa (1982) presented development plots for medium sand (D50=0.420 nun; 

D50=0.500 mm). Development plots of ripple height and ripple wavelength from Fok (1975) 

are presented in Fig. 5.1. Curves through tlle data points are asymptotic and fit well to tlle 

development patterns shown in Chapters 3 and 4. A jmnp in height from 14 mm to 18 mm 

seems to occur for D50=0.195 nun and Re*=6.08 in Fig. 5.1a. Similar jumps, albeit less 

pronounced, occur in other experiments done at similarly low boundary Reynolds numbers 

and with tlle same grain size. TIley likely may be compared to tlle jumps described for 

D50=0.238 m111, and flow velocities lower tllan 0.49 mls (equivalent to Re*<7.5) in Chapter 

4. 

Fok (1975) and Yalill (1975) observed a two-phase development of tlle ripples in 

very tine sand and fine sand. Ripples grew bOtll in steepness (Hit,t) and in size in tlle first 

stage. In the second stage they ceased to grow in steepness, but continued grow to in size 

until equilibrium was reached. TIle boundary between tlle two stages was found at 

tfTe=O.Ol. At tllat point the ripples had reached about 50% of tlleir equilibrium height and 

wavelength. TIlis implies a growtll rate which is considerably higher tllan in tlle experiments 

described in Chapters 3 and 4, in which 50% of the equilibrium height and wavelengtll is 

reached at about tff =0.15.e
A careful inspection of Fok's data shows tllat tlle difference in growtll rate is 

caused by tlle ratller shallow flow deptlls during his experiments (Table 5.l). The tffe

values, at which 50% of the equilibrium dimensions are reached, increase from 0.0025 to 

O. I when flow depth increases from 0.025 m to 0.117 m in tlle experiments witll very fine 

sand (D50=0.105 mm). In such shallow deptlls undulations at tlle water surface indu~e extra 

turbulence which extends down to tlle bed surface and tlms accelerates incipient erosion of 

tllat surface. At greater flow depths, as in tlle present study, friction at tlle water surface 

probably has no effect on the groWtll rate of ripples. Hence, shallow flow deptlls do not only 
affect the equilibrium height of ripples, but also tIleir rate of development. 
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Fig. 5.1. Development plots of (a) ripple height and (b) ripple wavelength in very fine and 

fine sand (after Fok, 1975). Note the jump in height at Re*=6.08 in D50=O.195 mm. Circles 

and squares denote experiments with quartz sand. Triangles represent ripple development in 
spherical glass beads. 
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Fig. 5.2. Development plots of (a) ripple height and (b) ripple wavelength in medium sand 
(after Tsujimoto & Nakagawa, 1982). 
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DIe importance of the number of measurements needed to obtain accurate measures 

of equilibrium heiglll and wavelength clearly appears from Fig. 5.1. Fok (1975) measured 

about 100 ripples at each point in time, obtaining a smaller scatter of average equilibrium 

heights and wavelengths than in this study, in which only a few tens of ripples were 

measured for each point in time. DIerefore, Fok (1975) needed less measurements to obtain 

time-averaged equilibrium dimensions, from which equilibrium times could be estimated 

with the same accuracy as those in this study. 

Bedform development plots of Tsujimoto & Nakagawa (1982) are shown in Fig. 

5.2. Ripples rapidly increased in height and wavelength during their experiments. Il is 

obvious, however, that most experiments were stopped before equilibrium conditions could 

be ascertained. Only the development plots of wavelength for 0.500 mm sand might have 

reached equilibrium values. Hence, estimates of equilibrium time cannot be made. 

Nevertheless, the ripples in the medium sands used by Tsujimoto & Nakagawa (1982) are 

clearly larger than those in the very fine sand and fine sand in this study. 

Equilibrium times 

Fok (1975; cited in Yalin 0975, 1977)) is, to my knowledge, the only one who performed a 

study in which equilibrium times for current ripples have been estimated from the 

development curves. His definition of equilibrium time is different from the definition used 

in this study. Fok (975) defmed the equilibrium time geometrically directly from a 

development curve as the time passed before the curve starts to run parallel to the time axis. 

DIe equilibrium times for ripple height and ripple wavelength from Fok (1975) are 
plotted as a function of the boundary Reynolds number in Fig. 5.3a and Fig. 5.3b, 

respectively. Both diagrams show inverse power relationships for all grain sizes, similar to 

those described in Chapters 3 and 4. Equilibrium times for height and wavelength are 

similar in these studies and range from 0.6 h at high boundary Reynolds numbers to 292 h 

at low boundary Reynolds numbers. Dlese values roughly correspond with the equilibrium 

times in the present study. However, in the present study the equilibrium times for 

wavelength are higher than those for height. DIe opposite seems to occur in at least two 

experiments of Tsujimoto & Nakagawa (1982; Figs. 5.2a-b). For example, for Re*=15.4, 

D50=0.500 mm and 1 h run time, ripple wavelength seems to be close to equilibrium, while 

ripple height still increases rapidly. Similar contradictory observations have been done in 

studies on the development of dunes from flat bed conditions (see Wijbenga (1990) for a. 

literature review on this issue). For both dunes and ripples, no explanation is available yet. 
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Fig. 5.3. Equilibrium time against boundary Reynolds number for (a) ripple height and (b) 

ripple wavelength in very fine sand and fine sand (after Fok, 1975). 

EQUILffiRIUM DIMENSIONS 

For further comparison with other experimental data, the inferred relationships between tlow 

strength and equilibrium dimensions of ripples from previous tlume studies are plotted in 

Figs. 5.4a-h for height and in Figs. 5.5a-f for wavelength. Only the studies that provided at 

lea3t 4 equilibrium heights or wavelengths and corresponding now parameters were selected 

from Table 5.1. Separate plots are given for grain sizes smaller than 0.045 mm (Fig. 5.4a), 

between 0.045 mm and 0.150 nUll (Figs. 5.4b-c and 5.5a-b, including D50=0.095 mm from 

this study), between 0.150 nun and 0.190 mm (Figs. 5.4d-e and 5.5c), between 0.190 mm 

and 0.300 mm (Figs. 5.4f-g and 5.5d-e, including D50=0.238 mm from this study), and 

greater than 0.300 mm (Figs. 5.4h and 5.5f). In all but Fig. 5.4d boundary Reynolds number 

was used as now parameter, because several nume studies from Table 5.1 did not include 

tlow velocity measurements. When needed boundary Reynolds numbers were calculated via 

Equation 2.3. When the water temperature was not available, the kinematic viscosity of 

water of 20De was used to calculate Re*. Flow strength was not always available as bed 

shear velocity. When necessary, it was calculated from bed shear stress via Equation 2.8, 

from now velocity, now depth, and bed roughness or ripple dimensions via Equations 2.4 to 

2.6, or from the energy gradient, I, and the now depth, h, using the equation: 
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u.=.fihi (5.1) 

where g is the constant of gravity. No ripple wavelengths were given by Van den Berg & 

Van Gelder (1993). TIle Chezy coefficients in their experiments were calculated assuming 

that k is equal to the ripple height (e! Van Rijn, 1984: his Fig. 5). Equilibrium ripple s 
heights from Ackers (1964) had to be plotted as a function of discharge, Q, in Fig. 5Ad, 

because no flow depths were given. Conclusions drawn from this comparison are given 

below. 

Plan form of ripples versus flow strength 

Several authors observed that the three-dimensionality of ripples increases with increasing 

flow strength (e.g., Guy et aZ., 1966; Allen, 1968; Harms, 1969, 1979; Banks & Collinson, 

1975). Considering the observations in the present study, this suggests that equilibrium 

conditions had not been reached in these studies. For instance, the maximum total run time 

of 38 h reported by Banks & Collinson (1975; D50=0.297 rom) implies that their 

experiments conducted at low boundary Reynolds numbers were probably not continued 

long enough to fonn fully developed linguoid ripples. Observations by Rees (1966), Allen 

(1973b), and Alexander (1980) support the observations in this study that., at least in very 

fine sand and fme sand, ripples have a linguoid plan fonn at equilibrium conditions. 

Equilibrium dimensions versus boundary Reynolds number 

A wide range of, partly contradictory, relationships between ripple dimensions and flow 

strength has been suggested on the basis of previous flume stUdies. In some studies the data 

scatter was too large to detennine relationships between ripple dimensions and boundary 

Reynolds number (e.g., Barton & Lin (1955) for D50=O.l80 rom; Vanoni & Brooks (1957) 

for D50=0.137 mm; Guy et aZ. (1966) for D50=0.450 mm; Allen (1971) for D50=0.223 

mm; Lmn Lau (1985) for D50=0.082 mm; Van den Berg & Van Gelder (1993) for 

D50=0.033 mm). In most of these studies tlle number of measurements is probably 

insufficient to obtain accurate equilibrium heights and wavelengilis, altllOugh iliis could only 

be verified in tlle studies by Vanoni & Hwang (1967) mId Jopling & Forbes (1979). VanQni 

& Hwang (1967) based tlleir equilibrium dimensions on only 30 ripples, and Jopling & 

Forbes (979) used a 4 III long flume, which allowed only some tens of ripples to be 

measured. 
Otller studies show tllat equilibrium height is independent of boundary Reynolds 
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Fig. 5.4. Sununary of relationships between flow strength (usually boundary Reynolds 

number) and equilibrium ripple height in previous flume studies. Separate plots are given for 

different grain size ranges. See text for details. 

number (Brooks (1957) in Vanoni & Hwang (1967) for D50=0.206 mm; Vanoni & Hwang 

(1967) for D50=0.230 mm; Banks & Collinson (1975) for D50=0.297 mm; Fok (1975) for 

D50=0.105 mm) or merely increases with increasing boundary Reynolds numbers near the 

upper boundary of the stability field of ripples (Davies, 1971 for D50=0.150 nun). For 
wavelength similar relationships were observed by' Brooks (1957) in Vanoni & Hwang 
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(1967) for D50=O.206 mm, Kennedy (1961) for D50=O.100 mm, Guy et al. (1966) for 

D50=O.190 mm and D50=O.280 mm, Davies (1971) for D50=:O.150 min, Banks & Collinson 

(1975) for D50=O.297 nun, Fok (1975) for D50=O.105 nUll, and Lam Lau (1985) for 

D50=O.300 mm and D50=OAOO mm. TIlese .observations closely correspond with the 

relationships between flow strength and ripple dimensions presented in Chapters 3 and 4. 

The high boundary Reynolds numbers, at which equilibrium heights and wavelengths start to 

increase in sands with a median diameter greater than 0.200 mm, are usually close to the 
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Fig. 5.5. (continued) 

boundary WitJI the stability field of dunes and are analogous to tlIe observations in 0.238 

mm sand in tlIis study. Similar dune effects are present in experiments witll D50=0.280 mm 
by Guy et al. (1966). Also Fok (1975) and Alexander (1980), who boli used 0.195 mrn 

sand arrived at similar results. However, similar observations in sands witll a median 

diameter less tlIan 0.200 mm (e.g., Davies (1971) for D50=0.150 mrn; Alexander (1980) for 

D50=0.105 mm) cannot be explained by a gradual transition to dunes. According to 
Alexander (1980; D50=0.105 mrn) equilibrium wavelengli increases infinitely in lie upper 

part of tlIe stability field of washed-ouL ripples. TIIis is, however, not confrrmed by tlIe 

results of tlIe present study. 

Few studies have concluded tlmL equilibrium dimensions increase wili increasing 

boundary Reynolds number along a more or less straight line (Fok (1975) for D50=0.135 

mm; Alexander (1980) for D50=0.195 mrn; Mantz (1983) for 0.123 mm). The gradients of 

tJIese lines, however, are generally low. Ackers (1964), on the otller hand, observed a 

gradual decrease of equilibrium height wili increasing boundary Reynolds number in 0.160 

mm sand. 

Alexander (1980) and Jopling & Forbes (1979) indicated a maxinlUm of 

equilibrium heights at intermediate Reynolds-numbers in 0.105 mrn sand and 0.045 mm silt. 

In boli studies tlIe decrease in equilibrium height at high Reynolds numbers represents 

stable washed-out ripples, analogous to those shown in Chapter 3. From Jopling & Forbes' 
data it is obvious tram their maximum equilibrium time of 5 11 that in the run with the 
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lowest boundary Reynolds number (Figs. 5.4b and 5.5a), equilibrium conditions had not 

been reached. 

Contrary to the observations of the preseIll study, Fok (1975) and Alexander (1980) 

stated that equilibrium wavelength increases at low boundary Reynolds numbers and 

approaches a straight line with a negative slope of 45° at the threshold value of sediment 

motion. However, these observations should be regarded with caution, because many 

observations in this region were done either at shallow flow depths (up to several cm) in a 

narrow flume (2 m long and 0.13 m wide), with artificial glass beads instead of natural 

sand, or with a water-glycerine solution instead of fresh water. 

In spite of the wide range of the relationships between ripple dimensions and flow 

strength proposed in previous studies, the data in a majority of these studies are in 

agreement with the conclusion of the present study that equilibrium ripple size does not 

depend on flow strength, particularly when the complicating factors, described in the 

introduction of this chapter, are acknowledged. 

Equilibrium dimensions versus grain size 

The flume experiments described in Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrate that at least in very fme 

sand and fine sand the dimensions of ripples are proportional to grain size. According to 

Yalin (1985) a proportional relationship between ripple wavelength and grain size applies to 

all grain sizes in the stability field of ripples. He proposed a simple relationship between 

equilibrium ripple wavelength and grain size: 

L 
900<-"-<1000 (5.2)

D50 

However, this relationship is not accurate enough to predict the equilibrium wavelength of 

ripples in 0.095 mm sand and 0.238 mm sand, when considering the LeID50-values of 1220 

and 590 calculated for these sands. Therefore, a refinement of Equation 5.2 is necessary. 

Average (or modal in case of nonlinear relationships) equilibrium heights and wavelengths 

were calculated from the available previous studies (Table 5.1) and plotted as a function of 

median grain size in Figs. 5.6a-b to extrapolate the proportional relationships between grain 

size and equilibrium ripple dimensions, obtained from the present study, to other grain sizes. 

Fig. 5.6. Median grain size against (a) average equilibrium height and (b) average 

equilibrium wavelength compiled from previous flume studies listed in Table 5.1. The used 

symbols are the same as in table 5.1 and in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. The lines connect the average 

values from the present study. 
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Figures 5.6a-b only include data sets of experiments done with natural quartz-rich 

sand. In other types of sand the influence of particle shape on the average dimensions of 

equilibrium ripples is obvious. Comparison of the various experiments indicates that, using 

one single grain size, the average equilibrium ripple dimensions increase when the individual 

grains become more irregular in shape. Barton & Lin (1955) used sand with 40% mica 

flakes and found equilibrium heights and wavelengths which are considerably larger than 

those of other studies done with a similar grain size. Moreover, flume studies with spherical 

glass beads (Fok, 1975: D50=0.135 mm; Lam Lau, 1985) gave significantly smaller average 

equilibrium heights and wavelengtlls than experiments with natural sand Witll a similar grain 

size. Flemming (1992) found tllat the resistance to erosion of irregularly shaped, but well

sorted, bioclastic sand is much greater tllan natural quartz sand of equivalent size. This 

indeed implies tllat spherical glass beads will be less resistant to erosion tllan natural grains 

(e.g., Fok, 1975). Resistance to erosion will cause an increase in the effective grain size 

experienced by tlle water flow over tlle mica-sand and a decrease in the experiments with 

glass beads. Hence, tlle ripples formed in the experiments of Barton & Lin (1955) are 

equivalent in size to ripples formed in sand of larger grain sizes, and vice versa, the ripples 

formed with glass beads (Fok, 1975: D50=0.135 mm; Lam Lau, 1985) resemble ripples in 

sand of smaller grain sizes. All tllese studies have been excluded from Figs. 5.6a-b. 

The experimental results of tlle present study, as well as tlle data sets of several 

otller flume studies in which more tllan one grain size was studied (e.g., Guy et al., 1966; 

Fok, 1975; Alexander, 1980; Lam Lau, 1985) indicate that tlle equilibrium size of ripples is 

proportional to the median grain size. Despite tlle fact that differences in sediment texture 

and experimental set-up complicate tlle comparison of the equilibrium ripple dimensions of 

the flume studies listed in Table 5.1, a positive correlation between median grain size and 

average equilibrium wavelengtll is apparent in Fig. 5.6b. A tentative approximation is given 

by tlle function: 

(5.3)L.:75.41og(D50) +197 

where Le is tlle average equilibrium wavelengtll in mm and D50 is tlle median grain size in 

mm. A linear interpolation between tlle average equilibrium wavelengtlls in very fine sand 

and fine sand of tllis study shows a similar trend (line in Fig. 5.6b). 

11le relationship between median grain size and average equilibrium ripple height, 

based on data from tlle literature, is poor, probably due to tlle effect of shallow flow deptlls. 

Particularly tlle results of Laursen (1958) for D50=0.120 mm and Costello & Soutllard 

(1981) for D50=0.51O-0.660 mm obscure the proportional relationship which is suggested by 

tlle present flume studies (see curve in Fig. 5.6a). If tllese anomalous results are omitted, 
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average equilibrium height tends to increase with increasing median grain size, according to 

the function: 

(5.4)H.=3.4Iog(D50) + 18 

where He is the average equilibrium height in mm and D50 is the median grain size in mm. 

However, more studies on ripple development and equilibrium dimensions, with time as a 

m~ior variable, need to be done to validate and refine Equations 5.3 and 5.4. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The comparison of the bedfonn development in very fine sand (D50=0.095 mm) and fine 

sand (D50=0.238 mm) with other flume studies reveals that: 

1. Development plots and equilibrium times for ripple height and wavelength given by Fok 

(1975) are similar to those described in Chapters 3 and 4. Even a jump in ripple height at 

low Reynolds numbers is observed in his experiments with 0.195 mm sand. 

2. In the literature a wide range of relationships between boundary Reynolds number and 

equilibrium ripple dimensions has been suggested. From the majority of flume studies, it 

appears that equilibrium ripple size does not depend on flow strength. In several studies, 

ripple dimensions increase with increasing boundary Reynolds number near the upper 

boundary of the stability tield of ripples, demonstrating a gradual transition towards dunes, 

similar to that observed in fine sand (Chapter 4). 

3. In spite of several complicating factors inherent to the comparison of different data sets, 

tentative proportional relationships are proposed between average equilibrium height and 

median grain size and average equilibrium wavelength and median grain size. 

4. For a single grain size ripple height and ripple wavelength increase if the grains are more 

irregular in shape. 
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6. DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL-SCALE BEDFORMS IN TIDAL 

ENVIRONMENTS: AN UNSTEADY FLOW MODEL AND ITS 

APPLICATION TO TIDAL DEPOSITS 

Albert P. Oost & Jaco H. Baas 

(submitted to Sedimentology) 

ABSTRACT 

Dimensions and plan morplwlogy of current ripples are generally considered to vary with 

jlow velocity and grain size. However, it was shown in Chapter 3 for 0.095 mm sand and in 

Chapter 4 for 0.238 mm sand that equilibrium dimensions are identical at all velocities 

within the stability field of ripples and that the plan form of equilibrium ripples is linguoid. 

On this basis an unsteady jlow model was developed and tested withjlume experiments in 

order to predict ripple development in natural depositional environments. The model 

includes the development of washed-out ripples and upper stage plane bed. The unsteady 

flow model explains the development and preservation of small-scale bedforms in various 

tidal environments more accurately than the previous models. These bedforms thus can serve 

as an indicator for the prevailing hydrodynamic conditions. 

INTRODUCTION 

The dimensions and plan fonn of ripples are considered to depend on flow velocity (e.g., 

Allen, 1968, 1969, 1984; Harms, 1969; Banks & Collinson, 1975; Reineck & Singh, 1980). 

The general opinion is that the plan morphology of ripples changes with increasing flow 

velocity from straight, via sinuous to linguoid (Allen, 1968; Harms, 1969). This hypothesis, 

however, complicates the interpretation of several processes and structures observed in tide

influenced environments. For example, why are linguoid ripples abundant on tidal flats 

during slack water, when now velocity has gradually decreased and passed through the stage 

in which straight ripples should have been fonned7 

The idea that tile morphology of ripples is defined by flow velocity was questioned 
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by Baas et al. (1993) and in the previous chapters of this thesis, demonstrating that the 

factor time is important in ripple dynamics. Steady, unifonn flow experiments showed that 

the equilibrium dimensions of current ripples in very fme sand (D50=0.095 mm) and in fine 

sand (D50=0.238 mm) are constant and independent of flow velocity. Only the time required 

to obtain equilibrium geometry depends on flow strength. Starting from flat bed conditions, 

ripples develop from an incipient via a straight and a sinuous towards a linguoid plan fonn. 

These linguoid ripples increase in average height and wavelength until finally dynamic 

equilibrium values for tlle given grain size are reached. Equilibrium heights and wavelengths 

in fme sand were observed to be larger than in very fme sand (17.0 mm versus 13.1 mm, 

and, 141.1 mm versus 115.7 mm). This is in agreement witIl earlier observations of a 

proportional relationship between grain size and ripple wavelengtIl (Yalin, 1985; see Chapter 

5 for discussion) and it is also suggested by the data of Khandriche et al. (1986). In a 2.4 m 

wide flume Simons et al. (1965) observed that ripples, when fonned in 0.19 mm, 0.27 mm 

and 0.46 mm sand, have initially a unifonn shape and wavelength (straight to sinuous 

ripples), and with continued flow change into linguoid ripples. Similar observations were 

done by Jain & Kennedy (1971), Mantz (1978; D50=0.0l5 mm and D50=0.066 mm) and 

Costello & Southard (1981; D50=0.510 mm, D50=0.600 mm and D50=0.660 mm). It is 

therefore concluded that the above development stages of ripples observed in 0.095 mm and 

0.238 mm sand also apply to other grain sizes. Hence, the plan fonn of ripples in natural 

environments should reflect tIleir development stage. 

In order to understand the processes governing the development of current-related 

bedfonns in tidal environments, an unsteady flow model is developed. The model is based 

on the flume studies described in Chapters 3 and 4, and is tested witIl flume experiments. 

The aim of this paper is to explain bedfonn sequences in the various tidal sub-environments, 

which sofar have been poorly understood when using current theories on small-scale 

bedfonn dynamics. 

CURRENT-RELATED STRUCTURES IN TIDAL ENVIRONMENTS 

In the following chapter examples of small-scale current-induced bedfonns in various tidal 

sub-environments are discussed. Each sub-environment has a specific hydrodynamical 

character, illustrated by flow velocity curves from tIle mesotidal Wadden Sea (Figs. 6.1 and 

6.2). The examples of bedfonn development are botIl from tIle literature and from own field 

observations. Special attention is paid to those bedfonns which cannot be understood when 
applying the generally accepted ideas on bedfonn development. 
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North Sea 

The Netherlands 

F.R.G. 

Belgium 

Fig. 6.1. Study sites in tidal areas along the Dutch coast. Numbers refer to other figures. 

Fig. 6.2. (opposite page) Typical flow velocity curves along the mesotidal Dutch/German 

coast (see Fig. 6.1 for locations). Note that all velocity curves approach a sine-curve. (a) 

Flow velocity curve on the intertidal flats of Germany (modified after Reineck, 1978). (b) 

Flow velocity curve in an intertidal gully behind Ameland (modified after Van Straaten, 

1954). (c) Flow velocity curve in a shallow subtidal channel (modified after Van Straaten, 

1954). (d) Flow velocity curve in an inlet channel (modified after Postma, 1954). (e) 

Ellipsoidal flow velocity curve at the sediment/water interface in the Dutch offshore region 

(modified after Sha, 1990). 
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Intertidal environments 

Intertidal flats, Bay of Fundy, Canada 

In the macrotidal Bay of Fundy the tidal range averages 11.9 m. A part of this estuary 

consists of a flat, [me sandy intertidal area. TIle sedimentary sequence deposited in that area 

shows an alternation of parallel-laminated sands and (minor) current ripples (Dalrymple et 

aI., 1990). These are mostly straight ripples in the central parts and linguoid ripples on the 

lower parts of the tidal flats (Dalrymple, pers. comm.). 

The parallel-laminated sand layers were interpreted as deposits formed at upper 

stage plane bed conditions. During the latest stage of the tidal flow, flow velocity is within 

the stability fIeld of ripples and single ripple sets with a thickness of 10-30 mm are formed 

(Dalrymple et aI., 1990). 

Parallel-laminated sands have been recognized on many tidal flats and likewise 

interpreted as deposits formed at upper stage plane bed conditions. Until now little attention 

has been paid to the fact that a sinuous velocity curve should, at decreasing flow velocity, 

result in tile reworking of these parallel laminated sands into ripples. Moreover, if the 

generally accepted tlleory would be valid, the linguoid ripples generated in the Bay of Fundy 

should have evolved into straight ripples considering tlle low flow velocities during the 

latest stages of the ebb. 

Intertidal flats, Bay ofMont-Saint-Michel, NW France 

Tessier (1992) described and discussed climbing ripples in tile upper intertidal zone (h=0.5-1 

m below spring tide level (Tessier, pers. comm.n of the Bay of Mont-Saint-MicheL TIle 
climbing ripples are linguoid in shape. Ripple-sets consist of series of laminae, each of 

which is normally graded (Fig. 6.3). In each set of climbing ripples the foresets thicken 

towards tile middle and become sigmoidal. Towards the top of the set the laminae become 

overall fIner grained. Furtllermore, the slope and thickness of these laminae decrease (Fig. 

6.4). 

According to Tessier (1992) each lamina represents one flood period. One set of 

climbing ripples is thought to represent a full neap-spring-neap cycle (Fig. 6.4). Towards 

spring tide the foresets of tile linguoid ripples thicken and become sigmoidaL Towards neap 

tide tlle laminae become thinner again and grain size decreases. The observation that 

linguoid ripples are stable during most of tile neap-spring-neap cycle at the prevailing low 

flow velocities is in conflict with the generally accepted theory tllat these ripples are only 

stable at high flow velocities. 
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Fig. 6.3. Sets of climbing ripples (courtesy Tessier, 1992). 

Fig. 6.4. Sets of climbing ripples formed during a neap-spring-neap cycle (redrawn after 

Tessier, 1992). 
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Intertidal gullies, Pinkegat, the Netherlands 

In the mesotidal Dutch Wadden Sea the flow velocity in gullies is typically less than 0.2 m/s 

during the longer part of the tide, but can reach values as high as 0.8 mls at peak discharge 

(Figs. 6.1 and 6.2b). TIlis implies that during a relatively long period no sediment movement 

occurs. Flow strength increases over a period of 3 to 4 h to, at maximum, velocities that 

allow equilibrium linguoid ripples or washed-out ripples (Southard & Hanus, 1972; Jopling 

& Forbes, 1979) to develop in very fine sand. 

Observations and measurements in deep, narrow intertidal gullies in the tidal flats 

of the Pinkegat inlet system (Fig. 6.1) show that ripples are predominantly linguoid. In 

shallower, narrow intertidal gullies ripples are smaller and have a more sinuous to straight 

plan form (Table 6.1). In deep, broad intertidal gullies ebb-ripples are generally straight to 

sinuous at the edges of tlle gully and they are more linguoid towards the centre. Similar 

observations have been done in intertidal creeks in tlle Danish Wadden Sea (Fig. 6.5). 

Subtidal environments 

Subtidal channels, Pinkegat, the Netherlands 

The development of subtidal ripples was observed at fair weather conditions during an ebb 

period in a 3 m deep subtidal channel of the mesotidal Pinkegat inlet system (Fig. 6.1), 

using under-water video recordings. The median grain size of the well-sorted channel sand 

was 0.140 mm. Around the tum of the tide flat bed conditions were genemted by 

bioturbating shrimp, crab and flatfish. 1.23 h after slack tide sediment started to move at 

flow velocities of 0.19-0.20 m/s at 1 m above the bed. Incipient current ripples began to 

form after 1.67 h, at a flow velocity of 0.31 m/s. Straight ripples were formed after 1.88 h 

at a v~locity of 0.36 m/s. Bioturbation regularly destroyed these bedforms. Subsequently, at 

2.87 hand 0.51 mis, bioturbation decreased and the ripples grew and developed into 

linguoid ripples. At 3.35 hand 0.55 m/s, tlle concentration of suspended sediment load 

strongly increased and washed-out ripples were formed. At 3.47 hand 0.56 mls ripples 

started to disappear due to erosion and a shell lag was exposed. At 4.00 h and 0.64 m/s 

ripples had fully disappeared. High-concentration suspension load of clay-floccules strongly 

reduced visibility and prevented further observations during the waning phase of the ebb. 

Linsen bedding, wavy bedding and flaser bedding 

Linsen, wavy bedding and flasers (Terwindt, 1967; Reineck & Wunderlich, 1968b; Terwindt 

& Breusers, 1971; Allen, 1984) are often found in offshore deposits and in lagoonal subtidal 

to intertidal deposits (Reineck & Singh, 1980). TIley may include wave ripples, current 

ripples or bOtll. In all tllese bedding types fully preserved current ripples without internal 

erosion surfaces have been observed (cj. Van Straateh, 1954; De Raaf & Boersma, 1971). 



Table 6.1. Current ripple data from intertidal gullies and intertidal flats of the Pinkegat inlet system (see Fig. 6.1 for location). 

sample D50 

(mm) 

sorting ripple 

plan form 

n H (nun) Hmax 
(mm) 

L (mm) remarks 

91wad1 0.146 0.32 ling (sin) 36 11.5 ± 6.1 25 121.1 ± 34.9 intertidal gully 

91wad2 0.151 0.32 str 38 10.5 ± 3.7 17 94.6 ± 16.0 intertidal flat 

91wad3 

91wad4 

0.169 

0.166 

0.31 

0.30 

str 

str (sin) 

22 

20 

5.1 ± 2.0 

9.8 ± 4.2 

9 

19 

55.8 ± 17.2 

93.9 ± 16.8 

intertidal gully 

intertidal gully 

91wad5 0.135 0.32 ling 95 8.6 ± 5.0 27 100.5 ± 33.9 flattened in last run-off phase 

str = straight ripples 

sin = sinuous ripples 

ling = linguoid ripples 
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Fig. 6.5. Intertidal gully with linguoid current ripples in the centre and straight to sinuous 

ripples at the edges, Danish Wadden Sea. 

They are covered with clay which settled around the tum of the tide. 

A well-preserved example of wavy bedding was observed in the bottomsets and 

foreset toes of a large subtidal dune from the mesotidal Oosterschelde (Figs. 6.1 and 6.6; see 

also Visser, 1980). The small-scale bedfonns represent coflow flood-ripples on the foresets 

of the sandwave and have been preserved completely. The covering clay drape prevented 

erosion in a later stage (Terwindt & Breusers, 1982). Full preservation, however, is 

incompatible with the conventional bedfonn theory, because the ripple dimensions should 

decrease when flow velocity decreases and the older ripples should thus be eroded. 

In the bottomsets and lower foresets of another large tidal dune in the 

Oosterschelde (De Boer et aI., 1989) the effect of flow reversals is visible (Fig. 6.7). 

Backflow ripples were reworked into coflow ripples when tidal flow velocity decreased. The 

coflow ripples used the backflow ripples as a nucleus, while maintaining a constant 

wavelength and height. Shortly thereafter tidal flow :velocity became low enough to allow 
suspended clay to settle, covering the then inactive ripples. Similar observations have been 
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Fig. 6.6. Fully preserved coflow ripples in the bottomsets and on the lower foresets of a 

large subtidal dune from tIle Oosterschelde (see Fig. 6.1 for location). 

made on intertidal flats by Reineck (1961). Hawley (1981) showed experimentally that after 

a flow reversal newly fonned ripples use older ripples as a nucleus. Witll the current models 

it is difficult to understand why the coflow and backflow ripples have identical wavelengths 

although they are fornled at different flow velocities. 

Deeper subtidal environment, Puget Sound, Washington 

The development of ripples during an ebb tidal flow at a depth of 31. m in Puget Sound, 

Washington (Fig. 6.8) was studied by Kachel & Sternberg (1970). Once sand (D50=0.370 

mm) began to move, the ripples increased in size throughout the 1:2 hour observation 

period. The bed shear velocity attained a maximum value after ca. I h, and decreased 

tllereafter. This observation is in sharp contrast with the assumption that the ripples should 

decrease in size when flow velocity decreases. 
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Fig. 6.7. Backflow and coflow ripples on the bottomsets and lower foresets of a large 

subtidal dune from tlle Oosterschelde (see Fig. 6.1 for location). 

Deeper subtidal environment, Sable Island Bank, Scotia Shelf 

Amos et at. (1988) studied the generation of ripples on tlle tide-influenced Canadian 

continental shelf at water deptlls of 22 m by photographing the surface at regular time 

intervals of 30 minutes. TIley observed that straight and linguoid ripples were formed at the 

same location at identical conditions of low wave energy and moderate flow velocity, 

whereas during periods of high flow velocity linguoid ripples were present (Fig. 6.9). It is 

difficult to understand why straight and linguoid ripples can co-exist at identical flow 

velocities witll tlle generally accepted tl1eory, stating that the plan form of ripples depends 

on flow velocity. 

In conclusion, many of the above observations in tidal sub-environments are in conflict with 

tlle general opinion that tlle size and plan form of ripples depend on flow velocity. 

Observations in deeper subtidal environments even suggest tllat tl1ere is no relation between 
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Fig. 6.8. Development of shear velocity (u* in 1O-2m/s), current ripple height (H in 1O-2m), 

and current ripple wavelength (L in lO-lm) in Puget Sound (h=31 m), Washington 

(modified after Kachel & Sternberg, 1970). 

flow velocity and ripple geometry at all. 

The problems to interpret the current-related bedforms in the various tidal sub

environments, described above, can be reduced to one basic question: how do various 

bedforms develop in unsteady tidal flow approximated by a sinuous velocity curve? 

TOWARDS A MODEL FOR BEDFORM DEVELOPMENT IN UNSTEADY FLOW 

The development of small-scale bedforms can be computed by extending the equations of 

the steady flow model (see Chapters 3 and 4) to an unsteady flow model for bedform 

development. The results of these theoretical calculations are verified empirically by 

simulating tidal flow in a flume. Thereafter, they are compared with bedform development 
in various natural tidal sub-environments. 
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Fig. 6.9. Scattergram of bedfonn types at Sable Island Bank (h=22 m), Scotia Shelf. 

Dimensionless mean flow (UlOofWs) is plotted against wave Reynolds number (Umbdo/v) 

(modified after Amos et aZ., 1988). Bedfonns types shown are linguoid ripples, straight 

ripples and poorly developed ripples (largely due to bioturbation at low flow velocities). 

Theoretical model 

Steady, unifonn flow conditions hardly exist in natural environments. Therefore, the steady 

flow model for bedfonn development in very fine sand, summarized in Equations 3.6 and 

3.7, and in Figs. 3.9, 3.10 and 3.15, was used as the basis for an unsteady flow model. The 
new mOdel calculates tile development of bedfonns in unsteady flows by dividing flow 
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velocity curves into small velocity increments, ~UlO/~t, and integrating the contributions of 

these increments to bedform development according to the equation: 

(6.1) 

where S is the cumulative development stage, ~ti is the time period of the i-th increment, 

and T i is the equilibrium time associated with the average flow velocity at the i-th time e, 
increment. Combining Equations 3.7 and 6.1 gives the cumulative development stage in 

tenns of flow velocity: 

s = ~ At U10,J-0.233 0.':"2 (6.2a) 
H L t( 0.255 ) 

(6.2b) 

where UlO,i is the IOOC-equivalent flow velocity at the i-th time increment. 

Equation 6.2, rewritten for bedform height and wavelength development in very 

fine sand, gives: 

(6.3a) 

(6.3b) 

where H =13.1 nun, L =44.6 mm, and L =1l5.7 nun. Equilibrium conditions are reached e o e
when SH and SL are equal to or greater than 1. Non-equilibrium conditions have values 

ranging from 0 to 1. 

This model includes the time periods involved in the adaptation from upper stage 

plane bed to washed-om ripples, from high-velocity washed-out ripples to low-velocity 

washed-out ripples, and from washed-out ripples to 'normal' ripples. Adaptation times for 

reverse changes in bedform type cannot be obtained from the original steady flow model, 

and are therefore approximated in the unsteady flow model by a vertical step function 

suggesting zero adaptation time. This seems a legitimate approximation, because at the high 

flow velocities involved these changes in bedfonn type take place rapidly (in the order of 
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minutes). 

The unsteady flow model requires two corrections for the relation between flow 

velocity and equilibrium time. Firstly, Equation 3.7 is based on equilibrium flow conditions, 

while at non-equilibrium conditions, Le., during bedform development, the flow velocity is 

slightly higher due to a smaller bed roughness. The actual effect per time increment depends 

on bOtll tlle bed roughness and tlle flow strengtll. It is largest in rapid flow over a flat bed, 

and smallest in slow flow over bedforms approaching equilibrium dimensions. In the 

experiments described in tllis paper an average correction of 2%, estimated from the results 

of the steady flow experiments described in Chapter 3, was applied to flow velocities at 

non-equilibrium conditions. 

Secondly, in tlle velocity ranges between 0.30 mls and 0.42 mls for ripple height, 

and between 0.30 mls and 0.49 mls for ripple wavelengtll the best-fit curves of Equation 3.7 

predict slightly smaller equilibrium times tllan tllOse given by the data points in Fig. 3.9. In 

these flow velocity ranges, the unsteady flow model has been corrected by using the linearly 

interpolated equilibrium times of the experimental data points instead of tlle equilibrium 

times given by the best-fit curves of Equation 3.7. 

Input parameters 

Tidal flood- or ebb-phases in semi-diurnal tidal environments can be approximated by the 

following sinuous velocity curve: 

(6.4) 

where ti is tlle central time of the i-til time increment in hours, and UlO,max is tlle 
maximum flow velocity after 3 h. In natural environments, tlle period of an ebb-flood cycle 

is 12.3 h. In Equation 6.4 tile time for one flood- or ebb-phase was chosen at 6 h, leaving 

out about 10 minutes for slack water conditions. Based on observations at the turning of 

tidal currents tIlis is a reasonable approximation, especially for subtidal environments. 

Due to experimental restrictions tile sine-curve of Equation 6.4 was approximated by raising 

the flow velocity in small steps from zero velocity to a maximum value at 3 h and 

subsequently lowering it in similar steps. In this way, four runs were conducted along 

different flow velocity curves shown in Fig. 6.10 and Table 6.2. The velocity curves were 

chosen in such way that tile maximum flow velocity corresponds to a specific bedform type 

in the bedfonn stability diagranl at D50=0.095 mm (Fig. 6.10). These curves are similar to 

those at which the earlier discussed natural bedfomls were generated. The experimental 
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velocity curves were used as input for the theoretical calculations of bedfonn development 

(Equation 6.3). All calculations started from flat bed conditions. The results of the 

calculations are summarized in eight bedfonn development curves (solid lines in Figs. 6.11

6.14) and in the Tables 6.3-6.6. 

Model calculations 

Run T3 

The maximum flow velocity of run T3 is 0.39 mis, which is the lowest velocity of the 

conducted runs (Fig. 6.10 and Table 6.2). The tidal velocity curve passes through the lower 

part of the stability field of ripples between 1.25 hand 4.75 h. Before and after, the flow 

velocity is too low for sediment movement. The unsteady flow model thus only yields non

zero £ltfTe-values during the period from 1.25 h to 4.75 h. 

The model produces S-shaped development curves for ripple height and wavelength 

(solid lines in Fig. 6.11). The plan fonn of the ripples changes from incipient into straight 

and sinuous at 2 h and finally into linguoid at 3.6 h. According to the model, linguoid 

ripples continue to grow until the flow velocity becomes too low for sediment transport, 

reaching an ultimate height of 10.9 mm and an ultimate wavelength of 98 mm. Thus non

equilibrium ripples are predicted to fonn after one half of a tidal cycle. 

Run Tl 

The maximum flow velocity in run Tl is 0.54 m/s (Fig. 6.10 and Table 6.2). This velocity 

marks a position in the middle of the stability field of ripples. The flow velocity curve 

further shows tllat ripples start to develop after 0.92 h, when the flow velocity becomes 

higher than the threshold value of sediment motion. Ripple development ceases at 5.08 h. 

The unsteady flow model calculates steeper development curves than in run T3 due 

to a steeper flow velocity curve (Fig. 6.12). As soon as grains begin to move incipient 

ripples are fonned. They change into straight and sinuous ripples at 1.52 h, which 

subsequently evolve into linguoid ripples at 2.12 h. The model predicts that equilibrium 

height and wavelength are reached at 2.71 hand 3.03 h, respectively. Thereafter, 

equilibrium linguoid ripples are stable until the end of the run. 

Run T2 

In run T2 the maximum flow velocity is 0.80 m/s. The flow velocity is high enough to 

allow sediment movement between 0.58 h and 5.42 h, and the boundary between ripples and 

washed-out ripples is crossed at 2.83 hand 3.17 h (Fig. 6.10 and Table 6.2). 

The unsteady flow model starts calculating bedfonn heights and wavelengths at 
0.58 h and predicts an equilibrium time of 1.68 h for height and of 1.82 h for wavelength 
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Fig. 6.10. Flow velocity curves for the conducted experiments. 

(Fig. 6.13). During development incipient ripples change into straight and sinuous ripples at 

1.03 h and non-equilibrium linguoid ripples are formed at 1.34 h. Equilibrium conditions are 
maintained until 2.83 h. Thereafter, the flow velocity curve enters the stability field of 

washed-out ripples and the model calculates a new equilibrium height of 12.2 mm (cf Fig. 

3. lOa). As mentioned above the unsteady flow model approximates this change in bedform 

type by a jump in height from 13.1 mm to 12.2 mm (Fig. 6.13a). At 3.17 h flow velocity 
re-enters the stability field of ripples. The system needs about 0.1 h to adapt to the new flow 

conditions. Hence, at 3.27 h the equilibrium ripple height is re-established and remains 

constant until the end of the run. 

The model computes a constant equilibrium wavelength between 1.82 h and 6 h 

(Fig. 6.13b), because the equilibrium wavelengths of linguoid ripples and washed-out ripples 

are identical. 
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Table 6.2. Hydraulic results and bedfonn types. 

TO Tl T2 T3 

h o (m) 0.32 0.32 0.326 0.332 

T (OC) 17-18.5 16.2-16.7 16.5-16.9 16.5-16.8 

UlO,max 0.947 0.539 0.802 0.390 
(m/s) 

bedfonn NM-CRe-WOR-UPB NM-CRe-NM NM-CRe-WOR NM-C~-NM 

types WOR-CRe-NM CR -NMe 

NM = no movement WOR = washed-out ripples 

CR = non-equilibrium ripples UPB = upper stage plane bed n 
CRe = equilibrium ripples 

Run TO 

Run TO has a maximum flow velocity of 0.95 m/s. The flow velocity curve covers all 

stability fIelds from no movement to upper stage plane bed (Fig. 6.10 and Table 6.2). The 

flow velocity is high enough to allow sediment movement between 0.5 h and 5.5 h. The 

curve exceeds the boundary between ripples and washed-out ripples at 2.25 h and 3.75 h, 

and an upper stage plane bed is stable between 2.58 hand 3.42 h. 

The unsteady flow model calculates rather complex development curves. Ripples 

develop fust. During their development towards equilibrium morphology incipient ripples 

evolve into straight and sinuous ripples at 0.99 h, and non-equilibrium linguoid ripples are 

fonned at 1.26 h. They reach their equilibrium height and wavelength at 1.57 h and 1.72 h, 

respectively (Fig. 6.14). 

According to the model, bedfonn height decreases from 13.1 mm to 12.5 mm at 

2.25 h, when flow velocity enters the stability field of washed-out ripples. Washed-out 

ripples are stable for 0.33 h before they change into an upper stage plane bed at 2.58 h. 

Zero height is maintained until 3.42 h. Thereafter, washed-out ripples with an equilibrium 

height of 11 nun rapidly develop. The corresponding adaptation time computed by the 

model is 0.15 h. Equilibrium washed-out ripples are maintained during a short time interval 

between 3.57 h and 3.75 h. Subsequently, flow velocity passes the boundary between the 

fields of ripples and washed-out ripples, and bedfonn height increases from 11 to 13.1 mm. 
At 3.88 h equilibrium ripple height is re-established and is constant until the end of the run. 
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Fig. 6.11. (a) Calculated and measured bedfonn height development in run n. (b) 
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The unsteady flow model calculates two separate development curves for bedfonn 

wavelength, one for accelerating flow and the other for decelerating flow (Fig. 6.14b). The 

first curve starts at the threshold velocity of sediment movement. It follows an S-shaped 

path towards an equilibriwn ripple wavelength of 115.7 mm at 1.72 h. Equilibrium 

conditions remain until 2.58 h, when the flow velocity curve enters the upper stage plane 

bed field. As soon as upper stage plane bed conditions are established, bedfonn wavelength 

is not defined anymore. Hence, the wavelength development curve is discontinuous in the 

time interval between 2.58 hand 3.42 h. 11le second development curve starts at 3.42 h, 

when the flow velocity re-enters the washed-out ripple field. Equilibrium wavelength is re

established rapidly at 3.65 h. Thereafter, the model computes a constant equilibrium 

wavelength until the end of the run. 

Experimental control of the model calculations 

The experiments were done with the equipment and procedure described in Chapter 2. The 

initial flow depth, water temperature, maximum flow velocity and bedfonn types of all 

experimental runs are given in Table 6.2. Average bedfoml heights and wavelengths, 
measured in the experiments, are plotted as circles in Figs. 6.11-6.14. Tables 6.3-6.6 

summarize the experimental results. 

In general, the measured paths of bedfonn development correspond well with calculated 

paths. Most differences can be attributed to data scatter. The standard deviations of 

equilibrium ripple height and wavelength average 2 mm and 16.3 mm, respectively (Table 

3.2). Data scatter also explains why the ripple heights and wavelengths in the last hour of 

the experimental runs are often consistently different from the calculated values (e.g., Figs. 

6.12b and 6.1341). This is caused by a "freezing" of deviating bedfonn dimensions due to the 

low flow velocities in tllis time-period. 

The time required for linguoid ripples to change into washed-out ripples was about 

5 minutes in runs T2 and TO, and it took about 10 minutes to change from washed-out 

ripples to upper stage plane bed in run TO. These values warrant the assumption of the 

model that these changes occur rapidly. 
Computed washed-out ripple height,> are often slightly larger tllan measured heights 

(Tables 6.5 and 6.6, and Figs. 6.1341 and 6.1441). A detailed study on equilibrium heights in 

the stability field of washed-out ripples is needed to improve the model on this point. 

Equilibrium heights of ripples in the second half of run TO are larger than the 

heights calculated by tlle model (15.9 mm versus 13.1 mm). Consequently, the difference in 

equilibrium times is large as well (about 20 minutes; Table 6.6 and Fig. 6.1441). This 
deviation is caused by the large ripple height around 4.3 h and the fixation of the heights at 
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Table 6.3. Development stages and bedfonn dimensions of run T3. 

boundary NM-CR 

incipient CR 

str.lsin. CR 

linguoid CR 

boundary CR-NM 

H (at 6 h) 

L (at 6 h) 

LIH (at 6 h) 

H (at 6 h) max 

L (at 6 h) max 

model 

1.25 h 

1.25-2 h 

2-3.6 h 

3.6-6 h 

4.75 h 

10.9 mm 

98.0 mm 

9.0 

experiment 

1.25 h 

1.25-2.1 h 

2.1-±4.5 h 

±4.5-611 

4.75 h 

9.7mm 

96.1 mm 

9.9 

14.2 mm 

134.4 mm 

NM == no movement 

CR == ripples 

str == straight 

sin == sinuous 

15.5 mm at the end of the run. In the latter case, time was too short for the ripples to return 

to smaller heights similar to those in the first hours of the run. The deviation is within the 

error range of two times tile standard deviation of equilibrium ripple height. 

Apart from tllese small deviations, Figs. 6.1 I-6. 14 and Tables 6.3-6.6 demonstrate 

that the unsteady flow model provides a reliable tool to predict bedfonn development in 

tidal currents. 

APPLICATION OF THE UNSTEADY FLOW MODEL TO TIDAL 

ENVIRONMENTS 

The unsteady flow model can be used as a tool to understand bedfonn development in 0.095 

mm sand in tidal environments. The maximum tidal flow velocity governs the development 

path of the bedfonns. When the maximum flow velocity is below the threshold velocity of 

sediment motion no bedfonns will be fonned and a nat bed will persist for 6 h. When the 
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Table 6.4. Development stages and bedform dimensions of run T1. 

model experiment 

boundary NM-CR 

incipient CR 

str.!sin. CR 

linguoid CR 

Te(H) 

Te(L) 

He 

Le 

Le/He 

Hmax 

Lmax 
boundary CR-NM 

0.92 h 

0.92-1.52 h 

1.52-2.12 h 

2.12-6 h 

2.71 h 

3.03 h 

13.1 mm 

115.7 mm 

8.9 

5.08 h 

0.92 h 

0.92-1.48 h 

1.48-2.24 h 

2.24-6 h 

2.6 h 

2.65 h 

13.2 mm 

113.6 mm 

8.6 

33.1 mm 

196.6 mm 

5.08 h 

NM = no movement 

CR = ripples 

str = straight 

sin = sinuous 

flow velocity reaches a maximum value within the stability field of ripples, it depends on 

the exact position within that field whether the ripples reach an equilibrium geometry. Fig. 
6.15 shows that, according to the sine-shaped flow velocity curve of Equation 6.4, a 

maximum flow velocity of about 0.45 m/s (0.436 mls for height and 0.474 mls for 

wavelength) is required to fonn equilibrium ripples after exactly 6 h. The tlleoretical value 

of 0.45 mls is in agreement with tlle experimental results, which indicates a maximum flow 

velocity between 0.39 m/s and 0.54 mls. 

At maximum tidal flow velocities between 0.78 m/s and 0.92 mis, washed-out 

ripples are formed around 3 h and ripples are stable in tlle remaining time periods except in 

the first period of no movement. An upper stage plane bed is generated when tlle maximum 

flow velocity is higher tlwn 0.92 m/s. Ripples which form as soon as sand transport begins, 

evolve into washed-out ripples and subsequently into an upper stage plane bed. During now 
deceleration washed-out ripples are formed again, and finally equilibrium linguoid ripples 
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Table 6.5. Development stages and bedfonn dimensions of run T2. 

model experiment 

boundary NM-CR 0.58 h 0.58 h 

incipient CR 0.58-1.03 h 0.58-0.9711 

str.lsin. CR 1.03-1.3411 0.97-1.54 h 

1inguoid CR 1.34-2.83 11 1.54-2.8311 

TeCH) 1.6811 1.8 h 

TeCL) 1.82 h 1.67 h 

He 13.1 mm 12.5 mm 

Le 115.7 mm 113.1 nun 

LelHe 8.9 9.0 

Hmax 28.0 mm 

Lmax 185.9 mm 

boundary CR-WOR 2.83 h 2.83 h 

TeCH) 2.83 h 2.92 h 

He 12.2 mm 10.2 mm 

L/He 9.5 ILl 

Hmax 25.1 mm 

boundary WOR-CR 3.17 h 3.17 h 

linguoid CR ±3.27-6 h ±3.43-6 h 

TeCH) 3.27 h 3.4311 

He 13.1 mm 13.1 mm 

Le/He 8.9 8.6 

Hmax 30.3 mm 

boundary CR-NM 5.42 h 5.42 h 

NM = no movement str = straight 

CR = ripples sin = sinuous 

WOR = washed-out ripples 
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Table 6.6. Development stages and bedfonn dimensions of run TO. 

model experiment 

boundary NM-CR 

incipient CR 

str.lsin. CR 

linguoid CR 

Te(H) 

Te(L) 

He 

Le 

LiHe 

Hmax 

Lmax 

boundary CR-WOR 

Te(H) 

He 

LelHe 

Hmax 

boundary WOR-UPE
 

Te(H)
 

Te(L)
 

boundary UPE-WOR
 

Te(H)
 

Te(L)
 

He
 

Le 

LelHe 

Hmax 

L max 

boundary WOR-CR 

linguoid CR 

Te(H) 

He 

LelHe 

Hmax 

boundary CR-NM 

0.5 h 

0.5-0.99 h 

0.99-1.26 h 

1.26-2.25 h 

1.57 h 

1.72 h 

13.1 mm 

115.7 rnm 

8.9 

2.25 h 

2.25 h 

12.5 mm 

9.3 

2.58 h 

2.58 h 

2.58 h 

3.42 h 

3.57 h 

3.65 h 

11 mm 

115.7 rnm 

10.5 

3.75 h 

±3.88-6 h 

3.88 h 

13.1 mm 

8.9 

5.5 h 

NM = no movement 

CR =ripples 
WOR = washed-out ripples 

0.5 h 

0.5-0.84 h 

0.84-1.29 h 

1.29-2.25 h 

1.65 h 

1.69 h 

13.9 mm 

116.9 rnm 

8.4 

24.6 mm 

169.1 rnm 

2.25 h 

2.34 h 

12.9 mm 

9.1 

18.5 mm 

2.58 h 

2.78 h 

2.78 h 

3.42 h 

3.53 h 

3.85 h 

8.9 rnm 

126.1 rnm 

14.2 

12.5 mm 

183.8 mm 

3.75 h 

±4.2-6 h 

4.2 h 

15.9 mm 

7.9 

27.6 mm 

5.5 h 

UPB = upper stage plane bed 

str =straight 
sin = sinuous 
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reappear. For all tidal flow velocity curves ripples are frozen when flow velocity becomes 

lower than 0.233 m/s. In conclusion, ripples in tidal environments should be dominant at 

slack water conditions. 

Based on the observation that ripple dimensions are also independent of flow 

velocity in 0.238 mm sand (see Chapter 4), it is assumed that similar models can be 

developed for other grain sizes. TIlis allows a reinterpretation of the earlier mentioned 

problematic bedforms and bedform sequences observed in various tidal sub-environments 

with the unsteady flow model. Also the development of bedforms in various tidal sub

environments along the mesotidal Dutch coast is discussed on the basis of the characteristic 

flow velocities curves. TIle character of the flow velocity curve depends on the topographic 

position within the tidal system and on the tidal range. TIle topographic position determines 

the duration of the flow, especially on the emerging intertidal areas, and it influences the 

strength of the flow. Furthermore, the strength of the flow seems to be linearly related to the 

tidal range (cl De Boer et at., 1989) and the tidal volume (Fig. 6.2). 

Intertidal environments 

Intertidal flats 

On intertidal flats flow velocities are relatively low. For instance, the maximum velocity 

usually does not exceed 0.4 m/s, contrary to more than 1 mls in the subtidal inlets in the 

mesotidal Dutch Wadden Sea (Fig. 6.1; Eisma, 1980). 11le tidal flow velocity curve on tidal 

flats normally approaches a sine curve (e.g., Fig. 6.2a). TIle period during which the flood 

and ebb currents are active is largely restricted by the height of the tidal flat with reference 
to the low water level. The higher parts of an intertidal flat are submerged only during 5-6 h 

around high water. 

TIle relatively low flow velocities on mesotidal intertidal flats and the limited 

period during which the tidal current is active, strongly limit the development of ripples. 

The higher the intertidal flat, tlle less time is available to form equilibrium ripples within 

one ebb- or flood-period (see Equations 6.2a and 6.2b). The unsteady flow model predicts 

that, going from tlle higher to the lower intertidal flat, ripples will, in general, evolve 

towards equilibrium dimensions, i.e., from straight, via sinuous to linguoid patterns. This 

trend was indeed observed on the intertidal flats of the Wadden Sea of Germany 

(Wunderlich, 1967) and of tlle Netherlands by tlle authors. 

In macro- and microtidal environments bedform development is different. TIlis is illustrated 

by the observations on tlle tidal flats of the macrotidal Bay of Fundy, Canada. TIle tidal 

flow velocity curve is asymmetrical. Directly after submergence of the flat, upper stage 
plane bed conditions are established (Dalrymple, pers. comm.). Flow velocities reach 
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maximum values of 1.5-3 rnIs (Dalrymple et at., 1990) and decrease thereafter. During flow 

deceleration, rapid settling from suspension results in thick parallel-laminated sand layers, 

deposited at upper stage plane bed conditions. During the final stage of the tidal flow, when 

the flow velocity enters the stability field of ripples, ripples start to form on the flat bed. 

Several tens of minutes are needed to reach equilibrium dimensions (el run TO). The 

observed straight ripples on the upper intertidal flats can tberefore be explained to result 

from a very rapid decrease in flow velocity, whereas tbe linguoid ripples on tbe lower 

intertidal flats obviously had sufficient time to reach equilibrium dimensions because of the 

longer duration of the flow. 

Equilibrium ripple height restricts the depth to which ripples erode the underlying 

deposits. In the Bay of Fundy the layers of parallel-laminated sand are too thick to be 

completely reworked into ripples and tlms they are partially preserved. Hence, the 

preservation of parallel lanlination in tide-influenced sediments, as in tlle Bay of Fundy, can 

be interpreted as the result of high rates of deposition of sediment settling from suspension 

at upper stage plane bed conditions, especially during flow deceleration. 

TIle stability of tlle climbing ripples described by Tessier (1992) from tlle higher intertidal 

flats of tlle macrotidal Bay of Mont-Saint-Miehel, NW France can be explained as follows. 

Individual lamina formed in one flood (Fig. 6.3) show tbat tlle amount of sediment 

deposited is small, indicating low flow velocities. Equations 3.7 and 4.1 show that such 

velocities imply a large equilibrium time. During each tide the linguoid ripples continue to 

migrate as long as tlle flow velocity is above the tbreshold value of sediment motion for the 
sediment size in question. The ripples continue to develop until their equilibrium linguoid 

dimensions are reached (el run T3). Major changes in ripple shape do not occur witbin one 

tide, because tbe development stages and equilibrium dimensions are identical at all flow 

velocities. 

During spring tide, very fine sand dominates deposition, allowing tbe formation of 

relatively large ripples. Around neap tide, finer sediments (mainly silts) are deposited, 

enhancing tbe formation of smaller ripples (Yalin, 1985; Khandriche et .at., 1986). These 

smaller neap-tide ripples reshape the larger spring-tide ripples into smaller linguoid forms 

(Figs. 6.3 and 6.4). 

Intertidal gullies 
In intertidal gullies the flow directions are more or less bi-directional. TIle flow velocities in 

gullies are usually low, compared to other tidal sub-environments, but they increase strongly 

towards the end of tlle ebb in tbe mesotidal parts of tbe Wadden Sea (Fig. 6.2b; Eisma, 
1980). Ripple development in intertidal gullies is restricted to tbe short period of 3-4 h 
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during which the flow velocity is above the threshold value of sediment motion. 

The dimensions of the ripples measured in the gullies of the mesotidal Pinkegat

system (Dutch Wadden Sea; Table 6.1) are largely similar to the experimentally formed 

ripples (c! Chapters 3 and 4). Only during the latest part of the ebb flow, they were slightly 

flattened in shallow flow deptllS. 

As long as tlle flow velocity is within tlle ripple field and development time is 

sufficient, ripples in an intertidal gully continue to develop until equilibrium dimensions are 

met, as described in tlle above experiments. 111is especially applies to the deeper parts of 

gullies, where the current lasts longer and the maximum flow velocities (Fig. 6.2b) are 

higher than in the shallower parts (c! Equations 6.2a and 6.2b). Therefore, linguoid ripples 

are expected to be more dominant in tlle deeper parts of intertidal gullies and non

equilibrium ripples at tlle margins, as indeed was observed in the Pinkegat inlet system (Fig. 

6.1). 

Subtidal environments 

Subtidal environments do not emerge and flow velocity curves can be considered essentially 

sinuous. 111is allows predictions of the development of current-related structures using tlle 

unsteady flow model discussed above. Because in these areas flow velocities are often high, 

equilibrium ripples develop quickly. TIle main factors restricting current ripple generation 

are tllerefore bioturbation and wave-reworking (see discussion below). 

Subtidal channels 

TIle flow pattern in subtidal channels is generally bidirectional with only a few minutes for 

slack water (Fig. 6.2c and 6.2d). In lagoons or on tidal flats, such channels are usually 

slightly dominated by tlle ebb-current. In some cases, for instance in estuaries, either the 

flocxl- or tlle ebb-current dominates so strongly over tlle reverse current that locally the flow 

can be considered uni-directional. Witllin tlle channels tlle velocity curve approximates a 

sine-function (Figs. 6.2c and 6.2d). The flow velocities in subtidal channels are usually 

higher tllan on intertidal flats. For the mesotidal Dutch Wadden Sea, typical maximum flow 

velocities in tlle main inlets are between 1 mls and 2 mls (Fig. 6.2d), whereas maximum 

velocities in tlle back-barrier channels are usually less tllan 1 mls (Fig. 6.2c; Eisma, 1980). 

At tllese maximum velocities upper stage plane beds or, depending on grain size, dunes are 

generated, which will normally give way to ripples during flow deceleration. Witllin the 

channels of the mesotidal Wadden Sea all bedform development curves corresponding to 

tllOse in runs TO to T3 are to be expected, because maximum flow velocities vary strongly 

witll tlle tidal volume. 
The development of ripples observed by the autllOrs during an ebb period in a 
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small, 3 m deep subtidal channel of the Pinkegat inlet system in the Dutch Wadden Sea is 

explained well by the unsteady flow model. Starting from flat bed conditions incipient 

ripples were formed, which developed via straight and sinuous into linguoid ripples. 

Washed-out ripples were fornled at lower flow velocities than expected, probably because of 

high concentrations of suspended load and net sediment supply. These ripples were 

destroyed when the flow velocity entered the upper stage plane bed field (c! run TO). 

Linsen bedding, wavy bedding and flaser bedding 

Current ripples observed in Hnsen, wavy bedding and flasers are well preserved (Van 

Straaten, 1954), because they are stable up to the moment that they become inactive. The 

equilibrium forms are independent of flow velocity and thus do not decrease in size in a 

decelerating flow, whereas the non-equilibrium fornls continue to develop at all flow 

velocities as long as they exceed the threshold velocity of sediment movement (c! runs Tl 

and T3). Hence, the field observations in the Oosterschelde (Fig. 6.6) agree with the model 

prediction that no degeneration of ripples should occur upon decreasing flow velocity. 

A similar reasoning can be applied to the change from backflow into coflow ripples 

during flow deceleration over a large tidal dune in the Oosterschelde (Fig. 6.7). When the 

local current is reversed 180°, the height and wavelength of the backflow ripples already 
represent an appropriate development stage to start the coflow ripple development. Only the 

orientation is incorrect. Obviously, the coflow changes the orientation of the ripple crests 

without significantly changing the ripple size, and ripple development is continued from 

thereon. 

Deeper subtidal environments 

In deeper subtidal environments (e.g., in offshore areas) tidal flow patterns are mostly 

elliptical (Fig. 6.2e; e.g., Dietrich et al., 1975). The tidal flow velocity curve approximates a 

sine-function. Flow velocities are generally higher tllan those on the intertidal flats. For the 

mesotidal Dutch offshore area, for instance, typical maximum flow velocities near the coast 

are up to 1 mls. Furtller offshore tlley amount up to 0.5 mls (Fig. 6.2e), as opposed to 0.4 

m/s for tlle tidal flats. At such flow velocities tlle generation of equilibrium linguoid ripples 

is to be expected. 

The continued groWtll in dimensions of ripples at conditions of decreasing ebb flow velocity 

in Puget Sound, Washington, observed by Kachel & Sternberg (1970) is in close agreement 

witll tlle unsteady flow model (c! run T3). The most likely explanation is that tlle ripples 

continued to grow to reach equilibrium dimensions during tlle deceleration of the flow. 
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The observation of Amos et at. (1988) on the Sable Island Bank, Scotia Shelf that straight 

and linguoid ripples existed at the same location at identical moderate flow velocities, 

whereas at higher flow velocities only linguoid ripples were present (Fig. 6.9) is explained 

as follows. According to the unsteady flow model, straight ripples are non-equilibrium 

ripples, which will develop into linguoid ripples with continued flow. The higher the flow 

velocity, the faster this development takes place. Thus the two types of ripples observed by 

Amos et al. (1988) represent different development stages at the same flow velocity (Fig. 

6.9). The lack of observations of other than linguoid ripples at higher flow velocities is most 

likely an artifact. When the flow velocity increases the period during which straight ripples 

exist is shortened and the chance that they will be photographed in a given time-interval 

decreases considerably (cl Equations 3.6 and 3.7). Additionally, the linguoid ripples could 

have been formed in an earlier stage of the tidal flow at lower flow velocities. 

BIOTURBATION AND WAVE-REWORKING 

Intensive bioturbation can obliterate ripples formed during one tide. This was demonstrated 

by the earlier described video observations on the bottom of a subtidal channel in the 

backbarrier area of the Pinkegat inlet system. Similar observations were done by Van 

Straaten (1964), Rhoads & Young (1970) and Amos et al. (1988) (see also Fig. 6.9). On 

subtidal flats, in small channels and on intertidal flats, where flow velocities are low and 

slack water periods are long, ripples will often become reworked by bioturbation into flat 

beds. Therefore, if there is active bioturbation, regeneration of ripples during the subsequent 

tidal flow may start from more or less flat beds. Mm- to em-relief, brought about by waves 

and bioturbation, will enhance the initial development of ripples. 

Amos & Collins (1978) pointed out that the relative energy of waves and tidal flow 

together determine the exact nature of the bedforms generated. On the intertidal sandflats of 

the Wash (U.K.) they found that current ripples dominate on the lower tidal flats whereas 

wave ripples dominate on the higher flats. Thus, the higher the intertidal flat the greater the 

chance that wave reworking will take place. 

CONCLUSIONS 

For a given grain size, the equilibrium dimensions of ripples are constant and independent 

of flow strength. This allowed the construction of an unsteady flow model, which calculates 
the development of bedforms in unsteady flows by dividing flow velocity curves into small 
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velocity increments, ,1.U1of,1.t, and integrating the contributions of these increments to 

bedfonn development. For any flow velocity curve and over any period, theoretical 

predictions and calculations of bedfonn development can be made with this model, as long 

as the current is unidirectional. 111is was illustrated by calculations of bedfonn development 

in tidal flows, which were compared with flume experiments and field data. 

The unsteady flow model demonstrates that bedfonn development in a tidal 

environment depends on the character of the tidal flow velocity curve, which, in turn, is 

defined by the topographical position (i.e., the sub-environment) and the tidal range. For 

instance, parallel laminae with superimposed Iinguoid ripples can be understood as being 

fonned at upper stage plane bed conditions during high rates of settling from suspension, 

followed by reworking of the deposited sediment into ripples during flow deceleration. Due 

to the short duration of the flow and the low flow velocities it is also concluded that the 

higher an intertidal flat, the greater the chance that ripples will not reach equilibrium 

dimensions within one ebb or flood period. Such ripples will be straight, sinuous or non

equilibrium linguoid at the end of the period. Comparable conclusions can be made for 

intertidal gullies. Another example are the fully preserved current ripples, often observed in 

tidal deposits, particularly in flaser, wavy and linsen bedding. They are a logical 

consequence of the independence of flow velocity, which allows ripples to continue to 

develop or to maintain equilibrium dimensions during waning tidal flow. 

The dimensions of current ripples fonned in tidal environments and preserved in 

the sedimentMy record, can now be used to detennine whether equilibrium conditions have 

been reached during the flow. In combination witil other data on, for example, grain size 

fluctuations (e.g., mud drapes), valuable infonnation on the prevailing hydrodynamic 

conditions can thus be extracted from outcrops and cores. 
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7. STORM-INDUCED PULSATING TURBIDITY CURRENTS IN THE 

AINSA BASIN (LOWER-EOCENE, SOUTH-CENTRAL PYRENEES, SPAIN): 

PROCESSES AND PRODUCTS 

(revised version submitted to Sedimentology) 

ABSTRACT 

An outer-shelf to slope succession of the Upper Ypresian Castisent Group (eastern Ainsa 

Basin, South-Central Pyrenees, Spain) was studied to explain the origin of rhythmic grain 

size variations in turbidite deposits and to interpret the hydraulic processes responsible for 

the generation of current ripples in these deposits. In a vertical section near La Cabezonada 

three lithotypes are defined, based on grain size and sedimentary structures: I. hemipelagic 

calcareous mudstone (lithotype A); 2. mud-laminated sandstone and siltstone (lithotype B); 

3. laminated sandstone and siltstone (lithotype C). Lithotype B represents storm-influenced 

turbidite beds, considering the occurrence of graded bedding, segregation of mud and sand 

in separate laminae, Bouma-type deposits, wave ripples, wavy lamination, and washed-out 

fossil accumulations. Unidirectional current structures are more common than orbital 

current structures, and therefore deposition largely must have occurred below mean storm 

wave base. Lithotype C is characterized by base cut-out turbidite beds without mud laminae, 

produced by gradually waning turbidity currents beyond wave influence. 

The alternation of mud and sand laminae in the mud-laminated storm beds is 

interpreted to have been produced by pulsating turbidity currents, depositing sand during 

periods of high velocity and mud during periods of low velocity. A new mechanism is 

proposed to generate offshore-directed pulsating flow on the inner-shelf and shoreface. 

During storms, the interaction of offshore-directed unidirectional bottom currents and 

groups of water surface waves gives bottom currents a pulsating character with periods of 

the order of several tens of seconds to several minutes. At offshore depositional sites, below 

mean storm wave base, these currents generate graded rhythmites during the waning of a 

storm. The pulsation period can be prolonged by damping and deflection ofpulses before a 

depositional site is reached, pulses passing adjacent of the site, and multiple interference 

incidents of bottom currents and wave groups. 
The vertical distribution of lithotypes in the Cabezonada section provides additional 
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evidence for a transgressive systems tract during the studied part of the Upper Ypresian (cl 
Mufti et aI., 1988), because the mud-laminated storm beds gradually give way to laminated 
turbidite beds in ascending stratigraphic order, and the frequency of mudstone and siltstone 
beds increases in the upper part of the section. Both indicate an increasing depth and 
distance from the wave-swept inner shelf and shoreface. 

INTRODUCTION 

The mechanism responsible for seaward transport of sediment during storms has been 

subject of extensive debate (Leckie & Krystinik, 1989, 1990; Snedden & Swift, 1990; Duke, 

1990; Duke et aI., 1991). Oceanographic investigations have shown that shore-parallel 

geostrophic currents driven by coastal set-up, storm-ebb surge and Coriolis forces are the 

primary agents for sediment transport on modem shelves (e.g., Figueiredo, 1980; Swift & 

Rice, 1984; Aigner, 1985; Nottvedt & Kreisa, 1987). Ancient depositional systems, however, 

have revealed that sediment is transported offshore by turbidity currents (e.g., Hamblin & 

Walker, 1979; Dott & Bourgeois, 1982; Leckie & Walker, 1982; Walker et al., 1983; 
Walker, 1984). Proponents of sediment transport by geostrophic currents argue against the 

geological point of view stating that turbidity currents have not been observed on modem 

shelves and that autosuspension cannot be maintained on flat shelves. On the other hand, 

proponents of sediment transport by turbidity currents argue against the oceanographic point 

of view, considering that ancient deposits do contain Bouma sequences, that paleocurrents 

are shore-normal and offshore-directed, and that storm beds are generated far beyond the 

influence of geostrophic currents in offshore regions. In addition, turbidity currents are 

considered to be "rare events" not noticed in the day-to-day observations of oceanographers 

(Brenchley, 1985). 

There are well-documented differences between storm beds deposited above and 

below storm wave base. Storm beds in nearshore and inner-shelf environments above storm 

wave base exhibit sedimentary structures, which are the result of modification by wave

induced bottom currents, such as shell lags, wave-rippled bedding, hummocky cross

stratification, and thick parallel-laminated sets (De Raaf et al., 1977; Kreisa, 1981; Allen, 

1984; Brenchley, 1985; Nealon, 1989). Storm beds deposited below storm wave base lack 

wave-formed structures and resemble turbidites. In general, they are less well organized than 

'base of slope' turbidites and exhibit mud partings implying more discontinuous deposition 

than is normally associated with turbidites (' graded rhythmites' of Reineck & Singh (1972) 

and Brenchley (1985». These beds typically consist of couplets of laminated sand and mm
thick mud laminae showing normal grading and an upward decreasing sand/mud ratio. 
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Upper Ypresian outer-shelf and slope turbidites of the Ainsa Basin (La Cabezonada, 

South-Central Pyrenees, Spain; Fig. 1) contain such mud partings, typical of storm beds 

deposited below storm wave base. The aims of this study are to discuss the origin and flow 

characteristics of the storm-induced turbidity currents that formed these mud-laminated 

deposits, to establish the vertical variation of storm-influence in this section, and to position 

the section into a larger sequence stratigraphic framework by considering independent 

evidence regarding tectonic pulses and sea-level changes in the basin. 11lis knowledge will 

be used to explain the origin of current ripples found in the Ainsa Basin fill in Chapter 8. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

Eocene sediments of the South-Central Pyrenees were deposited in a southeast-northwest

trending thrust-sheet-top basin that opened towards the northwest (Seguret, 1972). The 

structural history of the South-Central Pyrenees is characterized by detachment tectonics at 

Triassic evaporite horizons and subsequent southward displacement of the South-Central 

Pyrenean and Gavamie tectonic units (Fig. 7.1; Seguret, 1972; Choukroune & Seguret, 1973; 

Williams & Fischer, 1984; Seguret & Daignieres, 1986; Choukroune et a!., 1989; Roure et 

al., 1989). TIle onset of detachment coincided with the initiation of compressional tectonics 

in the Pyrenees during the Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary (Puigdefabregas & Souquet, 

1986). The South-Central Pyrenean unit was emplaced during the Early and Middle Eocene 

as is evident from its superposition on, interference with, and coverage by sediments of 

those ages (Nijman, 1989). The frontal thrust zone is now located along the Sierras 

Marginales, that fonn the boundary between the folded foreland and tlle essentially 

undeformed Ebro Basin area to tlle SOUtll (Fig. 7.1). 

Although subsidence of tlle Eocene Basin was mostly controlled by lithospheric 

loading, the evolution of basin geometry and tlle distribution of sub-basins and depositional 

units were primarily controlled by thrust and ramp geometry (Seguret, 1972). Sediment 

transport paths and sedimentary facies boundaries were influenced by this structural pattern 

(De Boer et al., 1991). 11le Cotiella lateral ramp separates the eastern Soutll-Central 

Pyrenean tectonic unit from the western part of the Gavamie unit (Fig. 7.1). TIle Gavamie 

unit includes basement sheets and related Mesozoic and Tertiary sedimentary cover thrusted 

over Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits. The South-Central Pyrenean unit is made up of 

Mesozoic and Tertiary deposits thrusted over tlle northeastern part of the Gavamie unit at its 

western extension (Cotiella nappe). 

11le Upper Paleocene to Middle Eocene sedimentary fill of the thrust-sheet-top 
basin consists of five major unconformity-bounded allogroups (terminology of Mutti et al. 
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Fig. 7.1. Schematic structural map of the South-Central Pyrenees. Inset shows the location 

of the study area (Fig. 7.3). Modified after Seguret (1972). 

(1988) from here on abbreviated as 'groups'). They are generally made up of several 

depositional sequences, each of which is composed of a complex assemblage of depositional 

facies, which can be traced from the Tremp region in the east to the Pamp10na region in the 

west. The groups consist in ascending stratigraphic order of the Aiveolina Limestone (AL: 
Upper Paleocene to Lower Ypresian), Figols (FG: Lower to Middle Ypresian), Castigaleu 

(CG: Middle Ypresian), Castisent (CS: Upper Ypresian) and Santa Liestra (SL: Upper 

Ypresian to Lutetian) Groups (Figs. 7.2 and 7.3). The Castigaleu and Santa Liestra Groups 

are equivalent to the Lower and Upper Montafiana Groups of Nijman & Nio (1975). The 

groups are separated by regional unconformities or their correlative conformities, recording 

major depositional breaks and/or changes within the basin fill. The timing of these 

unconformities and abrupt changes in depositional patterns have been correlated with 

structural deformation (Multi et at., 1988). The generation of huge olistostromes, containing 

slabs of cannibalized basin clastics has been attributed to phases of tectonic acceleration 

.(Nijman, 1989). Seguret (1991), however, states that depositional sequences in front of. the 

Cotiella thrust sheet were not tectonically controlled. 

Lateral facies distributions within the groups delineate 3 major paleogeographic 

sectors (Figs. 7.1 and 7.2; Mutti et al., 1988). TIle eastern sector (Tremp Basin) was filled 
in with, from east to west, offlapping fluvial, nearshore, and shelf deposits on top of the 
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Soutll-Central Pyrenean unil. The central sector (Ainsa Basin) is characterized by slope, and 

basinal turbidite and mudstone facies which have been subject to severe synsedimentary 

defonnation associated with tlle Cotiella nappe and lateral ramp. The western sector (Jaca 

Basin: west of Broto in Fig. 7.2) is represented by a basin-plain turbidite facies association 

in the Lower to Middle Eocene (Soler & Puigdefabregas, 1970; Mutti et al., 1972). TIle 

CotieUa lateral ramp fonns t1le boundary between t1le eastern and central sectors. Near t1le 

city of Jaca, a rapid transition from turbidite sandstone lobe facies to basin plain facies 

marks tlle boundary between tlle central and western sectors. The central, deep marine sector 

of the Eocene Basin acted as a major depocentre during t1le Ypresian. A large volume of 

sediment was transported basinward from continental and shallow marine environments on 

tlle soutllwestern margin of the Tremp Basin (Mutti et aI., 1985). 

The studied section is situated sout1least of t1le village of La Cabezonada in t1le eastern part 

of t1le Ainsa Basin (Fig. 7.1). The exposed Upper Ypresian rocks are part of the Castisent 

Group. In t1le Upper Ypresian tlle eastern part of tlle Ainsa Basin had an elongated, 

soutlleast to nort1lwest trending fonn, bounded by t1le Cotiella nappe in tlle nort1least and t1le 

Boltana and Mediano anticlines in t1le west and southwest (Nijman & Nio, 1975). The width 

of tlle basin was about 30 km (Nijman & Nio, 1975). The Castisent Group has been 

subdivided into two main depositional sequences that are separated by a sequence boundary 

which marks a tectonic phase of severe defonnation produced by a sudden sout1lward and 

westward propagation of thrusting (Mutti et al., 1988). In t1lis part of the central sector bat1l 

depositional sequences, denoted as CSI and CS2 by Mutti et al. (1988), are made up of, in 

ascending stratigraphic order (Fig. 7.2): 1. slope-to-basin turbidite sandstone systems: the 

Fosado channel-fill complex (CS1) and tlle Broto channel-fill and lobe system (CS2); 2. 

slope turbidite overbank wedges; 3. prograding lowstand complexes made up of shelf 

sandstones and mudstones. The Cabezonada section is situated in t1le overbank wedge 

deposits of the CS 1 sequence. 

Fig. 7.2. Schematic stratigraphic section along the Tremp Basin and Ainsa Basin, showing 

stratal patterns and principal bounding surfaces: AL=Alveolina Limestone Group; FG=Figols 

Group; CG=Castigaleu Group; CS=Castisent Group, divided into two depositional 

sequences; SL=Santa Liestra Group, containing four depositional sequences. The t1lick 

vertical line at La Cabezonada indicates the position of the studied section. Modified after 

MUlti et at. (1988). 
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Fig. 7.3. Geological sketch map of the study area and location of the Cabezonada section: 1. 

Cotiella thrust and lateral ramp; 2. Fosado channel-fill complex; 3. Broto channel-fill 

complex; AL=Alveolina Limestone Group; FG=Figols Group; CG=Castigaleu Group; 

CS l=lower depositional sequence of the Castisent Group; CS2=upper depositional sequence 
of the Castisent Group; SL=Santa Liestra Group. Modified after Nijman (1989). 
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DESCRIPTION OF LITHOTYPES 

Outcrops were studied along a streamlet south of La Cabezonada (Fig. 7.3). The Ypresian 

rocks in this area fonn a continuous, about 400 m thick succession (Fig. 7.4), consisting of 

an alternation of calcareous mudstone and very thin- to medium-bedded sandstone and 

siltstone. Mudstone bed thickness is variable and ranges from 1 cm to several metres. The 

thickness of the sandstone and siltstone beds ranges from 1 cm to 150 cm with most beds in 

tlle range of 3 cm to 30 cm. TIle beds have a lateral continuity of at least tens of metres. 

Furtller tracing is limited by outcrop size. Sandstone and siltstone beds occur both as 

channel-fills (Fig. 7.5) and as tabular beds (Fig. 7.6a). The channel-fill deposits are 

characterized by an erosive base and upward thinning sandstone beds.· They are usually 

tllicker tllan the tabular beds. The length-to-thickness ratio of the channel-fill deposits varies 

between 2 and 10. TIle tabular sandstone and siltstone beds make up the bulk of the strata 

(Fig. 7.4). These are graded from very fine sand to silt, and bed thickness ranges from a few 

cm to several dm. Slump scars and intrafonnational chaotic units are abundant throughout 

tlle section. 

Three distinct lifuotypes were defined, based on composition and sedimentary 
structures: 1. calcareous mudstone (litllOtype A); 2. mud-laminated sandstone and siltstone 

(lifuotype B); 3. laminated sandstone and siltstone (lithotype C). 

Lithotype A - calcareous mudstone 

Dark grey calcareous mudstone separates tabular sandstone and siltstone beds as well as 
sandstone and siltstone beds within channel-fills. Mudstone bed fuickness ranges from 1 cm 

to several metres. Lamination is poorly defined. The only obvious sedimentary structure is 

horizontal lamination tllat consists of an alternation of silt and clay on a mm-scale. Within a 

single channel-fill deposit (at 190 m in Fig. 7.4), clay laminae occur in couplets (Fig. 7.6b) 
and resemble tidal rhytllmites, as described from tlle Late Precambrian in Australia by 

Williams (1989). 

Slumps are abundant within lithotype A. Plant remains and wood fragments are 

common. Body fossils are rare. In the upper part of tlle section some planktonic 
foraminifera were recovered wifuin slumped horizons. 

Lithotype B • mud-laminated sandstone and siltstone 

Litllotype B consists of purple grey, mud-laminated siltstone and very fine sandstone beds 

(Fig. 7.6c), and is most abundant in tlle lower half of the succession. Most beds show 

nonnal grading. TIle bases of beds are sharp and show sole marks, e.g., groove marks, flute 
marks, and load casts. Upper bed surfaces range from gradational to sharp. Witllin channel
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fill deposits, upper bed surfaces commonly display straight-crested to linguoid current 

ripples (Fig. 7.6d). Rarely, wave ripples are present on top of tabular sandstone beds in 

interchannel deposits (Fig. 7.6e). Trace fossils occur at bed surfaces, but are scarce within 

the beds. 

Lithotype B beds include wavy lamination, cross-lamination, climbing ripple 

lanlination, horizontallanlination, and mud laminae. The spacing of individual wave crests 

in wavy-laminated cosets is typically about 10 cm. Mud laminae separate cross-laminated 

and wavy-laminated sets (Fig. 7.60 and cosets. The mud laminae are either continuous 

drapes or discontinuous mud flasers in ripple troughs. Horizontal lamination is characterized 

by an alternation of sand/silt laminae and mud laminae on a mm-scale. 

Individual mud laminae range in thickness from a few tenths of a mm up to one em 

(Figs. 7.6f and 7.7). The ratio of sand-to-mud lamina thickness decreases from the base to 

the top of beds. Structures produced by scouring are present at the base of some sand 

laminae (Fig. 7.7). The grain size distribution has been evaluated with a Malvern Laser 

Particle Sizer on five consecutive laminae within a typical lithotype B bed (Fig. 7.7). In 

general, the sand laminae (numbers 1, 3 and 5 in Fig. 7.7) show a peaked grain size 

distribution with median values in the very fine sand to coarse silt range and a coarse tail in 

the medium to fine sand size classes (Fig. 7.7). The maximum amount of very fine silt and 
clay is 10%. The grain size distribution of the mud laminae (numbers 2 and 4 in Fig. 7.7) 

shows that the highest peaks are present in the very fme silt and clay size-classes. 

Two successions of sedimentary structures are present in sandstone beds of this 

lithotype: 1. wavy-laminated and/or cross-laminated beds; 2. beds consisting of horizontal 
lamination overlain by cross-lamination or wavy lamination. The first type is most common 

and consists entirely of groups of wavy sets or cross-sets separated by mud laminae. The 

upper parts of such beds sometimes exhibits horizontal lamination, especially in the beds 

without ripples on the upper bed surface. TIle second type of succession is similar to the 

Bouma Tbc-sequence (Bouma, 1962), and shows horizontal lamination overlain by cross

lamination. 

Siltstone beds commonly consist of horizontal lamination, displaying a 

characteristic interbeddillg of muddy and silty laminae. 

Plant remains and wood fragments are abundant in lithotype B. TIlese are largely 

concentrated within the mud laminae. Body fossils are rare. Only some larger foraminifera 

Fig. 7.4. Generalized sedimentary log and lithotype distribution in the Cabezonada section. 

In the lithotype distribution columns, the width of the hatched column indicates the relative 

frequency of the lithotypes Band C. The lines A, B, and C beside the sedimentary log refer 
to the detailed sections in Fig. 7.12. 
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B 

Fig. 7.5. 111inning-upward channel-fill deposits in the Cabezonada section: (a) at 30 m 

above the base of the section (Fig. 7.4) with mud-laminated sandstone and siltstone beds 

(lithotype B); (b) at 308 m with laminated sandstone and siltstone beds (lithotype 0. The 
thickness of the channel-fill is about 2 ffi. 
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B 

Fig. 7.6. (a) Typical outcrop of laminated sandstone and siltstone beds (lithotype C) at 310 

m above the base of the section (Fig. 7.4). Length of hammer is 30 cm. (b) Couplets of 
mud laminae (indicated by arrow) in lithotype A within a channel-ftll at 190 m (Fig. 7.4). 
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Fig. 7.6. (c) Typical outcrop of mud-laminated sandstone and siltstone beds (lithotype B) at 

145 m. Note hammer for scale. (d) Linguoid current ripples on top of a mud-laminated 
sandstone bed. Measuring tape for scale. 
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F 

Fig. 7.6. (e) Wave ripples on top of a mud-laminated sandstone bed. Length of hammer is 

30 em. (1) Mud-laminated sandstone bed. Dark laminae are muddy, light laminae are sandy. 

Several sand laminae show current ripples. Note the upward decrease in the thickness of 
sand lamina above the current ripples. 
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Fig. 7.6. (g) Laminated sandstone bed. Note tlle massive appearance and tl1e current ripple 

on the bed surface. Hammer for scale. 

and shell debris are present. However, a few fossil-rich beds are exposed at tlle base of tl1e 

succession (not indicated in Fig. 7.4). These are mainly composed of washed-out larger 

foraminifera. 

Paleocurrent measurements on small-scale cross-lamination, current ripples on bed 

surfaces and sole marks indicate a nortl1westerly current direction (Fig. 7.8). No difference 

in current direction between bedforms and sole marks was observed. 

Lithotype C - laminated sandstone and siltstone 

Litl10type C consists of bluish grey siltstone and very fine sandstone, and mainly occurs in 

tl1e upper 150 m of tlle section (Fig. 7.6a). The beds are normally graded and lack 

segregation into sand and mud laminae (Fig. 7.6g). Upper bed surfaces range from flat and 

gradational to sharp with current ripples. The base of beds is predominantly sharp, and in 

Fig. 7.7. (opposite page) Mud-laminated sandstone bed (lithotype B) with grain sizesome 

distribution curves of five successive sand and mud laminae. The grain size distributioncases 

curves at the left-hand side represent sand laminae, those at tl1e right-hand side mudloaded 

laminae. Note tlle cross-lamination within sand laminae and scouring structures at the of 
sand laminae. 
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n = 34 

4 6 

Fig. 7.8. Rose diagram of current directions in lithotype B and C beds, including cross

lamination, current ripples, and sole marks. 

some cases loaded into the underlying mudstone. Erosion is evident from flute marks, prod 
marks and shallow scouring. Trace fossils were found only at bed boundaries. 

Sedimentary structures include horizontal lamination, small-scale cross-lamination 

and wavy-lamination. These structures are less explicit than in lithotype B. The sedimentary 

structures are arranged into classical turbidite sequences. Following the nomenclature of 
Bouma (1962), the beds consist of truncated Tbc-' Tcd- and Td-sequences. 

Some larger foraminifera are present, but in general body fossils are scarce. Plant 

remains and wood fragments are abundant in the sandstone and siltstone beds. Paleocurrent 

measurements indicate northwesterly transport directions, similar to those found in lithotype 
B beds (Fig. 7.8). 

INTERPRETATION OF LITHOTYPES 

The calcareous mudstone of lithotype A represents hemipelagic deposits, frequently 

reworked by slumping. 

The normal grading and Bouma-type sequences in the mud-laminated sandstone and 

siltstone beds of litllOtype B are characteristic of a turbidite facies. Rarely, storm waves 

were capable of reworking tlle sediment bed regarding the limited occurrence of wave 
ripples, wavy lamination, and washed-out fossil accumulations. The fossil (larger 
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foraminifera) accumulations closely resemble fossil lags in tempestites (Hayes, 1967; 

Howard & Reineck, 1972; Brenner & Davies, 1973; Kreisa, 1981; Morton, 1981; Allen, 

1984). 

The laminated siltstone and sandstone beds of lithotype C represent deposition from 

classical, waning turbidity currents without wave reworking. The normal grading from very 

fine sand to silt, 'base cut-out' Bouma-type sequences, high lateral continuity of beds, sole 

marks and the presence of trace fossils exclusively upon bounding surfaces characterize 

deposition from turbidity currents of relatively low velocity. 

The most likely mechanism to produce 111e alternation of the sand and mud laminae in 

lithotype B is a fluctuating flow velocity generating pulsating (surging) flows. However, also 

several mechanisms were proposed to produce rhythmic bedding in non-pulsating turbidites. 

Piper (1972) explains the generation of rhythmic bedding through segregation of clay from 

silt particles by adhesion onto 111e bed. According to Hesse & Chough (1980) multiple burst 

and sweep cycles caused by pressure waves are responsible for episodic introduction of silt 

in mud turbidites. Stow & Bowen (1978, 1980) proposed a model to generate rhythmic 

bedding by shear sorting in the boundary layer of slowly moving, non-pulsating, suspension 

flows. However, 111ese models cannot be applied to the lithotype B beds, because they all 

involve slow deposition from suspension, and cannot explain the presence of cross

lamination and wavy lamination between mud laminae, neither the scouring of laminae. 

Therefore, a mechanism of pulsating turbidity currents is presented to explain the 

generation of the mud-laminated siltstone and sandstone beds. High-velocity pulses 
deposited silt and sand as current ripples or plane beds, depending on flow strength and 

sediment concentration, while during low-velocity pulses fine silt, clay, and organic remains 

were deposited in mud laminae. The turbiditic character of the beds is evident from a 

decreasing grain size in subsequent sand laminae and an upward decreasing ratio of sand-to

mud lamina thickness (Fig. 7.7). 

Abundant straight and linguoid current ripples on top of beds within channel-fill 

deposits resulted from reworking by unidirectional currents (Baas et al., 1993). The presence 

of couples of mud laminae, resembling tidal rhythmites, within one particular channel-fill 

deposit (Fig. 7.6b) might indicate a tidal influence on such currents. However, further 

evidence of tides is lacking. Wave ripples are absent in channel-fill deposits. If formed at 

.all, they are destined to be reworked into current ripples by unidirectional currents within 

the channels. Wave ripples are only preserved on top of tabular interchannel deposits. The 

likely reason is that flow confinement was less important on the levees of channels. 

Current ripples are not only dominant in the channel fill deposits of the Cabezonada 
section, but also in large channel complexes which accumulated at different times in the 
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Table 7.1. Current ripple data from the eastern part of the Ainsa Basin. 

sample location	 D50 sorting % clay modal size ripple plan 
(mm) range (mm) form 

91svOI Fosado 0.077 1.37 4.6 0.075-0.105 str (ling) 

91sv02 Fosado 0.084 1.71 5.5 0.075-0.105 incip-str 

91sv03a Fosado 0.064 1.8 7.1 0.050-0.075 str 
91sv03b Fosado 0.079 1.26 3.6 0.075-0.105 sin-ling 

91sv03c Fosado 0.057 1.79 7.3 0.050-0.075 str 
91sv04 Fosado 0.083 1.3 4.2 0.075-0.105 sin (ling) 

91sv07 Brotol 0.126 1.37 2.2 0.105-0.150 ling 

91sv08 Brotol 0.065 1.52 4.7 0.075-0.105 sin-ling 
91sv09 Broto1 0.068 1.53 5.6 0.075-0.105 ling 
91sv1O Brotol 0.217 1.83 3.2 0.210-0.300 str 
91svll Brotol 0.057 1.52 6.1 0.075-0.105 sin-ling 
91sv12 Brotol 0.122 1.38 3.1 0.105-0.150 ling 

91sv13 Brotol 0.093 1.43 3.9 0.105-0.150 ling 
91sv14 Brotol 0.146 1.55 3.2 0.150-0.210 ling 
91sv15 Broto2 0.126 1.51 3.5 0.150-0.210 ling 
91sv16 Broto2 0.167 1.48 2.2 0.150-0.210 ling 
91sv17 Broto2 0.191 1.72 2.8 0.210-0.300 sin (str) 

91sv18 Broto2 0.171 1.85 2.8 0.210-0.300 str-sin 
91sv19 Broto2 0.201 1.65 2.4 0.210-0.300 sin 
91sv20 Broto2 0.09 1.55 4.5 0.105-0.150 ling 
91sv21 Broto2 0.112 1.64 4.3 0.105-0.150 ling 
91sv22 Broto2 0.065 1.71 5.8 0.105-0.150 ling 
91sv23 Broto2 0.127 1.73 4.1 0.150-0.210 ling 

91sv24 Broto2 0.079 1.74 7 0.105-0.150 str 
91sv25 Cabezonada 0.041 1.93 12.4 0.050-0.075 sin-ling 
91sv26 Cabezonada 0.048 1.52 7.5 0.050-0.075 str 
91sv27 Cabezonada 0.045 1.83 8.9 0.035-0.050 ling 

91sv28 Cabezonada 0.093 1.25 3.3 0.105-0.150 incip 

91sv29 Cabezonada 0.053 1.57 7.1 0.050-0.075 str 

91sv30 Cabezonada 0.059 1.68 7.1 0.075-0.105 str 
91sv31 Cabezonada 0.063 1.5 5.9 0.050-0.075 sin-ling 

incip =incipient ripples sin =sinuous ripples 

str =straight ripples ling = linguoid ripples 
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Table 7.1. (continued) 

n H (mm) Hmax L (mm) remarks 
(mm) 

18 7.1 ± 1.6 82.2 ± 8.1 bioturbation 
18 4.5 ± 1.4 62.9 ± 12.8 bioturbation 
20 4.2 ± 0.8 65.8 ± 10.2 bioturbation, edge of gully 
11 7 ± 1.9 86.7 ± 11.6 bioturbation, axis of gully 
25 4.5 ± 1.5 69.9 ± 10 bioturbation, edge of gully 
26 8.9 ± 4.3 97.4 ± 24 bioturbation 
8 9.4 ± 3.1 17 97.1 ± 24.3 bioturbation 
6 8.6 ± 3.4 84.4 ± 14.7 bioturbation 
7 12.4 ± 4.2 20 112.4 ± 19.9 
22 3.5 ± 0.9 63.8 ± 9.8 shell remains 
8 8.3 ± 3.2 120.6 ± 35.5 bioturbation 
12 1O.2±4 100.4 ± 21.1 
8 9.4 ± 3.7 19 96.9 ± 25.9 bioturbation 
8 11.8 ± 4.5 107.9 ± 22.2 bioturbation, organic remains in ripple troughs 
13 8 ± 3.3 22 126.5 ± 46 
5 14 ± 2.3 17 112.4 ± 12.4 bioturbation 
6 8.4 ± 0.7 101 ± 15 
6 6 ± 1.6 91.8 ± 14.8 climbing ripples 
9 4.5 ± 1.9 71.1 ± 16.5 
10 12.2 ± 4.1 19 98.5 ± 14.8 on top of small channel 
6 12.4 ± 6.7 30 92.5 ± 32.1 
5 12 ± 4.6 18 103.8 ± 17.8 
6 14.2 ± 5.3 23 103 ± 21.5 
11 5.1 ± 1.1 79.6 ± 10.7 
7 9.1 ± 4 16 110 ± 24.8 
14 5.3 ± 1.6 76.9 ± 8.6 climbing ripples (small angle) 
5 14.9 ± 5.5 22 96.6 ± 7.3 climbing ripples 
39 1 57.1 ± 13.4 
7 3.1 ± 1.2 79.4 ± 7.5 
6 6.7 ± 1.1 83.7 ± 5.4 
7 9.8 ± 2.9 93 ± 36.4 
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Fig. 7.9. Sample locations of ripple measurements in the eastern part of the Ainsa Basin 
(see also Table 7.1). 1 = Fosado channel-fill complex; 2 and 3 = Broto channel-fill complex; 
4 = Cabezonada section. 

same part of the basin. Table 7.1 gives a summary of ripple measurements from four 
localities in the basin, including the Cabezonada section and the Fosado and Broto channel
fill complexes (Figs. 7.2 and 7.3). The sample locations are given in Fig. 7.9. A discussion 
of the results will be given in Chapter 8. 

DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT AND PROCESSES 

The Upper-Ypresian outer shelf and slope of the eastern Ainsa Basin were characterized by 
an episodic introduction of sand and silt (lithotypes B and C) in an environment dominated 
by mud deposition (lithotype A). Sandy turbidity currents transported sediment into the 
studied part of the basin through distributary channels, that were afterwards filled by upward 
thinning channel-fill deposits (el Mutti, 1977) in the Cabezonada section. Tabular sandstone 
and siltstone beds within the mudstone-rich intervals between channel-fill deposits were 
deposited during channel overflow and represent channel-levee and inter-channel deposits 
(Mutti, 1977). Slumping of the outer-shelf and slope deposits was abundant. 

Paleocurrent measurements indicate basinward sediment transport by the turbidity 
currents from the southeast, i.e., from the delta platfornl of the Tremp Basin. Plant and 
wood fragments probably originated from the anc.ient delta plain. 

Deposition of lithotype B beds usually occurred below mean storm wave base, 
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because unidirectional current structures are dominant. Occasional washed-out fossil 
accumulations and wave ripples indicate reworking by severe storms, when storm waves 

were temporarily able to transfer momentum to the bed surface below mean storm wave 

base. No modification by waves is present in lithotype C; thus deposition occurred well 

below mean stoml wave base and even severe stonns were not able to generate wave ripples 
on the bed surface. 

The mud-laminated turbidite deposits are interpreted to be storm-generated. The 
association of wave ripples, accumulations of larger foraminifera, graded bedding, rhythmic 

grain size variations, and Bouma-type sequences closely resemble tempestites (e.g., Goldring 
& Bridges, 1973; Kumar & Sanders, 1976; Kreisa, 1981; Dolt & Bourgeois, 1982; Nelson, 

1982; Allen, 1984). Storm-induced turbidity currents, generated in nearshore and inner-shelf 

environments, are inferred to be responsible for sediment transport towards the outer-shelf 

and slope. This process incorporates a gradual reduction of flow energy with time and 
distance from the shore, resulting in Bouma-type turbidite sequences. 

The stonn-induced turbidity currents flowed in the offshore direction as pulsating 
currents, depositing sand and silt during periods of high velocity and mud during periods of 

low velocity. During the waning of a storm, the surges became successively less powerful, 
illustrated by a nOmlal grading and a decreasing ratio of sand-to-mud lamina thickness 
within the beds. 

Graded rhythmites 
The question remains which process was responsible for the pulsating character of the 
turbidity currents. Several types of pulsating flow have been proposed to produce rhythmic 

bedding. They include bottom turbid layer flows on the shelf (Huang & Goodell, 1970), 
episodic liquefaction processes (Normark & Dickson, 1976; Nelson, 1982; Walker, 1984), 
retrogressive flow sliding (Pickering, 1979), internal translation waves (solitons) formed by 
reflected turbidity currents (Pantin & Leeder, 1987), and on a larger time scale, seasonal 
differences in sediment supply (Huang & Goodell, 1970; Reineck & Singh, 1980), unsteady 

river outflow during periods of peak discharge (Lambert et at., 1976) and tides (Reineck & 
Singh, 1980). 

Most of these processes, however, do not give satisfactory explanations for the 
origin of rhythmic bedding in the studied deposits. No evidence was found for reflection of 
turbidity currents, and retrogressive flow sliding. 1be turbiditic character of the graded 
rhythmites excludes their fonnation by long term bottom currents, seasonal differences in 

sediment supply, and tides. 

Cyclic liquefaction 
Several studies indicate that cyclic liquefaction can initiate pulsating turbidity currents. 

Nomlark & Dickson (1976) studied the dynamics of an artificial turbidity current in Lake 
Superior and revealed a pulsating type of flow. Rapid deposition of silty sand resulted In a 
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loose grain packing. Periodic repacking occurred under the accumulated weight of newly 
deposited sediment and the bottom shear stress exerted by tlle passing turbidity current. 
Repacking involved expulsion of excess pore water carrying silt and clay particles into 
suspension. This periodic addition of sediment caused short-term increases in flow velocity 
with a periodicity of 0.5 h to 2.5 h. 

Alternatively, Nelson (1982) and Walker (1984) considered periodic liquefaction by 
storm waves as a mechanism to form periodic suspension clouds. Water waves passing over 
a sediment bed in shallow water cause a cyclic pressure and shear stress fluctuation that 
change the sediment texture into a looser packing. The decrease in strength of this loosely 
packed sediment periodically leads to liquefaction, producing pulsating, offshore flowing 
turbidity currents. Henkel (1970) provided a theoretical basis for this mechanism. 

WAVE GROUPS 

An alternative process tllat can generate pulsating flow is the interaction of storm waves and 
storm-induced unidirectional currents. Such combined flows are usually strong enough to 
erode sediment from tlle sea bed, especially in shallow water. The bed shear stress exerted 
by combined flow is even higher than the sum of the separate flow components (Swift et 
at., 1983). The translation of combined flow onto bed movement trajectories depends on the 
relative strength and the angle of approach of both end members (Davies et at., 1988). Duke 
(1990) has analyzed, based on calculations by Davies et al. (1988), instantaneous horizontal 
velocities and shear stresses for onshore-propagating waves superimposed on a geostrophic 
currelll flowing at an angle of 45° offshore. He concluded from the results of the analysis 
that fluid motions near the bed are dominated by orbital wave motion. The calculations 
showed that this dominance of waves over the geostrophic current induces peak 
instantaneous bed shear stresses and horizontal flow velocities roughly normal to the shore. 
The time-averaged bed shear stress, on the other hand, is directed alongshore, parallel to the 
direction of the geostrophic current, but has a much slllaller value than the peak stresses. 
TIlis results in offshore transport of coarse in situ debris (such as shells) at each peak in bed 
shear stress and more undulating seaward transport of clay-to-sand sized grains during a 
longer part of the combined-flow wave cycle (Duke et at., 1991). TIlUS, throughout a storm 
clay-to-sand sized grains are transported seaward in a pulsating way over the inner shelf as 
the storm wanes. 

In the model of Duke (1990) and Duke et al. (1991) clay and sand are transported 
in continuous suspension to the inner shelf, where these grains are deposited as typical 
hummocky cross-stratified beds. The model does not account for the generation of storm 
beds, deposited below mean storm wave base on the mid-shelf and outer shelf and 
resembling mud-laminated turbidite deposits (Brenchley, 1985), similar to tllose observed in 
the Ainsa Basin. In progressively deeper water the wave orbital motion near the bed will 
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decrease in strength and thus the offshore-directed driving mechanism of Duke's model will 
gradually die out. Below mean storm wave base sediment will be transported obliquely 
offshore by the geostrophic current only. Therefore, another mechanism should be 
considered to transport sand offshore below storm wave base in the Ainsa Basin. Two 
mechanisms that apply to the mud-laminated deposits in the Ainsa basin are discussed here. 
Firstly, the studied part of tlle Ainsa basin had an elongated, SE-NW trending geometry. 
Due to tllis geometry currents compensating for storm set-up were forced to flow along 
longitudinal, northwesterly paths without the Coriolis forces being able to deflect these 
currents significantly. This explains why no deviation in current direction between bedforms 
and sole marks was observed. Secondly, the basin had a relatively steep slope, considering 
the abundance of slump scars. It is tllerefore expected that on this slope gravity forces have 
been great enough for storm set-up compensation currents to evolve into turbidity currents 
by autosuspension. This transition of flow type should have occurred above mean storm 
wave base, because only there turbidity currents can have obtained a pulsating character by 
interference with the oscillatory flow while flowing offshore. 

However, the pulsation frequency of pulsating turbidity currents, formed by 
interference with single waves, would be too high (of the order of 10 seconds) to cause a 
significant segregation of sand and mud in separate laminae at offshore depositional sites. 
However, it is important to consider the character of surface waves. Surface waves do not 
have a constant frequency, but they occur in broad frequency bands. Such frequency bands, 
commonly referred to as wave groups, are composed of individual wave spectra yielding 
complex, but repeating trajectories of water particles (Swift et al., 1983). The frequency of 
the movements along these trajectories is many times smaller than the component 
frequencies. It is expected that these low-frequency oscillatory movements produce 
pulsations of low frequency in turbidity currents. 

Wave grouping is generated by the interaction of various series of incident surface waves 
during storms. A wave group is a finite series of superimposed primary wave trains with 
discrete frequencies. 11leoretically, it is described by a carrier wave which modulates the 
wave envelope profile into a forced long wave (Fig. 7.10). On the sea surface, wave 
grouping is expressed by packets of higher waves alternating with packets of lower waves. 
Wave groups have periods ranging from 30 to 180 s (e.g., Larsen, 1982; Shi & Larsen, 
1984; Wright et al., 1987, 1991) and typically consist of 7 to 10 carrier waves. Momentum 
balance calculations by Longuet-Higgins & Stewart (1964) have shown that the time-varying 
mean water level is relatively depressed during the passage of high waves in a wave group 
and thM it is relatively elevated during the passage of low waves. The forced variation of 
mean water level in time, nf' is (Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964): 
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Fig. 7.10. Sediment entrainment below wave groups: 'tw=wave-induced bed shear stress; 
swl=sea water level. After Wright et at. (1991). 

(7.1) 

where g = constant of gravity, H = carrier wave height, c = wave group velocity, c = g p 
phase velocity, h = water depth, t = time, T = carrier wave period, and e = small number 
characterizing the wave envelop (± 0.1). Amplitudes of the forced mean water level 
variation range from a few cm to a few tens of em. 

The forced long wave induces a negative mean current, opposite to the direction of 
wave propagation, under high waves and a positive mean current under low waves. The 
flow velocity, uf' of this forced mean current is (Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964): 

1+( 1 )(1 + 2kh ) 
u = _( Hk)2 gT 4cosh2(kh) sinh(2kh) cos(e 27t t) 

(7.2)
f 2 27t 4kh-tanh(kh)(1 + 2kh)2 T 

sinh(2kh) 

where k = 21t1L = carrier wave number and L is the carrier wavelength. Shoreward 
(positive) values of uf occur under low waves in the wave group and seaward (negative) 
values accompany high waves. Since the high waves suspend more sediment than the low 
waves, there is a seaward bias of sediment transport under the long wave trough (Fig. 7.10). 
The latter was used by Larsen (1982) and Shi & Larsen (1984) to explain the seaward 
dispersion of silty and sandy particles across continental shelves. 

The maximum strength of the forced mean current, associated with carrier waves of 
4 m height in water depths ranging from 10 to 50 Ill, is shown in Fig. 7.l1a. Flow velocities 
below a long wave with a constant carrier wave- period and height decrease with increasing 
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water depth. In shallow water, the forced mean flow velocity is proportional to the carrier 
wave period. It changes into an inverse relation in progressively deeper water, because for 
deep water waves, characterized by h>0.5L and L=(gl21t)'P, the hyperbolic part in Equation 
7.2 can be simplified to 1I(4kh-l) and urCmax) becomes: 

(7.3) 

Decreasing the carrier wave height, while keeping tlle otller variables constant, yields lower 
flow velocities (Fig. 7.11b: carrier wave period is 10 s). Flow velocities range from several 
mmls on tlle inner shelf to several tens of cm/s in the shoreface. 

Consider an offshore flowing turbidity current interfering with a low-frequency oscillatory 
current generated by wave groups. TIle interaction of both currents will yield an offshore
directed, pulsating current Witll a period of 30 to 180 s. AItllOugh each individual wave 
group in a series of wave groups is capable of accelerating and decelerating the turbidity 
current, not necessary every pulse will reach a particular, offshore, depositional site beyond 
tlle direct influence of tlle storm waves. Three modification processes are possible. First, 
low-velocity pulses can be damped by bed friction before they reach the depositional site, 
and high-velocity pulses may pass tlle site without deposition. The latter may even partly 
erode tlle bed. Secondly, tlle pulsating turbidity current can be deflected from its original 
course for a number of reasons, e.g., varying angles of approach of surface waves, and 
interference with adjacent currents. Hence, the turbidity current may be diverted before 
reaching tlle depositional site. Thirdly, it is to be expected that successive wave groups all 
transfer momentum to the turbidity current. Each individual wave group can modify me 
turbidity current, aItllOugh tlle energy transfer gradually decreases when me turbidity current 
advances downslope. Such multiple interference incidents lead to enhancement of certain 
pulses and damping of otllers, depending on tlle phase difference between current pulses and 
wave group orbital movement. Common to all tllree processes is a decreasing frequency of 
tlle turbidity current pulses over me depositional site, mereby increasing me available time 
to form tlle mm-tllick laminae in graded rhytl1mites to be deposited. 

Rhythmic bedding, produced by tlle interaction of wave groups and unidirectional 
bottom currents, has not been reported previously. Only Swift et at. (1983) noted me 
occurrence of pulsating longshore and offshore currents during a storm attacking Long 
Island on tlle American East coast. TIley concluded that tlle bottom currents were generated 
by tlle interaction of storm-induced unidirectional and wave orbital currents. However, tllese 
bottom currents were not turbidity currents as in the present study. 

The interference of wave groups and unidirectional currents provides a mechanism to 
explain tlle mud-laminated turbidite deposits in tlle eastern Ainsa Basin. The pulsating 
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currents, fanned on the inner shelf by interference of wave groups and unidirectional bottom 
currents, flowed towards depositional sites on the outer-shelf and slope of the basin below 
mean stonn wave base, where the pulses were preserved in mud and sand laminae. Pulsation 
periods were probably sufficiently long (several minutes to several tens of minutes) to allow 
deposition of sediment in laminae of several tentll of a mm to up to 1 em thickness. 
Horizontal lamination, cross-lamination, wavy lamination and massive sand and silt laminae 
were fonned during high-velocity pulses. TIle tllickest laminae originated from rapid 
suspension settling along witll bed load transport, regarding the presence of climbing ripple 
lamination. During low-velocity pulses, on tlle otller hand, fine-grained sediment was 
deposited in mud laminae. Individual clay particles have a very slow settling velocity, but 
much of the clay could well have been concentrated in floccules and pellets, tllus allowing 
deposition witllin tlle time available. Scouring at tlle base of sand laminae was produced by 
current pulses, in which the flow velocity was suffIciently strong to erode tlle sediment bed. 
TIle nonnal grading within the stonn beds was generated by a gradual decrease in pulsating 
flow strength during the waning of a stonn. 

VERTICAL DlSTRffiUTION OF LITHOTYPES 

A schematic representation of the Cabezonada section is given in Fig. 7.4. Detailed sections 
are shown in Fig. 7.12. Several vertical trends in sandstone, siltstone and mudstone content, 
and lithotype frequency are apparenl. TIle sandstone-to-mudstone ratio ranges from 1:2 to 
1:20, except for channel-fill deposits in which the ratio is higher than I :2. Sandstone beds 
are dominant over siltstone beds in the lower 250 m, while siltstone beds are most frequent 
in the upper 150 m. Average sandstone and siltstone bed thickness gradually decreases from 
medium-bedded (l0-30 cm) at tlle base of the section to tllin-bedded (3-10 cm) at tlle top. 
LitllOtype A (calcareous mudstone) is present in tlle entire section, but is most frequent in 
tlle upper 80 m. 

TIle frequency of lithotype B (mud-Ianlinated sandstone and siltstone) decreases 
from base to top. No beds of tllis type are present in the upper 50 m of tlle section. 
LitllOtype C (laminated sandstone and siltstone) shows an opposite trend. Beds of tllis type 
are absent in tlle lower 200 m, but are increasingly important from 200 m upward. Between 
200 m and 360 m bOtll lithotype Band C are presenl. 

Fig. 7.11. (a) Forced mean flow velocity under wave groups as a function of water deptll 
and carrier wave period. 11le carrier wave height is 4 m. (b) Forced mean flow veloCity 
under wave groups as a function of water deptll and carrier wave height. TIle carrier wave 
period is 10 s. 
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Depositional history of the vertical section in the Eocene basin
 

In tlle Cabezonada section, tlle vertical development from mud-laminated storm beds to
 
classical turbidite beds represents a transgressional phase from outer-shelf and slope facies,
 
indirectly affected by storm waves on the inner shelf, to a facies beyond storm activity.
 
Considering the abundance of slumps and intraformational chaotic units, slope instability
 
was abundant in both facies. The following observations further support an overall
 
transgression: 1. tlle mudstone percentage is highest in the upper 80 m of the section; 2.
 
sandstone bed tllickness decreases from medium- to thin-bedded from base to top; 3.
 
siltstone beds are most abundant in the upper 150 m of the section.
 

111e co-occurrence of mud-laminated storm beds and classical, laminated turbidite 
beds between 200 m and 360 m above the base of tlle section marks a transitional facies in 
which storm influence on deposition gradually decreased during tlle sea-level rise. The 
alternation of bOtll litllotypes is related to stonn intensity. Pulsating turbidity currents, 
initiated during severe storms, would have reached deeper into the basin than those formed 
during moderate storms, due to damping of pulses by bottom friction. [f present at all, 
pulses had disappeared completely before they reached the studied part of the basin in the 
upper 50 m of tlle section. 

Depositional sequences in tlle Castisent Group have been correlated between tlle Tremp and 
Ainsa Basins by tracing unconformities and related major depositional changes in the basin 
fill (Mutti et al., 1988). This permits a positioning of the Cabezonada section within the 
sequence stratigraphical framework. 

In tlle Tremp Basin tlle Castisent Group consists of a relatively tllin (50-150 m) 
unit made up of three successive fluvial sandstone bodies separated by floodplain and 
brackish water mudstones (Fig. 7.13; Marzo et aI., 1988). It expands drastically towards the 
west. Along tlle Isabena river, tlle Castisent group is 400-500 m thick and shows an overall 
deepening from fluvial and estuarine deposits at the base to shallow marine tidal bar and 
channel-fill deposits at tlle top (Fig. 7.13; Mutti et al., 1988). At the western margin of the 
Tremp Basin, wave-dominated, deltaic sandstone facies predominate (e.g., Pesunan, 1988). 

In tlle Ainsa Basin, in which the Cabezonada section is situated, tlle depositional 
sequences (CS I and CS2) of tlle Castisent Group consist of distinct turbidite complexes 
(Mutti, 1985; Mutti et aI., 1985). Each complex is made up of three different growth units. 
111e basal unit I (Fig. 7.2) is made up of tllick accumulations of unchannelized sandstone 
lobes, deposited in tlle deeper part of the basin. Unit II (Fig. 7.2) is represented by channel
fill deposits and minor amounts of unchannelized sandstone lobes. Unit III is composed of 

. thick overbank wedges tllat overlie tlle other units and thin out basinward. According to 
Mutti (1985), local tectonic control played a major role in generating these turbidite 
complexes. Each turbidite complex started to form when tllrusting propagated southward and 

Fig. 7.12. Detailed sedimentary logs of the Cabezonada section. See Fig. 7.4 for location. 
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subsidence tilted shallow marine areas in the Tremp Basin. 
In the eastem part of the Ainsa Basin, in which the Cabezonada section is situated, 

the lower depositional sequence of the Castisent Group (CS1) is transitional between the 
Tremp and westem Ainsa Basin fills (Figs. 7.2 and 7.13). It is expressed by vertical 
stacking of three well-defined systems tracts (Mutti, 1985; Mutti et aI., 1985) which include, 
in ascending stratigraphic order: 1. the upslope edge of the stratigraphic upper part of a 
basin floor turbidite system (i.e., the Fosado channel-fill complex); 2. a slope turbidite 
overbank: wedge, including the Cabezonada section; and 3. a prograding wave-dominated 
delta complex. The depositional sequence is separated from the underlying Castigaleu Group 
by a major unconformity, which has been correlated with the onset of movement of the 
Cotiella nappe. It marks the break-in-slope of the basin floor west of the Cotiella lateral 
ramp (Mutti et aI., 1988). The upper sequence boundary, separating tIle CS 1 and CS2 
depositional sequences, marks severe south- and west-vergent reactivation of tIle Cotiella 
thrust. 

According to Mutti et al. (1988), tIle Castisent Group represents a third order cycle 
of relative sea-level variation (Haq et al., 1987), mainly based on observations in the 
Isabena section. The turbidite overbank wedge deposits in the study area have been 
correlated with the basal, predominantly fluvial deposits of the Castisent Group in the 
Isabena section (Fig. 7.13). The overbank wedge deposits of the Castisent Group represent 
transgressive and highstand systems tracts, deposited in a tectonically highly subsident part 
of the basin. Towards the westem deeper basin the overbank wedge deposits have been 
correlated with basinal mudstones (Mutti et al., 1988). 

The transgressive style of tlle channel and overbank deposits (Mutti, 1977) is 
confirmed by tlle depositional evolution in the Cabezonada section. The gradual 
disappearance in the upward direction of lithotype B (Fig. 7.4) provides additional evidence 
of the gradual deepening of the basin. The upward increasing mudstone percentage and the 
higher percentage of siltstone versus sandstone indicate a rise of sea level as well. A 
reduction in relief of the tilted shallow marine part of the Tremp Basin in time, and ensuing 
decrease in volume of gravity flows, (c! Mutti et al., 1988) plays an additional role. The 
upper 60 m of the succession represent the highstand deposits of the tllird growth unit of 
Mutti (1985). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Upper Ypresian section near La Cabezonada is characterized by channelized, gravity 
flow transport on the outer-shelf and slope of the Tertiary thrust-sheet-top basin in the 
Spanish Pyrenees. Cbannel overflow formed tabular sediment beds, representing inter
channel and channel-levee deposits. Independent sedimentological evidence confirms the 
rransgressive phase in [he evolution of the basin, recognized by Mutti et at. (1988). The 
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depositional environment gradually changed from an environment with deposits modified by 
storm waves to an environment with deposits lacking storm influence. 

Storm-deposited sandstone and siltstone beds, characterized by the occurrence of 
wave ripples, washed-out fossil accumulations and rhythmic bedding, are interpreted as 
deposits from pulsating turbidity currents. Although periodic liquefaction, due to cyclic wave 
loading, provides a potential mechanism to form rhythmic bedding, an alternative process is 
proposed. Complex interaction of low-frequency orbital water movement, produced by wave 
groups and offshore, unidirectional, sediment-laden bottom currents in the inner-shelf and 
nearshore environments is suggested to have generated pulsating flow. In a downslope 
direction they evolved into pulsating turbidity currents due to the relatively steep slope of 
the basin floor. Downslope, below mean storm wave base, these turbidity currents deposited 
sand during high-velocity pulses and mud during low-velocity pulses, thus generating graded 
rhythmites during the waning of storms. 

The suggested process provides a potential mechanism to explain the rhythmic 
grain size variations in other storm-influenced basins as well. Few data are available on the 
interaction between wave groups and bottom currents on modem shelves during storms. 
Verification of the above model warrants future research on modem shelves, concentrating 
on sediment transport during storms in order to comprehend the effects of storms on 
offshore-directed bottom currents. 
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8. CURRENT RIPPLES IN RECENT AND ANCIENT DEPOSITS WITH 

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO DEEP MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

Extrapolation of the steady and the unsteady flow models of Chapters 3, 4 and 6 to natural 

environments involves a number of complicating factors, inherent to the complexity of 

hydraulic processes in nature (el Chapter 6). Most factors that complicate a comparison 

between the results of different flume studies, described in Chapter 5, concern also the 

application of the empirical models in natural environments. Sediment sorting, particle 

shape, and cohesion by clay particles influence the development and the equilibrium 

dimensions of ripples in nature in a similar way as in flumes. Shallow flow depths suppress 

ripple height, and irregularities on the sediment surface accelerate the development of 

ripples. Furthermore, the water flow in flumes is not fully representative of natural streams 

for several reasons. For example, flumes have a limited length, width and depth, and their 

side-walls are straight and non-erodible (Middleton & Southard, 1984). Nonetheless, the 

influence of flume size on the dynamics of the small bedforms is probably not serious, 

because no signifIcant side-wall effects were observed in the present study. 
Additional factors that affect the development, stability, and preservation potential 

of current ripples are: 1. net deposition from suspension; 2. wave action; 3. bioturbation and 

biostabilization; and 4. multiple current directions on a scale smaller than Te' Moreover, 

after deposition and burial ripple size can be modifIed by compaction. 

Climbing ripples, resulting from rapid deposition from suspension, tend to be more 

sinuous than steady-state ripples (McKee, 1965; Walker, 1963). This may be caused by high 

concentrations of suspended sediment load (el washed-out ripples, described in Chapter 3), 

and by high fall-out rate of this load, which prevents ripples from developing to linguoid 

equilibrium dimensions. 

Water surface waves can modify current ripples during and after unidirectional 

clJrrent activity, forming various types of interference patterns or combined flow ripples. 

Combined f10w ripples are often straight-crested with bifurcations that are typical of wave 

ripples, and they have a smaller vertical form index than current ripples (Tanner, 1967; 

Reineck & Wunderlich, 1968a). 
Biota living on or near to the sediment surface can destroy ripples in several ways, 
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e.g., by moving over the surface, by grazing, and by burrowing. Alternatively, binding 

organisms, such as algae and diatoms, can stabilize sediment surfaces, thus hampering 

bedform development (Vos et at., 1988). 

In the flume models, described in the previous chapters, current ripples develop in a 

unidirectional flow. Natural water flows normally are less confined, and flow directions may 

vary significantly at a certain location (e.g., bidirectional flow in tidal gullies or unconfined 

flows on shelves). Changes in flow direction are expected to affect adaptation times of 

ripple geometry significantly. For example, in Chapter 6 it was shown that after the tum of 

the tide counter currents use existing ripples as nuclei for further development. Yet. 

additional time is needed to shiH the ripple crest from one side of the ripple to the other. 

A factor which should be kept in mind when studying natural ripples is compaction 

due to the weight of overlying sediment during burial. Compaction particularly causes a 

slight decrease in ripple height. The precise number depends on the total weight of the 

overlying sediment and the fabric of the sand in which the ripples were formed originally. 

In conclusion, comparisons between bedform development in natural flows and in 

highly regulated and simplified flows in flumes should be done with caution. In the 
following sections of this chapter, the dimensions of experimental ripples will be compared 

with the dimensions of ripples in deep-sea facies, thereby acknowledging the influence of 

the complicating factors described above. The comparison includes the outer-shelf and slope 

deposits of the Lower-Eocene Ainsa Basin in Spain (see Chapter 7) and turbidite deposits in 
the Upper-Cretaceous Vallcarga Basin (South-Central Pyrenees, Spain). 

CURRENT RIPPLES IN DEEP MARINE DEPOSITS 

From deep marine facies current ripples have been described, of course from the upper 

levels of turbidite deposits, but also from non-turbiditic deposits, where bottom currents 

obviously have been strong enough to rework sand (and coarse silt) into small-scale 

bedforms. Ripples occurring in both these facies will be dealt with separately. 

Ripples formed by turbidity currents 

Sediment transport by turbidity currents, in which sediment is kept in suspension by fluid 

turbulence, is well-known in ancient and recent deposits and from experiments. A flow 

velocity profile of a turbidity current passing a particular site is characterized by a very 

rapid, almost instantaneous increase in flow velocity to a maximum value, and a gradual 

decrease in flow velocity thereafter. The phase of rapid flow acceleration is associated with 
the passing of the head of the turbidity current, and the- phase of flow deceleration wim me 
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passing of its body and tail. During the phase of flow acceleration and around maximum 

flow velocity, erosion, or at least no deposition, takes place, and no bedforms are formed. In 

addition, the head of the turbidity current usually flows over a bed of (hemi)pelagic clay, in 

which cohesion prevents the development of bedforms as well. 

During flow deceleration after the passage of the head of the turbidity current the 

well-known turbidite sequence (Bouma, 1962) is formed. High-energy turbidity currents 

involve high suspension fall-out rates in the early phases of flow deceleration, preventing the 

development of bedforms, and forming structureless and parallel-laminated divisions (Bouma 

A-division and B-division). 11le parallel-laminated division is formed under upper stage 

plane bed conditions. Current ripples are produced in the Bouma C-division on top of the 

parallel-laminated division during further flow deceleration. TIle sequence of structures ends 

with an upper division of parallel lamination, consisting of alternating sandy and muddy 

laminae (Bouma D-division) and a pelitic (mud) division (Bouma E-division). The Bouma 

A-division and B-division are absent in low-energy turbidity currents, in which case current 

ripples are the first structures to fornl on the (clayey) substrate over which the turbidity 

current flows. 

Thus, current ripples in turbidite deposits start to form upon either an upper stage 

plane bed or upon a more or less flat substrate. A further characteristic of these ripples is 

that they climb upward during migration due to net deposition from suspension. Their 

development and geometry can be compared to the ripples produced in the flume only w¥n 

the angle of climb is small, thus when the migration velocity of the bedfornlS is high in 

comparison with the fall-out rate from suspension. 

Particularly the property that ripples in turbidite deposits develop on flat beds 

makes them suitable for a comparison with the development of ripples in the flume. When a 

rippled Bouma C-division is underlain by a parallel laminated Bouma B-division, the flow 

velocity at which the ripples start to form should be similar to the flow velocity at the 

boundary between the field boundaries of upper stage plane bed and current ripples, 

provided that the influence of fall-out from suspension is small (note that dunes are rare in 

turbidite deposits, because time is lacking to permit their growth (Allen, 1984». In very fine 

sand and fine sand, the typical grain sizes at which the transition from upper stage plane bed 

to current ripples occurs, the corresponding period needed to develop equilibrium linguoid 

ripples is several tens of minutes, depending on the rate of flow deceleration and the 

presence of suspended sediment. 

Allen (1991) estimated the duration of deposition of an ancient Tabc-bed from the rate of 

deposition at the boundaries between the three divisions. The bed has a total thickness of 
0.27 m and the median grain size at the boundary between the parallel-laminated and rippled 
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division is 0.14 mm. TIle equilibrium ripple height is 12 mm and the angle of climb 

averages 12°. Based on these values, Allen (1991) estimated a duration of deposition 

ranging between 13 to 45 minutes for the rippled division of the turbidite bed. It can be 

calculated with the procedure described in Chapter 6 that 25 to 30 minutes is already 

required to foml equilibrium ripples in a very fine sandy Bouma C-division, when the flow 

velocity decreases linearly from the upper limit to the lower limit of the stability field of 

ripples. Therefore, Allen's lower boundary of the duration of deposition of 13 minutes 

seems rather conservative. Net deposition from suspension, indicated by the mean angle of 

climb of 12°, might have modified the development of the ripples in the turbidite deposit. 

but the effect of fall-out from suspension probably cannot reduce the equilibrium time to 

one half of its value at steady-sL:'lte conditions. Therefore, the duration of deposition for the 

studied turbidity current by Allen (1991) is probably closer to 1 h than to 10 minutes. 

When a Bouma C-division lies directly on top of the (clayey) substrate, the flow velocity, at 

which deposition sL:'lrted, should have been lower than the threshold velocity for the 

development of an upper stage plane bed. Consequently, the ripples in this type of truncated 

Bouma-sequence develop more slowly than ripples in more complete Bouma-sequences. 

They thus have a greater chance of remaining straight or sinuous during flow deceleration. 

An extreme example was given by Stow & Shanmugam (1980). TIley observed very small 

climbing ripples in silty sediment at the base of muddy turbidites. The ripples were formed 

at flow velocities of 0.10-0.15 mls. As expected for such low velocities, the ripples had a 

very small height (1-3 mm) and wavelength (10-20 mm) and are undoubtedly non
equilibrium bedfoffils. 

Ripples formed by bottom currents 

The other type of flow in deep marine settings are more pemlanent bottom currents. These 

are eiUler driven by thermohaline circulation or sediment transport across the shelf-slope 

break. Thermohaline bottom currents, called contour currents when they flow along isobaths, 

move at average velocities of 0.10-0.30 mls (McCave et at., 1980; Hollister & McCave, 

1984), and are not able to move all but the smallest grains on Ule sediment surface. 

Occasionally, however, periods of exceptionally strong current activity occur, designated as 

'deep-sea storms' (Hollister & McCave, 1984). Typical flow velocities during deep-sea 

storms are well in excess of 0.20 mis, and can extend up to 0.70 mls (Richardson et at., 
1981). On the continental rise off Nova Scotia, the storms occur about three times per year, 

they last from a few days to several weeks, and result in high concentrations of suspended 

sediment (Hollister & McCave, 1984). Hollister (1993) reported a typical frequency of eight 
to ten stomlS per year. 
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TIle other type of deep marine bottom current transports fme-grained sediment 

across the shelf-slope break, originating from, for example, input of mud-laden river water 

or stirring of the bottom by strong waves. In general, these currents flow along various 

density interfaces in the water column. Near the bottom, the flow mechanism may be a 

dilute density current Outite flow: McCave, 1972). Flow convergence in submarine channels 

or canyons enhances this type of sediment transport. Sediments escaping from the shelf form 

the bulk of the hemipelagic deposits in deep marine environments (McCave, 1972). Flow 

velocities range between a few cmls to several tens of cmls (see Stanley & Moore (1983) 

for a review). 

Both types of bottom current are able to reshape the sediment surface in various 

bedform types, including current ripples (Heezen & Hollister, 1971). Bottom current 

deposits typically consist of winnowed very fine silt to very fine sand. When present, 

curreni ripples are dominantly straight-crested (Heezen & Hollister, 1971). Linguoid ripples 

have been reponed to be formed only during periods of strong current activity. Apparently, 
the duration of an average deep-sea storm is not long enough to form equilibrium bedforms. 

In the months between storm activity, when flow velocities are lower than or just 

above the threshold velocity of sediment motion, the ripples may be obliterated by animals 

living on or close to the sediment bed, in a similar way as in tidal environments (Chapter 6). 

In the case of abundant animal activity, a more or less flat bed will prevail at the start of 

each storm. Only when stonns shortly follow each other or if animal activity is subordinate, 

the ripples can be reactivated before being destroyed by bioturbation. 

Photographs of non-equilibrium current ripples on the edge of the Seychelles 

Platform at a depth of about 2000 m were presented by Bowin, Chase & Hersey (in Hersey, 

1967). They reveal straight to slightly sinuous ripples with average wavelengths of 75-85 

mm. Another example was given by Heezen & Hollister (1971) from the eastern Atlantic off 

the Strait of Gibraltar. At one particular site a large dune was observed with superimposed 

linguoid (slightly sinuous) ripples and patches of straight ripples. At the time when the 

observations were done the flow velocity was 0.23 mls. Note that this is not necessarily the 

(average) flow velocity at which tlle ripples were formed. The simultaneous occurrence of 

linguoid ripples and patches of straight ripples, formed at similar flow velocities, can be 

explained best by considering a varying initial bed roughness across the dune face. At 

locations Witll a relatively large initial bed roughness, ripples are formed more rapidly than 

at locations with a small bed roughness, and tllUS ripples in different stages of devel?pment 

can exist side by side. This roughness effect is greatest at low flow velocities, resulting in 

relatively large differences in stage of ripple development, and thus in large differences in 

ripple dimensions and plan forms. Hence, in Heezen and Hollister's example the linguoid 
(or slightly sinuous) ripples represent parts of the sediment surface with a relatively large 
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initial bed roughness, and the patches of straight ripples originated from bed sections with a 

relatively small initial roughness. 

LOWER-EOCENE AINSA BASIN (SOUTH-CENTRAL PYRENEES, SPAIN) 

The dimensions of current ripples measured in the outer-shelf and slope deposits of the 

Ainsa Basin (Lower Eocene, South-Central Pyrenees, Spain) are listed in Table 7.1. As 

described earlier in Chapter 7, the ripples were mainly formed by reworking of the upper 

surfaces of turbidite beds within channels. The data set comprises measurements from the 

Broto channel-fill complex, the top of the Fosado channel-fill complex and the overbank 

wedge deposits of the Cabezonada section (Figs. 7.2 and 7.9). Samples with a grain size 

between 0.041 mm and 0.146 nun were selected from the data set in order to compare the 

ripples with those formed in the flume experiments with very fine sand. The silts and sands 

from the Ainsa Basin are poorly sorted and contain up to 12.4% of clay-sized particles. 

Ripple heights and wavelengths were measured along randomly chosen lines parallel to the 

paleo-flow direction. In some samples also the maximum height of all visible ripples was 

measured. Bioturbation is present in several samples, but did not seriously influence the 

development of the ripples. Climbing ripples are scarce. Examples of different ripple plan 

forms are given in Fig. 8.1. 

[n Fig. 8.2 the plan morphology, dimensions, and development stages of the ripples 

in the Ainsa basin (Table 7.1) are compared with the results of the flume model for very 

fine sand by plotting ripple height against ripple wavelength. 11le types of plan morphology 

of the ripples are similar. TIle only exception is that in the field samples straight ripples 

could be distinguished from sinuous ripples, while this was difficult in the flume 

experiments. TIle line with theoretical tfTe-values was determined using the standardized 

bedform development curves for very fine sand (Fig. 3.15), along with the reasonable 

assumption that the equilibrium times for height and wavelength are equal. 

Figure 8.2 shows that the ancient ripples compare well with the ripples observed in 

the flume. Heights and wavelengths in the different stages of development are similar, and 

the bounding tfTe-values of the different plan forms of the ancient ripples and of the flume 

model agree very well. The scatter of data around the theoretical development curve is 

mainly caused by the small number of field measurements on which average ripple 

dimensions are based. Additional anomalies probably result from variations in grain size, 

poor sediment sorting, clay content, and deposition from suspension. The effect of the small 

number of measurements is particularly illustrated by the great variation of the average 

dimensions of linguoid ripples and the consistent scatter on both sides of the tlleoretical 
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A
 

B
 

Fig. 8.1. Current ripples in the Eocene Ainsa Basin. (a) incipient ripples (sample sv28). (b) 
straight ripples (sample sv2). 
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c 

o 

Fig. 8.1. Current ripples in the Eocene Ainsa Basin (c) sinuous to slightly linguoid ripples 

(sample sv4). (d) linguoid ripples (sample sv12). TIle ruler is divided into segments of 10 

em. 
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Fig. 8.2. Ripple height against ripple wavelength for the samples from the Ainsa Basin. The 

horizontal and vertical bars indicate standard deviations. The line with tffe-values is based 

on the results of the flume experiments with very fine sand. 

development curve. The variation is caused by the great variety of individual linguoid ripple 

dimensions. Due to a more peaked frequency distribution of individual heights and 

wavelengths, the variation of the average dimensions of straight and sinuous ripples is much 

less (el Figs. 3.3 and 4.4). Hence, straight and sinuous ripples plot closer to the theoretical 
development curve. 
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An observation which fully confinns the conclusions about the plan fonn of non

equilibrium ripples is represented by samples sv3a-sv3c. These samples were collected from 

a small gully on top of the large Fosado channel-fill complex. The gully is about 0.1 m deep 

and about I m wide. In the centre of the gully sinuous to locally linguoid ripples were 

observed (sample sv3b), while at the edges the ripples are straight-crested (samples sv3a and 

sv3c). These differences in plan geometry are interpreted to be caused by a higher flow 

velocity in the centre of the gully than at the edges, assuming that the development times 

were equal and that development started from flat bed conditions throughout the gully. 

Hence, ripples in the centre of the gully grew faster, and thus approached more mature 

fonns than near the edges. 

Non-equilibrium ripples occur frequentIy in tile studied part of the Ainsa Basin. 

ApparentIy, tile reworking of upper bed surfaces into current ripples involved low flow 

velocities, short duration of tile flow, or both. It is suggested that dilute turbidity currents or 

weak bottom currents were responsible for the fonnation of incipient, straight and sinuous 

ripples. Considering tile basin configuration and the hydraulic processes active in the basin 

(see Chapter 7), tile currents were probably residual stonn currents flowing across the outer 

shelf and slope. Measurements in tile Broto channel-fill complex reveal a larger number of 

linguoid ripples than measurements on top of the Fosado channel-fill complex (Table 7.1). 

Moreover, tile number of linguoid ripples in the small channel-fill and interchannel deposits 

of the Cabezonada section is even less. EvidentIy, convergence of the residual stonn 

currents in larger channels enhanced the generation of linguoid ripples due to increased flow 

velocities. 

UPPER·CRETACEOUS VALLCARGA BASIN (SOUTH·CENTRAL PYRENEES, 
SPAIN) 

Current ripples were also studied in turbidite beds deposited in an Upper-Cretaceous 

(Senonian) basin (Mascarell Member, Vallcarga Basin) in tile South-Central Pyrenees of 

Spain. The plan fonns and dimensions were compared to those observed in tile flume 

experiments and were used to interpret tile hydraulic processes that generated them. 

Geological setting 

·A distensional tectonic phase marks the development of the South-Central Pyrenees basin in 

Mesozoic times (e.g., Choukroune et al., 1973; Masson & Miles, 1984; Puigdefabregas & 

Souquet, 1986). Distension was accompanied by continental margin sedimentation along tile 
Iberian and European continental plates. During the Upper Santonian [0 Campanian the 
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RIO ESEM RIO IlBAcmzANA RIO RAMISBl/ PAUARESA 

CD carbonate platform 

® marly shelf 

® deep marine basin 

@ siliciclastic source 

® longitudinal turbidity 
currents

® transversal carbonate 
debris flows 

RIO ESEM RIO ISAIIENA 110 RAMISEI1/ PAUARESA 

Fig. 8.3. Above: paleogeographical sketch map of the Vallcarga Basin, showing a central 

SE-NW trending deep marine basin with longitudinal siliciclastic transport by turbidity 

currents, and transversal sediment transport by carbonate debris flows and mud flows from 

carbonate platforms. The Turbon High acted as an obstruction to northwesterly sediment 

transport. Not to scale. Below: sample locations of ripple measurements along the Rio Esera, 
Rio Isabena and Rio Flamisell, and in the Barranco de Monso. Numbers refer to Table 8.1. 
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basin had a ESE-WNW trending configuration (Fig. 8.3). A longitudinal, deep marine basin, 

the so-called Vallcarga Basin (Van Hoorn, 1970), was separated from a southerly carbonate 

platfoffil and marly shelf by a NE-SW dipping erosional escarpment (listric normal fault: 

Sim6 & Puigdefabregas, 1985; Sim6, 1986). The erosional escarpment acted as a transverse 

slope across which carbonates were transported by slumps, debris flows and mud flows into 

the deeper basin. Longitudinal transport took place by mixed siliciclastic-bioclastic turbidity 

currents with an average ratio of siliciclastic to bioclastic components of about 1 (Van 

Hoorn, 1970). The siliciclastic components originated from a poorly known eastern source 

area (Sim6 & Puigdefabregas, 1985). The bioclastic components (mainly fossil remains and 

micrite intraclasts) are re-deposited components from the carbonate platform. 

A topographic elevation, known as the Turbon High, acted as an obstruction to 

sediment transport (Fig. 8.3). At the western side of the Turbon High sediment was 

transported by turbidity currents towards the eastnortheast (Van Hoorn, 1970). At the eastern 
side turbidity currents transported sediment towards the northwest. 

Outcrops of deposits in the Vallcarga Basin can be studied in the main north-south 

trending river valleys of the South-Central Pyrenees between the valleys of the Rio Esera 

and the Rio Pallaresa (Fig. 8.3). Several studies discussed the deep marine facies and the 

evolution of the Vallcarga Basin (Nagtegaal, 1963, 1972; Van Hoorn, 1969, 1970; Sim6 & 

Puigdefabregas, 1985; SOO6, 1986; Fondecave-Wallez et at., 1989, 1990). For sequence

stratigraphic concepts applied to the Vallcarga Basin fill one is referred to Sim6 & 

Puigdefabregas (1985) and Sim6 (1986) for the area east of the Ribagorzana Valley (Fig. 

8.3), and to Fondecave-Wallez et at. (1990) for the area west of it. 

Current ripples 

Current ripples in the Vallcarga Basin were measured in the Barranco de Monso, and along 

the Rio Flamisell, Rio Isabena, and Rio Esera (Fig. 8.3). The results of the measurements 

are summarized in Table 8.1. The grain sizes were measured by sieving and with a Malvern 

Laser Particle Sizer for siliciclastic grains only. No segregation of siliciclastic grains and 

carbonate grains was observed in the samples. Therefore, it is assumed that carbonate grains 

were transported in a hydraulically equivalent way as siliciclastic grains. Examples of 

rippled bed surfaces are given in Fig. 8.4. 

The ripples in the Vallcarga Basin occur mainly in the upper parts of turbidite beds 

and make up Bouma C-divisions. They thus were formed during flow deceleration after the 

passage of a turbidity current. Reworking of upper bed surfaces by succeeding bottom 

currents or turbidity currents, as in the Lower-Eocene Ainsa Basin, has been rare. 

The ripples mainly have linguoid crests (Table 8.1). This confirms well with their 
turbidity current origin. As shown earlier in this chapter, the relatively high flow velocities 
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A 

c 

B 

Fig. 8.4. Examples of current ripples in the Vallcarga Basin (see Table 8.1). (a) linguoid 
ripples, Isabena valley. (b) cross-section of sinuous to linguoid ripples (sample 90p25). (c) 

washed-out ripples (sample 90i02). 

of sand-laden turbidity currents enhance the generation of linguoid ripples. Especially when 

Bouma C-divisions are underlain by upper stage plane bed lamination (Bouma B-divisions), 

and thus flow velocity must have passed the upper part of the stability field of ripples, a few 

tens of minutes were needed only to form equilibrium linguoid ripples. The exact period 

depends on the rate of flow deceleration and the rate of fall-out from suspension. Once 

formed, the linguoid ripples persisted until the flow ceased. They could not degenerate into 

straight or sinuous ripples during the waning of the flow (see previous chapters). 

The average heights and wavelengths of the linguoid ripples for modal sediment 

size ranges of 0.075-0.105 mm and 0.105-0.150 mm vary from 6 mm to 17 mm (mean 

value 12 mm), and from 97 mm to 160 mm (mean value 133 mm), respectively. Particularly 
the wavelengths are larger than expected from tIle results of tile experiments with very fine 
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Table 8.1. Current ripple data from the Vallcarga Basin. 

sample location D50 sorting % clay modal size ripple plan 

(mm) range (mm). form 

91eOI 1-Esera 0.077 1.56 4.9 0.150-0.210 str 

90i02 2-Isabena 0.056 1.44 5.2 0.050-0.075 wor 

90i03 2-Isabena 0.043 1.35 5.4 0.050-0.075 ling 

90iOl 3-Isabena 0.036 1.42 5.8 0.032-0.050 ling 

9li02 3-Isabena 0.049 1.65 11.1 0.035-0.050 ling 

91i03 3-Isabena 0.038 1.92 12.6 0.035-0.050 ling 

9li04 3-Isabena 0.049 1.8 11.3 0.050-0.075 ling 

9li05 3-Isabena 0.055 1.63 7.8 0.050-0.075 ling 

91i06 3-Isabena 0.078 1.82 7.4 0.075-0.105 sin-ling 

91i07 3-Isabena 0.049 1.89 11.9 0.050-0.075 ling 

91i08 3-Isabena 0.071 1.28 5.2 0.075-0.105 ling 

91i22 4-Isabena 0.128 1.39 3.3 0.105-0.150 ling 

9li25 5-Isabena 0.174 0.9 1.5 0.150-0.210 ling 

91i26 5-Isabena 0.205 0.57 0.9 0.210-0.300 ling 

91i27 5-Isabena 0.095 1.38 5.1 0.105-0.150 sin 

91i28 6-Isabena 0.088 1.14 3.5 0.105-0.150 ling 

91i09 7-Isabena 0.080 1.15 2.8 0.075-0.105 str 

91p18 8-Flamisell 0.089 1.4 5.8 0.105-0.150 ling 

91pl9 8-Flamisell 0.053 1.87 9.2 0.105-0.150 ling 

91p17 9-Flamisell 0.047 1.68 9.6 0.050-0.075 ling 

90p20 10-Flamisell 0.082 1.29 2 0.150-0.210 ling (sin) 

90p21 IO-FlamiseU 0.075 1.36 3.1 0.075-0.105 ling 

90p22 IO-Flamisell 0.101 1.25 2.3 0.105-0.150 ling 

9Op23 IO-FlamiseU 0.116 1.35 2.2 0.105-0.150 ling 

incip = incipient ripples 

str = straight ripples 

sin = sinuous ripples 

ling = linguoid ripples 

wor = washed-out ripples 

n.a. = not available 
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Table 8.1. (continued) 

n H (mm) H L (mm) remarksmax 
(mm) 

9 3.4 ± 1.5 90.8 ± 16 

11 5.3 ± 2.4 85.5 ± 12.2 

8 15.3 ± 5.1 24 160 ± 60.1 

11 12.5 ± 3.6 22 151.4 ± 26.7 bioturbation 

7 10.4 ± 3.5 141.6 ± 37.9 climbing ripples, bioturbation 

9 9.8 ± 4.4 131.9 ± 33.7 climbing ripples 

10 5.7 ± 1.7 108 ± 17.9 climbing ripples, bioturbation 

17 8.2 ± 4.9 136.3 ± 43.1 climbing ripples, bioturbation 

12 6.8 ± 2.3 142.6 ± 27.3 bioturbation 

11 7.4 ± 3.3 120.6 ± 41.8 climbing ripples 

6 12 ± 1.9 154.7 ± 32.4 bioturbation 

9 11.5 ± 3.3 18.5 140.4 ± 13.7 

5 14.8 ± 7.9 27 156 ± 34.5 bioturbation 

n.a. 25 150 intense bioturbation 

8 14.3 ± 3.4 18.5 153 ± 14.2 

8 7.9 ± 2 134.1 ± 28.6 bioturbation 

23 3.5 ± 1.3 75.4 ± 12.5 bioturbation 

8 8.3 ± 3.6 141 ± 25.4 

5 11.3 ± 6.5 26 97 ± 26.9 bioturbation 

15 11.9 ± 6.6 29 149.2 ± 41.8 

11 17.2 ± 7.1 30 255.6 ± 57.3 

9 12.4 ± 3.9 22 139.3 ± 61.5 bioturbation 

11 16.1 ± 5.4 29 146.7 ± 31.2 bioturbation 

12 6.8 ± 3.3 118.2 ± 37.2 
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Table 8.1. (continued) 

sample location D50 sorting % clay modal size ripple plan 

(mm) range (mm) form 

90p24 ll-Monso 0.051 1.65 7.2 0.050-0.075 ling? 

90p25 ll-Monso 0.082 1.27 3.2 0.075-0.105 sin-ling 

90p26 ll-Monso 0.1 1.31 2.1 0.075-0.105 sin (str) 

90p27 ll-Monso 0.161 1.2 1.4 0.150-0.210 sin 

91p04 ll-Monso 0.146 1.14 2.5 0.150-0.210 ling 

91p05 ll-Monso 0.149 0.95 1.9 0.150-0.210 ling 

91p06 ll-Monso 0.181 0.97 1.5 0.150-0.210 ling 

91p07 ll-Monso 0.129 1.42 3.5 0.105-0.150 ling 

91p08 11-Monso 0.14 1.2 2.7 0.150-0.210 ling 

91p09 ll-Monso 0.168 1.06 2.1 0.150-0.210 ling 

91plO 11-Monso 0.136 1.33 2.6 0.105-0.150 ling 

91pll ll-Monso 0.134 1.24 3.4 0.075-0.105 ling 

91p12 11-Monso 0.077 1.8 7.2 0.105-0.150 ling 

91p13 ll-Monso 0.096 1.06 3.2 0.105-0.150 ling 

91p14 ll-Monso 0.129 1.48 3 0.050-0.075 ling 

91pl5 11-Monso n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. ling 

91p16 ll-Monso 0.075 1.71 5.5 0.105-0.150 ling 

sand. The large wavelengths may have been caused by the presence of bioclastic grains, 

although the potential influence on bedform development of grain size, sediment sorting, 

clay particles, bioturbation, and net deposition, as discussed previously for the Ainsa Basin, 

should not be disregarded. 111e irregular shape of bioclastic grains causes an increase in the 

resistance to erosion once they have been deposited on a rippled bed (Flemming (1992): see 

Chapter 5). An increased resistance to erosion has the same effect as increasing the grain 

size of the sediment, and thus it increases the equilibrium dimensions of the ripples. 

Washed-out ripples are scarce in the VaUcarga Basin. This is not surpriSing, because 

wasoed-out ripples can only be preserved under special hydraulic conditions. Preservation 

can be brought about by rapid flow deceleration, so that time is lacking to reshape the 

washed-out ripples into ·normal' ripples, and by rapidly burying the washed-out ripples by 
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Table 8.1. (continued) 

n H (mm)	 Hmax L (mm) remarks 
(mm) 

8 16.1 ± 4.3 24 154 ± 33.6 climbing ripples (small angle) 

11 12.7 ± 5.2 19 166.2 ± 39.3 

9 11.5 ± 2.9 182.8 ± 43.1 

9 12 ± 3.1 156.6 ± 50.2 

6 9.9 ± 2.3 19 114.8 ± 19.7 

6 10.8 ± 2.5 15 106.7 ± 21.7 

7 16.3 ± 6.3 24 132.3 ± 32.7 bioturbation 

4 12 ± 1.9 32.5 105.3 ± 15.3 bioturbation 

5 11.5 ± 3.7 34 113.8 ± 13 bioturbation 

6 8.4 ± 4.1 111.8 ± 27.7 bioturbation 
4 12.1 ± 2.7 34 122.3 ± 39.5 bioturbation 

7 14.6 ± 5.8 23 115.4 ± 19.8 bioturbation 

6 13 ± 5 23 123.7 ± 11.5 climbing ripples, bioturbation 

6 12.8 ± 6.5 25 138.2 ± 38.5 

10 16.6 ± 7.8 28 154.5 ± 48.9 climbing ripples, bioturbation 

7 12.3 ± 3.3 15 122.1 ± 17.3 bioturbation 

6 17.2±4.l 22 142.2 ± 33.3 bioturbation 

sediment settling from suspension. The latter applies to sample 90i02 (Table 8.l). It 

originates from a turbidite bed that consists of alternating sets of parallel and wavy laminae. 

The parallel laminae represent upper stage plane beds, and the wavy laminae are made up of 

washed-out ripples (Fig. 8.4c). This alternation of sedimentary structures is interpreted to 

have been caused by short term changes in flow velocity around the boundary between the 

stability fields of washed-out ripples and upper stage plane bed. At relatively low flow 

velocities washed-out ripples were formed. At relative high velocities ripple development 

was suppressed entirely and upper stage plane beds were stable. Due to the high suspension 

fall-out rate, the washed-out ripples were covered with sediment before they could be 

leveled to a plane bed in a later stage. 

If Equations 3.6 and 3.7 are applied to the dimensions of the washed-out ripples of 
sample 90i02 with the assumption that the median grain size is 0.095 mm (which in reality 
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is less; D50=0.056 mm) ,md knowing that the initial bed configuration is a flat bed, a 

development time of about 2 minutes and a depth-averaged flow velocity of about 0.8 m/s is 

calculated. Because tlle grain size of these ripples is less than that of the sand with which 

the experiments in Chapter 3 were carried out, and because net deposition from suspension 

occurred, these numbers need not be fully representative, but it is suggested that the time 

and velocity values are of the order of magnitude mentioned. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The size and plan morphology of current ripples in deep marine deposits can be used as a 

supplementary tool to distinguish different types of sediment transport and to obtain 

qualitative or semi-quantitative measures of flow velocity and development time. 

Equilibrium linguoid ripples are dominant in Bouma C-divisions of turbidite deposits. Non

equilibrium straight and sinuous ripples tend to be formed by dilute turbidity currents and 

unidirectional bottom currents. As tllese relationships are not unique, they should be used in 

addition to other lines of evidence to reconstruct transport mechanisms in ancient deep 

marine environments. 
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9. CRITERIA FOR QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF RIPPLE DIMENSIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters experimental and natural ripples were compared qualitatively or 

semi-quantitatively by comparing ripple heights, wavelengths, and plan fonns, and by 

detennining tlIe-values. A full quantitative evaluation should contain inferences about flow 

strength and development time. An additional variable is the bed configuration at t=O (a flat 

bed at the start of the flume experiments). In this chapter the criteria for computing flow 
velocities and development times from the size and geometry of natural small-scale 

bedfonns will be discussed. In this discussion, it is assumed that factors complicating the 

comparison between flume studies and natural studies, summarized in Chapter 8, are small 

or absent. For example, it is assumed that current ripples have small angles of climb, and 

that bioturbation and wave-influence are absent. Furthennore, the number of bedfonns, on 

which the average dimensions are based, is assumed to be infinitely great in order to make 

the averages fully reliable. Variance, inherent to the character of small-scale bedfonns, 

introduces some uncertainty in the calculations of development time and flow velocity. For a 

limited number of measurements, calculated average bedfonn dimensions have confidence 
limits which should be considered when calculating development time and flow velocity 

from an experimental of field data set. 

TIlliS, the variables to be estimated from the morphology of natural ripples, are flow 

strength, development time and initial bed configuration. The steady flow models are 

primarily based on bedfonn development from initial flat beds, but they can also be used for 

initial bedfonns that are in an earlier development stage than the measured ripples. In that 

case, the equations describing the development of ripples become: 

(9.la) 

(9.lb) 
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where t is the time necessary to develop the measured ripples from the initial bed 

configuration, tIFB is the time needed to develop the measured ripples from a flat bed, tmc 
is the time required to eVOlve from a flat bed to the initial bed configuration, T is the e 
equilibrium time, and Ho' Lo' He Lt' He' and Le are the initial, measured, and equilibrium 

heights and wavelengths, respectively. Equation 9.1 confIrnlS with ripple development from 

an initial flat bed, when tmc=0 and Ho=O (cj Equation 3.6). Degeneration of ripples, 

developing in the those parts of the stability fIeld of ripples where the equilibrium 

dimensions are independent of flow velocity, is not possible. 

A quantification of natural ripple and washed-out ripple development in relation to 

development time, flow velocity and initial bed configuration is summarized in four flow 

charts (Figs. 9.1a-b and 9.2a-b) and in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4. If the flow velocity during ripple 

formation is known, Figs. 9.1a and 9.2a can be used to estimate the development time of 

ripples in 0.095 mm sand and 0.238 mm sand, respectively. Alternatively, if the 

development time of the ripples is known, flow velocity can be deternlined with Figs. 9.1b, 

9.2b, 9.3 and 9.4. 

STEADY FLOW OVER VERY FINE SAND 

In very fine sand four types of ripples are distinguished (Fig. 9.1): 1. non-equilibrium 

ripples (NQR in Fig. 9.1); 2. equilibrium ripples (QR); 3. non-equilibrium washed-out 

ripples (NQWOR); and 4. equilibrium washed-out ripples (QWOR). Washed-out ripples can 

be distinguished from 'normal' ripples by their low relief and symmetrical fornI. Non

equilibrium ripples are straight-crested, sinuous, or linguoid, and have equilibrium heights 

and wavelengths smaller than 13.1 and 115.7 mm, respectively. Non-equilibrium washed-out 

ripples have wavelengths smaller than 115.7 mm. 

Estimating development time from now velocity 

The predictability of the very fine sand model is greatest if, in addition to development time 

or flow velocity, the initial bed configuration can be estimated. In case of an initial flat bed, 

as exemplified in Fig. 9.1, or any other initial bedform size of earlier development stage, the 

,development time of both non-equilibrium ripples and non-equilibrium washed-out ripples 

can be calculated with Equation 9.1, if the flow velocity, and thus the corresponding 

equilibrium time via Equation 3.7, is known (Fig. 9.1a). For non-equilibrium washed-out 

ripples this is only possible on tlle basis of the measured wavelength (Equations 3.7b and 

9.1b). For equilibrium ripples and equilibrium washed-out ripples, on the other hand, only a 
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minimum value of tlle development time can be detennined. This minimum value 

corresponds Witll fue equilibrium time for the development of fue ripples from a flat bed at 

fue flow velocity considered (denoted by t2:T (UlO) in Fig. 9.1a). e
If fue flow velocity is known, but infonnation about fue initial bed configuration is 

lacking, an estimate of maximum development time can be made for non-equilibrium ripples 

and non-equilibrium washed-out ripples. For both ripple types ilie development time ranges 

from zero, when fue initial bedfonns are identical to ilie measured bedfonns, to fue time 

corresponding to bedfonn development from an initial flat bed (denoted by 0:<=:;t<t1 and 

O:<=:;t<~ in Fig. 9.1a). For equilibrium bedfonns no accurate estimates of development time 

can be made, when only flow velocity is available.
 

Estimating flow velocity from development time
 

The estimation of flow velocity from development time follows similar assumptions (Fig.
 

9.lb). If, in addition to the development time, t=lIFB-tIBC' fue initial bed configuration is
 

known (exemplified by a flat bed in Fig. 9.lb), fue flow velocity for boili non-equilibrium
 

ripples and non-equilibrium washed-out ripples can be calculated wifu Equations 9.1 and
 

3.7. For non-equilibrium washed-out ripples tllis can best be done witll fue Equations 9.1b 

and 3.7b for bedfonn wavelengtll. TIle flow velocity for equilibrium ripples may range from 

tlle velocity corresponding to l=T to a maximum velocity which is defined by fue transition e 
from ripples to washed-oul ripples, when t>T (denoted by U lO(t=T ):-:;U1O:<=:;0.78 m/s). The e e
flow velocity at which equilibrium washed-out ripples are fonned can be calculated directly 

from tlle average development height. No knowledge of ilie initial bed configuration is 

required, because fue equilibrium height itself is a function of flow velocity. 

TIle predictability of the steady flow model for bedfonn development in very fine 

sand decreases when tlle only available parameter is development time. In fual case, an 

valuable estimate of flow velocity can only be made for non-equilibrium washed-out ripples 

(Fig. 9.1b), not for tlle other types of bedfonns. Non-equilibrium washed-out ripples can be 

fonned by a flow velocity extending from 0.78 m/s to fue velocity confinning with tlle 

development from an initial flat bed (wifu a limiting value of 0.92 m/s). 

Fig. 9.1. (following pages) Flow charts for fue calculation of (a) development time and (b) 

flow velocity as a function of initial bed configuration and ripple geometry in D50=0.095 

mm. WOR = washed-oul ripples; R = ripples; NQWOR = non-equilibrium washed-out 

ripples; QWOR = equilibrium washed-oul ripples; NQR = non-equilibrium ripples; QR = 

equilibrium ripples; IFB = initial flat bed. tl' ~, UlO(l) and U lO(2) denote the development 

times and flow velocities corresponding to fue development from an initial flat bed for non

equilibrium washed-out ripples and non-equilibriuril ripples, respectively. 
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STEADY FLOW OVER FINE SAND 

In fine sand (D50=0.238 mm) four ripple types can be fonned (Fig. 9.2): 1. non-equilibrium 

ripples (NQR in Fig. 9.2); 2. equilibrium ripples (QR); 3. non-equilibrium transitional 

ripples (NQTR); and 4. equilibrium transitional ripples (QTR). The first two ripple types are 

stable between the threshold velocity of general motion of sediment particles (U10=0.274 

mls) and 0.56 m/s. Equilibrium ripples have constant equilibrium dimensions (i.e., H =17e
mm and L =141.l mm). Transitional ripples fonn at flow velocities in a narrow velocity e 
range between 0.56 mls and 0.60 mls. Equilibrium transitional ripples have larger 

equilibrium dimensions than ripples fonned at lower flow velocities. The distinction, found 

in the flume experiment~, between single- and double-phase development of ripples is 

excluded from the present analysis, because double-phase development is not likely to be 

recognized in natural depositional environments. 

The differentiation between 'nonnaI' ripples and transitional ripples in fine sand is 

difficult. For example, small straight ripples may be non-equilibrium ripples or non

equilibrium transitional ripples, depending on the flow velocity at which they are fonned. In 

analogy, bedfonns with an average height of 17 mm and an average wavelength of 141 mm 

may represent equilibrium ripples as well as non-equilibrium transitional ripples (see 

Chapter 4). Natural ripples can only be identified as transitional ripples when their average 

height and wavelength are larger than 17 mm and 141.1 mm, when flow velocity is known 

(Fig. 9.2a), or when both development time and initial bed configuration are available (Fig. 

9.2b). 

Estimating development time from flow velocity 

The predictability of the steady flow models for very fme sand and fine sand provide similar 

results when tlle flow velocity is known (el Figs. 9.1a and 9.2a). Flow velocity can be used 

to differentiate between ripples and transitional ripples as stated above, but can also be used 

to distinguish equilibrium from non-equilibrium transitional ripples. The latter can be 

achieved by calculating tlle equilibrium dimensions of tlle ripples at the flow velocity 

considered and comparing them with the measured dimensions. In analogy to ripples in very 

fine sand, the predictability is greatest if the initial-bed configuration is available as well 

(Fig. 9.2a). Then, the development time of non-equilibrium ripples can be calculated with 

Equations 9.1 and 4.1. For non-equilibrium transitional ripples, the relation between flow 

velocity and equilibrium height and wavelength should be known in addition to these 

equations. Thus, Equation 9.1 can be rewritten into: 
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(9.2a) 

(9.2b) 

where f1(U1~ and f3(U10) are functions relating equilibrium time and flow velocity 

(Equations 4.1a and 4.1b), and, f2(U10) and f4(U10) are functions relating equilibrium 

dimensions of transitional ripples and flow velocity (see Figs. 4.7a and 4.7b). In Equation 

9.2 all parameters at the right side of the equal sign are known, and thus development time 

can be computed. 

A minimum development time can be determined for the development of 

equilibrium ripples and equilibrium transitional ripples, if the initial bed configuration is 

known. l1lis minimum development time is equal to the equilibrium time corresponding to 

bedform development from flat bed conditions minus the time needed for attaining the initial 

bed configuration at the given flow velocity. 

Estimating flow velocity from development time 

The calculation of flow velocity from development time and initial bed configuration in fine 

sand is difficult due to the above stated problem to distinguish between 'normal' ripples and 

non-equilibrium transitional ripples with Ht:S:17 mm and L~141.1 mm. However, it is 
possible to detennine the bedform type in fine sand by a careful comparison of ripple 

dimensions, development times and initial bed configurations. The results of this first step 

towards the calculation of flow velocity are given in the nomograms for bedform height 

(Fig. 9.3a) and for bedform wavelength (Fig. 9.3b). TIle solid lines in these figures are the 

field boundaries corresponding to bedform development from an initial flat bed. The dashed 

lines indicate how the positions of the boundaries change when the initial bed configuration 

is not a flat bed. For convenience, the nomograms are divided in 3 parts, based on the 

following ripple dimensions: 1. Ht>17 mm and Lt>141.1 mm; 2. Ht=17 mm and Lt=141.1 

Fig. 9.2. (following pages) Flow charts for the calculation of (a) development time and (b) 

flow velocity as a function of initial bed configuration and ripple geometry in D50=0.238 

mm. TR = transitional ripples; NQTR = non-equilibrium transitional ripples; QTR = 

equilibrium transitional ripples; !Be = initial bed configuration. Other abbreviations as in 
Fig. 9.1. 
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Fig. 9.3. Nomograms to determine ripple types from development time and initial bed 

configuration in fine sand (D50=O.238 mm) for (a) height, and (b) wavelength. The solid 

lines represent field boundaries between different bedform types for development from an 

initial flat bed. TIle dashed lines indicate field boundaries for other initial bed 

configurations. Abbreviations as in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2. 

mm; and 3. H(17 mm and Lt<141.1 mm. Each part will be discussed separately. 

In part I of the nomograms (denoted by NQTR and Qill in Fig. 9.3) only 

transitional ripples exist. The sloping, solid line represents the boundary between non

equilibrium and equilibrium transitional ripples for development from an initial bed flat bed. 
Transitional ripples plotting at the left side of tllis boundary are non-equilibrium forms and 
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Fig. 9.3. (continued) 

tIlose plotting at tile right side are equilibrium forms. For example, natural transitional 

ripples with a wavelength of 160 mm and developed from an initial flat bed, have reached 

equilibrium dimensions when t= I h, but have not when t=0.8 h. In case of other initial bed 

configurations the boundary between equilibrium and non-equilibrium transitional ripples 

shifts towards smaller time-values, because less time is needed to reach equilibrium bedform 

dimensions for a given flow velocity. The nomograms further show that minimum 

development times exist above which transitional ripples are always in equilibrium with 

flow conditions, that is t=0.6 h for height and t=l.l h for wavelengtIl. 

In part 2 of the nomograms (denoted by the horizontal lines at Ht=17 mm in Fig. 
9.3a and Lt=141.1 mm in Fig. 9.3b) non-equilibrium transitional ripples and equilibrium 
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ripples can exist. TIle boundary between these bedfonn types is fomled by the point at 

which the horizontal line and the line of initial bed configuration intersect. At the left side 

of this intersection the measured bedfonns are non-equilibrium transitional ripples, at the 

right side they are equilibrium ripples. This intersection shifts towards smaller time-values 

with increasing initial bedfonn height (Fig. 9.3a) and initial bedfonn wavelength (Fig. 9.3b). 

For example, natural bedfomlS with a measured height of 17 mm and an initial height of 10 

mm, are non-equilibrium transitional ripples if t==O.3 h, and equilibrium ripples if t==0.5 h. If 

t>0.6 h for height and t>1.1 h for wavelength, the measured bedfonns are equilibrium 

ripples, because even the smallest transitional ripples grow towards equilibrium dimensions 

in the given time. 

In pan 3 of the nomograms (denoted by NQIR and NQR in Fig. 9.3) non

equilibrium ripples and non-equilibrium transitional ripples can exist. Below the solid line, 

representing development from flat bed conditions, the measured bedfonns are non

equilibrium ripples. Above it, the bedfonns are non-equilibrium transitional ripples up to 

t==0.6 h for height and t==1.1 11 for wavelength. TIle boundary between these bedfonn types 

shifts towards the upper left comer of part 3 of the nomograms with increasing initial 

bedfonn height and initial bedfonn wavelength. Figure 9.4 illustrates the procedure to 

detennine the type of bedfoml in this stability field. Suppose one measures a bedfonn 

wavelength of 120 mm, and knows that the development time is 0.16 h. By plotting these 

coordinates in Fig. 9.3b it is possible to detennine the bedfonn type by comparing the 

position in the field with the known initial bedfonn wavelength. The point plots on a line of 

initial wavelength, which corresponds with a flow velocity of 0.56 mis, the threshold 
velocity for the development of transitional ripples. In the example this is Lo=l00 mm (Fig. 

9.4). If the initial wavelength is smaller than this value (down to an initial flat bed), the 

bedfonns are non-equilibrium transitional ripples. If it is larger (up to Lt==Lo)' the bedfonns 

are non-equilibrium ripples. A similar procedure can be applied for bedfonn height. 

After the type of bedfoml has been detennined with the above analysis flow 

velocities can be calculated from the initial bed configuration and the development time. For 

equilibrium transitional ripples the initial bed configuration is irrelevant, because the 

equilibrium height and wavelength are functions of flow velocity (Fig. 4.7). Row velocity 

can be computed for non-equilibrium transitional ripples via Equation 9.2, if the initial bed 

configuration and development time are known, and a rough estimate can be made, when 

the initial bed configuration is not known. In the latter case the flow velocity ranges from 

0.56 mls to the velocity corresponding to the development from a flat bed (which is always 

smaller than 0.60 m/s). If the bedfonns are non-equilibrium ripples, developed in a given 

time and from a given initial bed configuration, then flow velocity can be calculated with 
Equations 9.1 and 4.1. For equilibrium ripples, flow velocities range from tlle velocity for 
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Fig. 9.4. Example describing the procedure to detennine the ripple type in the NQ1R-field 
from development time and initial bed configuration. Abbreviations as in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2. 

the development from a flat bed to 0.56 mis, at the upper boundary of the stability field of 

ripples (denoted by UlO(t=Te):5UlO~0.56 mls in Fig. 9.2b). 

UNSTEADY FLOW 

In natural depositional environments steady flow is rare. Therefore, the analysis should be 

extended to bedfonn development in unsteady flow. From most depositional environments 

characteristic flow velocity curves are available. A few of them were already described in 
the previous chapters. For instance, flow velocity curves approach sine curves in tidal 
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environments, and turbidity currents in deep marine environments comprise an initially sharp 

increase of flow velocity followed by a gradual decrease. The extension of the analysis to 

unsteady flow can be achieved by representing a flow velocity curve by one velocity value, 

at which identical bedfonn dimensions are formed over the same time interval. 

For example, in tidal flow experiment T3 (Chapter 6) ripples with an average 

wavelength of 98 mm were formed after completion of the sine-shaped velocity curve 

(U10,max=0.39 m1s) at t=6 h. A steady flow velocity of 0.306 m1s would have formed the 

same average wavelength, and can thus be used in the above analysis. 

Field example 

The quantitative analysis is applied to current ripples measured in an ebb gully on the beach 

of the barrier island Texel (see Fig. 6.1 for location). The intertidal gully was a side-arm of 

an active washover channel, known as the Slufter. TIle gully drained this washover channel 

during the measurements (Fig. 9.5). Towards the west, the gully was separated from the 

swash-and-backwa<;h zone by a longitudinal ridge. The gully had a gentle slope and was 

about 10 m wide and 0.1 m deep, the depth decreasing towards the gully margins and 

towards the longitudinal ridge. TIle median grain size of the very well sorted beach sand 

was about 0.240 mm, and thus similar to the fine sand used in the flume experiments 

described in Chapter 4. Bedfonns included linguoid current ripples in the downslope course 

of the gully (location 1 in Fig. 9.5) and sinuous to linguoid ripples close to the longitudinal 

ridge (location 2). The average dimensions of these ripples, along with grain size data, are 

given in Table 9.1. Wave ripples were present at the edges of the gully and on the 

surrounding non-channelized parts of the beach. Upper stage plane beds existed in front of 

the retreating swash-and-backwash zone. During the measurements current ripples were still 

being fonned in the downstream parts of the gully near the main wash-over channel. This 

led to the conclusion that the emerged ripples in the topographically higher parts of the 

gully originated from the same ebb flow. Flow velocities can be calculated from the 

dimensions of the beach ripples and from inferences about development time. Observations 

suggested that these ripples were fonned in a period of submergence of 1 to 4 h (el Fig. 

6.2a). Furthermore, it is assumed that ripple development started from flat bed conditions. 

The first step in the quantitative analysis is the determination of the type of ripples. 

At the median grain size of 0.240 mm, they can be 'normal' ripples or transitional ripples. 

In the given range of development times (l to 4 h), the ripples from both locations (Table 

9.1) plot in the NQR-field (Fig. 9.3), suggesting these are non-equilibrium ripples. 

The second step in the quantitative analysis is the calculation of flow velocities via 

Equations 9.1 and 4.1. In this example, flow velocity calculations were carried out for the 

measured wavelengths. For the given range in development time (l to 4 h), flow velocities 
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Fig. 9.5. Geographic sketch map of the ebb gully on the beach of Texel. Not to scale. 

Table 9.1. Current ripple data from the the ebb run-off gully on the beach of Texel. 

sample D50 sorting ripple n H (mm) Hmax L (mm) 

(mm) plan fonn (mm) 

91bchl 0.247 0.35 ling 32 14 ± 4.9 23 132.1 ± 3804 

91bch2 0.239 0.31 ling (sin) 32 12 ± 4.7 24 113.2 ± 27.2 

sin = sinuous ripples 

ling = linguoid ripples 

at which the non-equilibrium ripples were fonned, range between 0041 rn/s and 0.50 rn/s 

(mean value: 0046 m/s) at location I and between 0.38 rn/s and 0045 rn/s (mean value: 0042 

rn/s) at location 2. 

The last step in the analysis involves the conversion of the calculated flow 

velocities to unsteady flow. Assuming that the flow velocity curve in the run-off gully 

approximated a sine-curve (el Fig. 6.2a), the above velocities can be recalculated in tenns 

of maximum tidal flow velocities by the procedure discussed in Chapter 6. At location 2 the 

same average wavelength of the non-equilibrium ripples can be fonned by maximum tidal 

flow velocities ranging from 0045 rn/s (at t=4 h) to 0.54 rn/s (at t=1 h). At location 1, the 

maximum tidal flow velocity is calculated to be 0049 mls at a development time of 4 h. At 

t=1 h the maximum velocity would be 0.61 m/s. However, this is not possible because 
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dunes and transitional ripples would be fanned in tlle high-velocity parts of tlle sine-curve. 

Supplementary flume experiments in fine sand indicated tllat these bedfonns can only be 

reshaped into equilibrium ripples witll decreasing flow velocity, and not into non-equilibrium 

ripples. Therefore, tlle maximum tidal flow velocity cannot have exceeded a maximum of 

0.56 mls. l1lis implies a flow velocity curve Willl a minimum development time of 1.7 h. 

Hence, at location 1, tlle development time of tlle non-equilibrium ripples bas to range 

between 1.7 hand 4 h Witll maximum tidal flow velocities between 0.56 mls and 0.49 mis, 

respectively. 1 

1 The average wavelength of the linguoid ripples at location 1 plots close to the QR-line. The 

measured bedforms may therefore be equilibrium ripples instead of non-equilibrium ripples, 

particularly when the standard deviation of 38.4 mm is considered. This is not fully confirmed by the 

rather small average ripple height of 14 mm (although the average equilibrium height of 17 mm in 

fine sand just falls within the standard deviation of 4.9 mm for n=32). It is also possible that the 

ripple heights were slightly reduced at shallow flow depths during the final run-off phase. If the 

J;ledforms at location 1 are equilibrium ripples instead of non-equilibrium ripples, then possible 

velocities range from 0.45 mJs, corresponding to t=T =4 h (see Fig. 9.2b), to 0.56 mJs at the upper e
boundary of the stability field of ripples. The equivalent maximum tidal flow velocity has to be higher 

than 0.55 m/s. 111is value cOlTesponds with a development time of 4 h. In this case, it is also possible 

that the maximum tidal flow velocity is higher 0.56 mis, because transitional ripples (and perhaps also 

small dunes) can be reshaped into equilibrium ripples under waning flow conditions. 
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10. CONCLUSIONS 

Time-lag, the amount of time required to change from one bedform type ot geometry into 

another in order to adapt to changing flow conditions, has been disregarded in previous 

work on current ripple dynamics. The detailed flume studies on the development of current 

ripples from initial flat beds, described in this thesis, prove that the commonly accepted 

theory that tlle size and plan form of ripples changes with changing flow velocity is not 

valid. In fine sand (D50=O.238 mm) and very fine sand (D50=O.095 mm) the size of current 

ripples, which are in equilibrium Witll flow conditions, is independent of flow velocity. 

Ripples evolve from incipient through straight and sinuous into linguoid plan form during 

development on an initial flat bed at all flow velocities. Hence, straight and sinuous ripples 

are non-equilibrium bedforms. Only tlle time required to reach equilibrium ripple dimensions 

is a function of flow velocity. At low flow velocities near the threshold of sediment 

movement hundreds of hours are required to develop equilibrium ripples from an initial flat 

bed, while at high flow velocities only a few to a few tens of minutes are needed. 

The results of steady and unsteady flow experiments were used to construct models that 

comprise empirical relationships between ripple dimensions, development time and flow 

velocity. TIlese models allow qualitative and semi-quantitative inferences about the dynamics 

of current ripples in natural depositional environments, which were difficult or impossible 

with previous models. For example, tlle abundance of linguoid ripples in turbidite deposits 

and in tidal environments can now be explained by considering the time needed to develop 

ripples to equilibrium morphology. Full quantitative analysis of ripples in recent and ancient 

depositional environments is possible when secondary controls on the stability of ripples are 

insignificant, and when estimates of flow strengtll, development time or initial bed 

configuration are available. 
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